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Resumen: Dispositivos fotónicos con base 
sol-gel y de Silicio
INTRODUCCIÓN Y OBJETIVOS
En las últimas décadas, los dispositivos fotónicos han sido objeto de una gran 
atención dentro de la comunidades científica y empresarial, gracias a su incomparable 
potencial para resolver las crecientes necesidades de ancho de banda de los usuarios, así 
como una herramienta esencial de observación del mundo que nos rodea. La 
espectroscopía óptica nos ha permitido acercarnos a la comprensión de algunos de los 
fenómenos a mayor escala del universo [Albert’11, Wilken’12], tales como el análisis 
de exoplanetas en busca de marcadores biológicos [Schwartz’12]; pero también de las 
partículas más pequeñas que conforman nuestra realidad [Yang’09, Mak’10, 
Nakajima’11]. La capacidad, precisión y distancia máxima de los enlaces ópticos está 
en continuo crecimiento [Predehl’12, Sakaguchi’11], y las interconexiones ópticas están 
dando forma al futuro de las redes de comunicaciones y de los supercomputadores 
[Alduino’07, Jalali’07]. A estas aplicaciones, se suman muchas otras, como por ejemplo 
sensores biológicos y  ambientales [Densemore’07], sistemas ópticos de almacenamiento 
de datos [Haw’03], y conformado de haces para litografía [Dickey’03] o pinzas ópticas 
[Novotny’97], entre muchos otros. 
En este marco, los requisitos impuestos sobre la eficiencia, calidad y tamaño de los 
dispositivos fotónicos son cada vez más exigentes. Es por ello, que el objetivo principal 
de los trabajos presentados en esta tesis es el diseño, fabricación y caracterización de 
dispositivos fotónicos altamente eficientes y  competitivos para la manipulación óptica 
de espectros y de la polarización. Para ello, se han utilizado dos plataformas fotónicas 
complementarias, los vidrios holográficos fotopolimerizables y los circuitos fotónicos 
integrados en silicio, aprovechando las virtudes derivadas de la forma en la que cada 
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una de ellas permite diseñar la distribución espacial de su índice de refracción. Por una 
parte, la óptica integrada en silicio presenta un elevado contraste de índice de refracción 
(Δn	   ~	   2) que permite implementar estructuras de guías de onda con un elevado 
confinamiento de modos ópticos, maximizando la densidad de integración de los 
dispositivos. Por el contrario, los vidrios fotopolimerizables presentan un contraste de 
índice menor, pero proporcionan la posibilidad de diseñar libremente en tres 
dimensiones las estructuras fotónicas, permitiendo implementar elementos difractivos 
de gran eficiencia y calidad óptica. 
Los vidrios fotopolimerizables [Cheben’01] son un material holográfico sintetizado 
mediante técnicas sol-gel, que presenta una elevada modulación de índice de refracción, 
calidad óptica, eficiencia de difracción, sensibilidad, y estabilidad estructural [Calvo’06, 
Martínez’09, Martínez’10]. La incorporación a dichos vidrios de especies de alto índice 
de refracción (HRIS, High Refractive Index Species) basadas en circonio [DelMonte’06] 
ha permitido alcanzar cotas aún mayores de modulación de índice (Δn	   ~	   0.01), 
convirtiendo a este fotomaterial en un candidato ideal para la implementación de 
memorias holográficas [Haw’03]. Sin embargo, los vidrios fotopolimerizables 
típicamente presentan un espesor limitado a unas 200 µm, condicionando su aplicación 
a filtros holográficos [Barbastathis’99, Rakuljic’93, Quintanilla’81, Schoen’93]. Los 
objetivos concretos de esta tesis en lo referido a dispositivos fotónicos con base sol-gel 
son, por lo tanto, el desarrollo de una nueva formulación y  técnica de síntesis para 
superar las limitaciones en espesor de los vidrios fotopolimerizables, la implementación 
de filtros de supresión de banda (notch) que aprovechen dicho espesor para lograr un 
ancho de banda reducido, y  la investigación en métodos de síntesis sostenibles para este 
tipo de fotomaterial. 
La plataforma de silicio sobre aislante (SOI, Silicon-On-Insulator) [Reed’08, 
Lockwood’10], impulsada por su bajo coste de producción y su capacidad de 
integración con la tecnología CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor), ha 
experimentado grandes avances en los últimos años. El motor principal de la 
investigación en esta plataforma fotónica han sido las interconexiones ópticas 
[Kirchain’07], que pretenden superar el límite de ancho de banda proporcionado por las 
conexiones de cobre, pero su rango de aplicación incluye astronomía [Florjańczyk’12], 
espectroscopía [Cheben‘07a], y sensado biológico y ambiental [Densemore’07], entre 
muchos otros. En particular, los objetivos de los trabajos presentados en esta tesis se 
centran en el desarrollo de dispositivos pasivos en silicio, y más concretamente, de 
espectrómetros, filtros, demultiplexadores y  rotadores de polarización de alta eficiencia 
en un tamaño reducido (entre 10 µm × 450 nm y 10 mm2 dependiendo del dispositivo). 
Estos dispositivos pretenden proponer alternativas competitivas a las conocidas en el 
estado de la técnica, tales como rotadores de polarización basados en la propagación de 
modos híbridos [Yamauchi’08, Brooks’06], y  demultiplexadores y espectrómetros 
basados en AWGs (Arrayed Waveguide Gratings) [Cheben‘07b, Pearson’00, Ohno’06] 
y redes echelle en guías de onda [Janz’04, Bidnyk’06, Brouckaert’07].
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CONTENIDO DE LA INVESTIGACIÓN
A partir de los objetivos descritos, la presente tesis doctoral proporciona las 
siguientes aportaciones fundamentales:
• Se ha desarrollado una nueva fórmula y método de síntesis de vidrios 
fotopolimerizables incorporando especies de alto índice de refracción, que 
permiten superar las limitaciones de espesor del fotomaterial, llegando hasta 500 
µm sin fracturas ni gelificación inhomogénea. Los vidrios sintetizados con esta 
técnica mantienen una elevada modulación de índice de refracción y una 
excelente calidad óptica. Presentan asimismo una elevada responsividad, que 
permite grabar dispositivos holográficos altamente eficientes con una sola 
exposición de corta duración y baja potencia, reduciendo asimismo el scattering 
resultante. 
• Utilizando como soporte los vidrios holográficos de espesor elevado se han 
implementado filtros holográficos altamente selectivos, tanto paso-banda como de 
supresión de banda (notch). El aumento de espesor permite reducir el ancho de 
banda de los filtros, habiéndose demostrado un ancho de banda de tan sólo 0.3 
nm, con una supresión de banda de -27.5 dB y un rizado de tan sólo 0.1 dB en la 
banda de paso. Los filtros fabricados presentan una excelente calidad óptica, bajo 
scattering, y una gran libertad de diseño. Sus prestaciones los convierten, por 
ejemplo, en candidatos ideales para la supresión de la línea de Rayleigh en 
espectroscopía Raman [Xie’02, Carrabba’90].
• Se ha estudiado la incorporación de líquido iónico a la composición de los vidrios 
fotopolimerizables en un intento de favorecer los procesos de fotopolimerización. 
Los efectos de dicha incorporación, tanto en materiales con y sin HRIS, se ha 
analizado en términos de modulación de índice de refracción, eficiencia de 
difracción, calidad óptica, dinámicas de difusión dentro de la matriz vítrea, 
viscosidad de la solución inicial, y scattering de las muestras antes y  después de la 
grabación de redes de difracción holográficas. 
• Se ha demostrado experimentalmente un nuevo tipo de espectrómetros integrados 
en silicio sobre aislante, en concreto, un espectrómetro de transformada de Fourier 
espacialmente heterodino que comprende un conjunto de interferómetros Mach 
Zehnder con diferencias de caminos ópticos crecientes a lo largo del array. Esta 
configuración genera un patrón estacionario de salida dependiente de la longitud 
de onda, a partir del cual el espectro original de la señal puede ser recuperado 
mediante técnicas computacionales, también desarrolladas para este trabajo de 
tesis doctoral. Dichas técnicas de recuperación espectral permiten asimismo 
corregir desviaciones de fabricación del sistema sin utilizar elementos activos 
adicionales. Gracias al uso de espirales enrolladas de forma compacta, se ha 
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demostrado experimentalmente una resolución de hasta 40 pm en un tamaño de 
chip de tan sólo 12 mm2. 
• Se ha diseñado, fabricado y caracterizado un conversor de modos de polarización 
ultracompacto, capaz de alcanzar una conversión de modo TE a TM de hasta el 
97.5% en una longitud de tan sólo 10 µm. El conversor de polarización se basa en 
el grabado de dos hendiduras asimétricas en una guía de onda de silicio, y puede 
ser implementado en un sólo paso de grabado al aprovechar la dependencia entre 
anchura y profundidad de grabado para anchuras reducidas (RIE lag, Reactive Ion 
Etch lag).  
• Se ha demostrado experimentalmente un multiplexador/demultiplexador de banda 
ancha implementado mediante una red de difracción grabada en la pared lateral de 
una guía de onda curvada. Las medidas experimentales muestran una interferencia 
entre canales adyacentes de tan sólo -25 dB, pudiendo llegar hasta los -35 dB 
mediante la integración de etapas de demultiplexado consecutivas. El tamaño del 
dispositivo es de 100 µm × 160 µm, reduciendo significativamente el de otras 
alternativas tales como AWGs y proporcionando una mayor resistencia a errores 
de fabricación. 
• A partir de la tecnología de redes de difracción en pared lateral, se ha diseñado, 
fabricado y caracterizado un filtro paso banda con dos etapas de filtrado en 
cascada para conseguir una notable ratio de rechazo de las bandas de supresión de 
hasta -40 dB en un dispositivo de 300 µm × 500 µm. El dispositivo proporciona 
un ancho de banda de 6.2 nm con una caída de - 4 dB/nm en los bordes de la 
banda de paso. 
CONCLUSIONES
Todos los resultados descritos se integran dentro de un propósito común de 
proporcionar nuevos dispositivos fotónicos pasivos de altas prestaciones que permiten 
manipular y  analizar el espectro y  la polarización de la luz en una amplia gama de 
aplicaciones, tales como espectroscopía, comunicaciones ópticas, astronomía, y  sensado 
biológico y ambiental, entre otros. Los dispositivos presentados, implementados en 
vidrios fotopolimerizables y silicio sobre aislante, aprovechan al máximo las virtudes 
particulares de estas plataformas, consiguiendo notables avances en el estado de la 
técnica de la óptica difractiva e integrada, y abren prometedoras vías de investigación e 
industrialización en el campo de los dispositivos fotónicos.
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Abstract: Photonic devices based on sol-gel 
and on silicon
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
In the last decades, photonic devices have attracted a great deal of attention both 
within the scientific and business communities, due to their remarkable potential to 
solve ever increasing user’s bandwidth demands, but also the society  general desire to 
understand the world that surrounds us. Optical spectroscopy is an essential tool for 
understanding some of the largest-scale aspects of the universe [Albert’11, Wilken’12], 
such as exoplanet spectral analysis for biological signatures [Schwartz’12], but  also the 
investigation on the behaviour of the smallest particles [Yang’09, Mak’10, 
Nakajima’11]. The capacity  and length of optical links is continuously increasing 
[Predehl’12, Sakaguchi’11], and all-optical interconnects are shaping the future of 
communication networks and supercomputers [Alduino’07, Jalali’07]. Photonics have 
also proven essential for many other applications, such as biological and environmental 
sensors [Densemore’07], optical data storage [Haw’03], beam-shaping for lithography 
[Dickey’03], or optical trapping [Novotny’97], to name a few. 
In this scenario, performance, efficiency and dimensional requirements of photonic 
devices are becoming extremely demanding. For this reason, the primary  goal of the 
works presented in this thesis is the design, fabrication and characterization of highly 
efficient and competitive photonic devices for spectral and polarization handling. Two 
complementary photonic platforms have been used for this purpose, namely 
photopolymerizable holographic glasses and silicon-on-insulator, advantageously using 
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the particular strengths derived from the way  each of them enables the design of the 
spatial distribution of refractive index. Silicon-on-insulator has a very high refractive 
index contrast (Δn ~ 2) which allows implementing waveguides with highly  confined 
optical modes and bend radii of a few mircometers, hence maximizing device 
integration. Photopolymerizable glasses have a lower refractive index contrast (Δn ~ 
0.01), but enable to freely design and implement three-dimensional refractive index 
structures, resulting in diffractive photonic devices with a high diffraction efficiency 
and excellent optical quality. 
Hybrid organic-inorganic photopolymerizable glasses [Cheben’01] are a class of 
holographic photomaterials typically synthesized with sol-gel techniques. They present 
a high refractive index modulation, optical quality, diffraction efficiency, sensitivity and 
structural stability [Calvo’06, Martínez’09, Martínez’10]. By incorporating zirconium-
based High Refractive Index Species (HRIS) [DelMonte’06], refractive index 
modulation of Δn ~ 0.01 has been achieved. These features make photopolymerizable 
glasses an optimal candidate for holographic data storage [Haw’03]. However, the 
thickness of photopolymerizable glasses is typically less than ∼200 µm, which limits 
their applicability  to holographic filters [Barbastathis’99, Rakuljic’93, Quintanilla’81, 
Schoen’93]. The goals of this thesis work in sol-gel materials are the development of a 
novel formulation and synthesis technique of photopolymerizable glasses to overcome 
their thickness limitation, the implementation of notch filters that use the advantage of 
increased thickness for a narrower wavelength response, and the research of ionic liquid 
incorporation to the photopolymerizable glass components. 
Silicon photonics [Reed’08, Lockwood’10], benefitting from a mass-scale cost-
efficient fabrication and CMOS integration capabilities, have experienced a remarkable 
development in the last years. This development has been mainly  driven by optical 
interconnects [Kirchain’07] and their promise of overcoming the bandwidth bottleneck 
of copper connections, but their application range encompasses diverse fields such as 
telecommunications [Zheng’10], astronomy [Florjańczyk’12], spectroscopy 
[Cheben‘07a], biological and environmental sensing [Densemore’07] and others. In 
particular, the main goals of this thesis regarding silicon photonics is the development 
of compact  and efficient passive devices such as spectrometers, filters, demultiplexers 
and polarization converters. The proposed devices are competitive alternatives to those 
known in the state of the art, such as polarization mode converters based on hybrid 
mode propagation [Yamauchi’08, Brooks’06] and demultiplexers and spectrometers 
based on AWGs (Arrayed Waveguide Gratings) [Cheben‘07b, Pearson’00, Ohno’06] 
and waveguide echelle gratings [Janz’04, Bidnyk’06, Brouckaert’07].
CONTENT OF THE RESEARCH
In the framework of the described goals, the works of this doctoral thesis include the 
following fundamental contributions: 
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• A novel formulation and synthesis method of photopolymerizable glasses with 
high refractive index species have been developed, overcoming previous material 
thickness limitations. The new material allows to fabricate even and crack-free 
glass samples up  to 500-µm thick. Photopolymerizable glasses synthesized with 
this technique have a high refractive index modulation and an excellent optical 
quality. They  also show a high sensitivity, which allows the recording of efficient 
optical elements in a single-shot exposure with comparatively low recording 
power, while minimizing scattering. 
• Highly spectrally selective holographic filters have been implemented in the 
photopolymerizable glasses with enhanced thickness. Notch filters with a 
bandwidth as low as 0.3 nm have been demonstrated with a maximum rejection 
ratio of -27.5 dB and a 0.1 dB ripple in the pass bands. The fabricated filters show 
an excellent optical quality  and low scattering. Performance of these filters makes 
them ideal candidates, for example, for Rayleigh line suppression in Raman 
spectroscopy applications [Xie’02, Carrabba’90]. 
• The incorporation of ionic liquid to photopolymerizable glasses has been studied, 
in an effort to enhance the photopolymerization process. The effects of said 
incorporation, both in samples with and without HRIS, have been further 
characterized in terms of refractive index modulation, diffraction efficiency, 
optical quality, diffusion dynamics within the glass matrix, solution viscosity  and 
scattering before and after the recording of holographic gratings. 
• A novel integrated spectrometer configuration for the SOI platform has been 
experimentally demonstrated, in particular, a spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform 
spectrometer comprising an array  of Mach-Zehnder interferometers with 
increasing optical path differences between the arms of each interferometer. This 
configuration results in a wavelength-dependent stationary output pattern from 
which the input spectrum is retrieved by computational techniques. Additionally, a 
spectral retrieval algorithm capable of compensating fabrication deviations 
without requiring active phase error compensation elements has been developed. 
By using tightly  coiled silicon wire waveguide spirals, a spectral resolution of 40 
pm has been demonstrated for a device footprint of only 12 mm2. 
• An ultracompact polarization mode converter has been designed, fabricated and 
characterized. The devices show a polarization mode conversion efficiency of 
97.5% in a length as low as 10 µm. The mode converter is based on two 
asymmetrical trenches etched in a silicon wire waveguide, and was implemented 
in a single etching step by advantageously using the calibrated etch depth 
variations due to Reactive Ion Etching (RIE-lag) effect for small feature sizes 
(<100 nm).
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• A curved-waveguide sidewall-grating multiplexer/demultiplexer has been 
demonstrated, with a crosstalk between adjacent channels of -25 dB. This value 
can be decreased down to -35dB by integrated a second consecutive diffraction 
grating, the lowest crosstalk reported for a microphotonic demultiplexer device. 
The footprint of the device is only  100 µm × 160 µm, significantly smaller than 
other alternatives devices such as AWGs of similar performance. Grating chirping 
and apodization allows to optimize coupling to output waveguides and minimize 
phase errors. Subwavelength index matching boundary is used to mitigate Fabry-
Perot effects.
• Using the sidewall grating technology, a passband filter with two cascaded 
filtering stages has been designed, fabricated and characterized. An increased 
rejection ratio of the stop-bands of -40 dB is achieved in a device as small as 300 
µm × 500 µm. The device shows a full-width at half-maximum bandwidth of 6.2 
nm, with a roll-off of -4 dB/nm at the passband edges. 
CONCLUSIONS
All the described results are integrated within the common goal of providing novel 
passive photonic devices with advanced performances for spectral and polarization 
handling. These devices can be applied to a wide range of fields, such as spectroscopy, 
astronomy, optical interconnects, telecommunications, and biological and 
environmental sensing, to name a few. The proposed devices, implemented in sol-gel 
photopolymerizable glasses and SOI, advantageously use the particular strengths of 
each respective platform in order to further advance the state of the art of diffractive and 
guided wave optics, with promising research and industrial application opportunities.
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I
General introduction
1.1. Current challenges in photonics
Due to its remarkable ability  to analyze and manipulate light, and to the impressive 
advances in micro and nano-fabrication technologies, photonics have become a 
fundamental part of diverse research fields such as astronomy, communications or 
biochemistry, just to name a few [Bland’12, Soref’10]. Furthermore, recent  advances in 
the industrialization of the fabrication processes of photonic devices, which 
advantageously  use industrial infrastructures developed for micro-electronics, are 
bringing them ever closer to our everyday life, including data interconnects, biological 
and environmental sensors, hand-held spectrometers, and many others.
As an example, optical spectroscopy has been a canonical technology for over a 
century [Michelson’87] for shedding light both on the fundamental properties of the 
smallest particles [Yang’09, Mak’10, Nakajima’11] and the largest-scale aspects of the 
universe [Albert‘11b, Schwartz’12, Wilken’12]. At the same time, optical fiber 
networks have become the principal communication arteries of our world, providing 
remarkable precision even in the longest distances [Predehl’12] and bringing an 
unprecedented speed to our data connections [Sakaguchi’11], Fang’10]. As the optical 
network is getting closer to our homes literally every  day, new efficient all-optical 
interconnects [Alduino’07, Jalali’07] are shaping the future of data communications.
In the present scenario, photonic devices with demanding specifications are 
constantly being sought. Scientists and product developers seek to build spectrometers 
with better resolutions and demultiplexers with lower crosstalk, to manipulate light in 
small footprints and yet obtain high-quality performances. Furthermore, low-cost and 
sustainable device fabrication are required in order to apply photonics both to 
innovative research and to our everyday life. 
The studies included in the present doctoral thesis aim precisely  towards these goals: 
developing compact high-quality photonic devices capable of manipulating light in an 
efficient manner, and specifically  its spectrum and polarization properties. For this 
purpose, two different but complementary  platforms for the development of photonic 
devices are studied, namely holographic photomaterials based on hybrid organic-
inorganic sol-gel glasses and integrated optics based on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 
waveguide platform. 
At their core, both platforms are based on the design of optical structures by locally 
modifying the refractive index of the medium, while the way  this refractive index 
difference is achieved determines the particular strengths of each platform. In the case 
of silicon photonics, optical waveguides are created by selectively  etching a planar 
silicon wafer. The subsequent high refractive index contrast between the silicon 
waveguides and the insulator SiO2 cladding (Δn	  ~	  2) allows a high confinement of the 
guided optical modes and a dense waveguide integration, but the design freedom is 
limited to a single waveguide plane and conditioned by the etching technologies, 
typically limited to a few (often single) etch depths unless complex fabrication methods 
are employed. On the contrary, holographic media present a homogeneous refractive 
index distribution, which is altered by  exposure to actinic light to achieve the desired 
patterns. This process generates a comparatively low refractive index modulation (Δn	  ~	  
0.01), but in exchange, allows three-dimensional design of the refractive index patterns. 
The benefits of each platform (high mode in-plane confinement versus three-
dimensional design) can be advantageously used in a wide range of waveguide and 
diffractive optical devices and applications.
Our starting point for holographic photonic devices are photopolymerizable glasses 
[Cheben’01, DelMonte’06]. Its high refractive index modulation allows to record, 
permanently and with high efficiency, three-dimensional refractive index distributions, 
following their exposure to an interference pattern of a specific wavelength. This 
enables to record both the amplitude and the phase of incident light, and provides an 
additional degree of freedom in the design of optical elements, compared to planar 
waveguide photonic circuits. For example, the three-dimensional refractive index 
modulation has been advantageously used in high-density holographic data storage 
systems [Haw’03, Psaltis’95, Mok’00, Solymar’81, Wilson’10]. Unlike conventional 
data recording media, holographic photomaterials enable superposed (multiplexed) 
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recording of data blocks [Mok’93] as well as a simultaneous page-oriented readout. 
These features result in a greatly increased storage capacity and readout speed. 
Holographic optical elements (HOE) have been used in a wide range of applications, 
for example modeling of pulsed and continuous laser sources [Brady’92, Hill’93], 
deformation measurement through interferometric techniques [Vest’79], microscopy 
[Barbastathis’99], identification of chemical compounds through spectral signature 
[Cao’09] and recognition of visual patterns [Fujii’80, Fleisher’90].
Figure 1.1. Examples of photonic devices implemented in holographic 
photomaterials. a) Holographic data storage [Haw’03]: a collimated 
light source reconstructs a spatial light distribution corresponding to 
a previously recorded data block. b) Beam shaping [Brady’92]: the 
spatial power distribution of the input beam is transformed to 
generate a specific optical mode. c) Holographic notch filter 
[Xie’02]: a narrow wavelength range is blocked and removed from 
the spectral distribution of the output beam. d) Visual pattern 
recognition [Fleisher’90]: a plurality of matched filters, previously 
multiplexed in the holographic medium, generate an array of outputs 
corresponding to the correlation of the input signal with each of the 
matched filters. 
The performance of these holographic devices greatly  depends on the holographic 
medium in which they  are implemented. In particular, one of the most promising and 
versatile platforms for the development of holographic devices are photopolymerizable 
glasses incorporating high refractive index species and synthesized with sol-gel 
techniques [DelMonte’06]. Photopolymerizable glasses have already demonstrated 
remarkable performance in terms of refractive index modulation, diffraction efficiency, 
spatial resolution, sensitivity, optical quality, and structural stability [DelMonte’06, 
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Calvo’06, Martínez’09, Martínez’10]. However, material thickness was previously 
limited to about 200 µm, restricting its potential for holographic spectral filtering. 
Based on this photomaterial, we explore different modifications to its formulation 
and synthesis process in order to enable the implementation of photonic devices in 
holographic samples with enhanced thickness. In particular, we aim towards the 
development of high-quality narrow notch filters for applications such as Rayleigh line 
suppression in Raman spectroscopy [Xie’02, Carrabba’90, Pelletier’91].
On the other hand, the fabrication techniques of the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 
platform have already reached a stage of maturity, mainly because of SOI applications 
in CMOS microelectronics. Despite requiring integration with other materials such as 
germanium for implementing active elements (light sources, modulators and 
photodetectors), SOI provides high refractive index contrast, low-cost fabrication at 
mass-scale and integration with CMOS electronics, making this platform an ideal 
candidate for low-cost compact optoelectronic devices with high optical performances. 
Figure 1.2. Application examples of silicon-on-insulator photonic 
devices. a) Optical interconnects [Kirchain’07]: a wavelength 
dispersive element separates input light into a plurality of output 
channels. b) Biological sensors [Densmore’07]: the presence of 
biological molecules in proximity of the waveguide surface modifies 
the propagation characteristics of the guided modes, and therefore, 
the transmittance of the device, c) Integrated filters [Madsen’98]: a 
single channel is coupled to a ring resonator and extracted from the 
input signal. d) Fiber-to-chip couplers [Halir’10]: a diffraction 
grating receives the optical mode transmitted by the optical fiber core 
and couples it into a silicon wire waveguide. 
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Recent advances in silicon photonics include the development of diverse photonic 
structures including multiplexers/demultiplexers [Cheben‘07b, Doerr’06], filters and 
resonators [Madsen’98], couplers [Cheben’10, Halir’10], polarization mode converters 
[Vermeulen’10, Zhang’10], splitters [Fukuda’06], buffers [Xia’07], photodetectors 
[Feng’09], modulators [Liu‘08a] and interferometers [Zhao’95]. These structures can be 
used as building blocks to integrate more complex photonic devices, such as optical 
interconnects [Kirchain’07], spectrometers [Cheben‘07a], and biological and 
environmental sensors [Densmore’07]. Furthermore, due to the high refractive index 
contrast of the SOI platform, all these devices can be implemented with densely 
integrated waveguide structures in very compact footprints.
However, in order to develop silicon-based photonic devices that can be competitive 
at a large market scale, issues like optical performance, integration capacity, and 
robustness against fabrication imperfections are of critical importance. Ee take 
advantage of the high-precision fabrication techniques perfected at  the facilities of the 
National Research Council of Canada (NRC), and seek to design advanced polarization 
converters, spectrometers, demultiplexers and filters, with high quality optical 
performance and ultracompact footprints.
By advantageously using the particular strengths of the two photonic platforms (sol-
gel photopolymerizable glasses and SOI), this thesis presents an original proposal for 
the analysis, design, synthesis and characterization of highly  competitive photonic 
elements that represent  significant milestones towards building new generations of 
efficient optical devices that can be used in diverse applications such as spectroscopy, 
communications, air-borne sensing, and biological and environmental analysis.
1.2. Document organization
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II, the fundamentals of volume 
holography  are reviewed. State-of-the art holographic photomaterials are discussed, 
focusing on photopolymerizable glasses and specifically on the technical challenges that 
were overcome by the present work in order to develop narrowband spectral filters. 
Chapter III is devoted to introducing silicon photonics and its potential for the 
development of integrated photonic components such as polarization converters, 
demultiplexers, spectrometers, and passband filters. 
Chapter IV presents the scientific publications containing the thesis results regarding 
the development of holographic filters in photopolymerizable glasses with enhanced 
thickness, as well as a comparative study regarding the incorporation of ionic liquid to 
the synthesis of this photomaterial. 
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In Chapter V the silicon-based photonic components which were designed, fabricated 
and characterized during the studies of the present  thesis are presented through the 
scientific publications in which they have been reported. These devices include compact 
polarization rotators, sidewall grating demultiplexers and passband filters, and Fourier-
transform spatial heterodyne spectrometer chips. 
Chapter VI contains the general conclusions obtained from this work. 
Annex A details the experimental methods used in this research, including the 
synthesis, recording and characterization of photopolymerizable glasses, and the design, 
fabrication and characterization techniques of the devices implemented in SOI. 
Finally, the document incorporates the list of references and abbreviation, as well as 
the publications that the presented studies have generated.
Chapter I
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II
Introduction to photonic devices based on 
sol-gel photopolymerizable glasses
Photopolymerizable glasses have proven to be a versatile and efficient 
material for holographic applications. In this chapter, the synthesis and 
recording mechanisms of this kind of photomaterial are described, as well as 
the challenges posed by its application to narrowband holographic filters. 
The fundamentals of volume holography are also discussed. 
2.1. Fundamentals of volume holography
2.2. Holographic photomaterials
2.3. Photopolymerizable glasses
2.4. Holographic filters
2.5. Ionic liquid
2.6. Goals of the present work
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2.1. Theoretical framework of volume holography
Optical holography  is based on the recording in a photosensitive material of a three-
dimensional interferogram created by two mutually coherent light beams [Gabor’48, 
Collier’71, Caulfield’79, Hariharan’87, Leiths’92]. After exposure to the light 
modulation of the interferogram, the photomaterial undergoes a series of physical, 
chemical or physicochemical changes that modify  the spatial distributions of the 
refractive index and/or the extinction coefficient of the medium in response to the 
interference pattern. This results in the recording of a holographic diffraction grating 
that comprises the complex field information (phase and amplitude) of the recording 
light beams. Said recording is either permanent (WORM photomaterials, Write Once 
Read Many) [Mok’93, Cheben’96] or erasable with light exposure to the appropriate 
wavelengths [Berg’96]. 
Figure 2.1. a) Recording of a transmission hologram by interference 
of two mutually coherent light beams. b) Readout of the recorded 
hologram.
In a typical holographic application, one recording beam is an object beam which 
contains the information to be processed, whereas the other beam is a reference beam 
(originating from the same coherent light source) with a predetermined phase and 
amplitude, typically a collimated beam. After recording, if the hologram is illuminated 
with the reference beam, the diffraction by the grating generates a holographic replica 
of the original object beam at  the output of the holographic medium. This process is 
depicted in figure 2.1.
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Depending on the geometry of recording configuration, transmission or reflection 
holograms are formed. In a transmission hologram (fig. 2.2.a), the two recording beams 
are incident  on the same side of the sample. Therefore, readout beams are diffracted by 
the hologram towards the opposite side. In a reflection hologram (fig. 2.2.b), the 
recording beams are incident contra-directionally  from opposite sides of the holographic 
medium, and hence the readout beam is diffracted back towards the same side it is 
incident on the sample. 
A simple Holographic Optical Element (HOE) that allows us to characterize a 
holographic photomaterial is a volume phase holographic grating (VPHG) with a 
periodic refractive index modulation and no spatial variation of the medium absorbance. 
This configuration results from the interference of two collimated mutually  coherent 
light beams, as shown in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. a) Transmission hologram recording and readout of a 
plane transmission volume diffraction grating with grating vector  
K
by interference of recording beams 1 and 2, incident with angles θw 
and -θw in a photomaterial of thickness d. Readout is performed by 
incidence of beam 3 at an angle θr, which is diffracted by the grating 
and generates beams 4 (-1st diffraction order) and 5 (transmitted 
beam or 0th diffraction order). b) Holographic recording and readout 
of a plane volume reflection diffraction grating.
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Diffraction gratings can operate in two different regimes: volume regime (Bragg) and 
thin grating regime (Raman-Nath) [Magnusson’78, Gaylord’81]. Volume gratings 
present a single diffracted beam, whereas thin gratings generate multiple diffraction 
orders. In order to determine if a periodic holographic grating operates in a volume 
(Bragg) diffraction regime, the Q parameter is used. The following condition was 
introduced in 1936 by Extermann et al. [Extermann’36], with Q>10 corresponding 
volume regimes:
 Q = 2πλd
ε1Λ
2  
(2.1)
where λ is the wavelength, d is the thickness of the grating, ε1 is the average relative 
dielectric permittivity  of the medium, and Λ is the grating period. We define the grating 
vector  K

as: 
 
 
K 2 = 2π
Λ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
2
 (2.2)
and the propagation constant β as the modulus of the propagation vector of a light beam 
of wavelength λ in a medium of average refractive index n:
 β = 2πn
λ
 (2.3)
The Q parameter can be hence expressed as: 
 
 
Q =
K 2 d
β
 (2.4)
In order to characterize the response of a plane VPHG, its diffraction efficiency is 
typically measured as:
 η = P−1P0 + P−1
 (2.5)
where P0 and P-1 are the optical power of the transmitted and -1st diffracted order 
respectively. This definition of diffraction efficiency assumes negligible absorption 
losses in which incident power Pin is diffracted into the zero and -1st diffracted order. A 
more detailed analysis including the losses yields:
 P0 + P−1 =
e−αd
Lr ⋅Lp ⋅Ls
Pin  (2.6)
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where α is the medium absorbance and Lr, Lp and Ls are the losses associated with 
reflections in the photomaterial input and output interfaces, depolarization of incident 
light, and scattering, respectively. In a photopolymerizable glass with refractive index of 
∼1.5, Fresnel losses at each interface reduce around 4% of the incident power, whereas 
their excellent  optical quality and transparency make absorption and scattering losses 
negligible. 
In order to characterize a plane VPHG, the angular dependence of its diffraction 
efficiency is typically studied, also known as angular selectivity  curve. Holographic 
grating formation theory can be framed within the dynamic theory of diffraction 
[Batterman’64]. Kogelnik’s two coupled waves theory [Kogelnik’69], is a first-order 
scalar approximation to said formulation, and determines the relation between the wave 
vectors of the incident beam ( k

i ) and the diffracted beam ( k

d ) as a function of the 
grating vector  K

:
  k

3 + K

= k

4  (2.7)
Figure 2.3. Ewald sphere showing the relation between the grating 
vector  K

and the incident ( k

i ) an diffracted beam ( k

d ).
Following Kogelnik’s theory, we consider a one-dimensional scalar model for the 
electric permittivity of a grating with no absorption. The electric permitivity εr therefore 
depends of position vector  
r  according to: 
  εr (
r ) = ε1 + ε2 cos(
K ⋅ r )  (2.8)
where ε1 is the average relative dielectric constant of the medium and ε2 is the phase 
modulation of the grating. The modulation of the electric permittivity  corresponds to a 
refractive index modulation Δn, defined as the difference between the maximum (nmax) 
and minimum (nmin) refractive indexes of the diffraction grating:
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 Δn = nmax − nmin = µr εr0 − εr1 − εr0 + εr1( )  (2.9)
where µr is the relative magnetic permeability  of the medium, and ε0 and µ0 are the 
vacuum electric permittivity and magnetic permeability, respectively.
We consider the propagation inside the holographic medium of two waves, incident 
wave ψi and first order diffracted wave ψd, defined as:
 ψ i = R(x)exp[−iβ(x cosθi + ysinθi )]  (2.10)
 ψ d = S(x)exp[−iβ(x cosθd + ysinθd )]  (2.11)
where R(x) and S(x) are the wave amplitudes of ψi and ψd; and θi and θd are the 
propagation angles of ψi and ψd inside the holographic medium. The resulting wave 
differential equation is: 
 ∇2E + β 2 1+ εr1
εr0
cosβ(p1 − p2 )
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
E = 0  (2.12)
with:
 p1 = xcosθi + ysinθi  (2.13)
 p2 = xcosθd + ysinθd  (2.14)
where θi and θd are related to the grating vector according to Eq. 2.7. By applying the 
first order approximation, phase terms are negligible:
 exp(−2iβ p1) ≈ exp(−2iβ p2 ) ≈1  (2.13)
Furthermore, considering that amplitudes R(x) and S(x) vary  slowly  along the 
medium, with a low coupling between the two signals, second derivative terms are also 
negligible. With these described approximations, the following solution to Eq 2.12 is 
obtained for the grating diffraction efficiency angular dependence: 
 η(θi ) =
sin2 χ 2 (θi ) + φ 2
1+ χ
2 (θi )
φ 2
 (2.16)
with:
 χ(θi ) = (θi −θB )
2πnd
λ
sinθB  (2.17)
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 φ = πΔnd
λ cosθB
 (2.18)
where θB is Bragg’s angle, which is the angle of the incident beam at which diffraction 
efficiency is maximized.
 sin(θB ) =
λ
2Λ  
(2.19)
From Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17, the maximum diffraction efficiency of the VPHG is found as a 
function of the refractive index modulation. A periodic variation of the maximum 
diffraction efficiency with Δn is observed. When the refractive index modulation 
surpasses the first maximum (100% diffraction efficiency), the grating becomes 
overmodulated. 
 ηmax =η(θB ) = sin2
πdΔn
λ cosθB
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
 (2.20)
For a plane diffraction grating with unknown thickness and refractive index 
modulation, both parameters can be determined by measuring the angular dependence 
of diffraction efficiency  near Bragg’s angle, and fitting this angular selectivity  curve to 
its theoretical expression given by Eq. 2.16. Notice that the Full-Width at  Half-
Maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction efficiency  curve is inversely proportional to the 
grating thickness and to its spatial frequency. Furthermore, a higher sidelobe level is 
typically present in overmodulated regimes. 
Figure 2.4. Diffraction efficiency near Bragg’s angle for a volume 
holographic diffraction grating.
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2.2. Holographic photomaterials
VPHGs can be adapted for specific holographic applications by a judicious design of 
the object and reference beams. For example, holographic data storage systems 
[Haw’03, Psaltis’95, Mok’00, Solymar’81, Wilson’10] rely  on encoding the object 
beam with spatially distributed binary data. The three-dimensional refractive index 
modulation of holographic photomaterials enables multiplexing of data blocks 
[Mok’93], further increasing the system capacity. Other adapted designs of the object 
beam enable diverse holographic applications such as laser pulse modeling [Brady’92, 
Hill’93], interferometric deformation measurement  [Vest’79], or optical filtering 
[Schoen’93].
In most holographic photomaterials based upon amorphous materials the recorded 
interference patterns are permanent once the recording process is finalized. Such 
materials can be applied to the so-called Write Once Read Many (WORM) memories. 
However, there have also been advances in rewritable holographic materials for optical 
storage [Luo’05] and for telepresence systems [Blanche’10], mostly based upon 
photorefractive media.
Regardless of the specific application in mind, materials need to meet several 
requirements in order to implement high-quality Holographic Optic Elements (HOE) 
[Calvo’08, Calvo’09]. A high photosensitivity enables short recording times and low 
recording energies, which also reduces the stability requirements of the setup and 
broadens the range of laser sources that can be used. A high refractive index modulation 
and dynamic range allows reaching diffraction efficiencies close to 100% and benefits 
storage and multiplexing capacity. As in any  optical element, a high optical quality  is 
required, and subsequently, high transparency and low scattering to minimize losses and 
noise build-up  in the signal. Finally, a high structural and thermal stability is desired to 
avoid distortions of the recorded holograms.
Another factor to be considered when choosing a holographic photomaterial is post-
processing. In some cases, after the finalization of the actinic exposure and the 
formation of the refractive index profile inside the holographic photomaterial, additional 
physical or chemical processes are required to render this distribution permanent. For 
example, development and fixing steps are required in silver halide materials 
[Bjelkhagen’95]. For photorefractive materials such as Lithium or Potassium niobates 
[Mok’93, Montemezzani’90], a thermal treatment with temperatures over 100ºC is 
required to fix the refractive index modulation to the holographic medium. Typically, 
faster and less aggressive methods are desirable in order to reduce strains induced to the 
photomaterial and to simplify the hologram recording process. The performance of 
several types of holographic photomaterials is presented in table 2.1, showing the 
wavelength range that can be used for the holographic recording, the maximum reported 
refractive index modulation, the usual thickness range, and the required curing process. 
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Sensitive 
λ (nm) Δn
ickness 
(mm)
Dichromate gelatine [Shanktoff’68] < 540 10-2 0.1-0.6
Potassium niobate [Montemezzani’90] 400 - 600 10-4 1 - 10
Dupont HRF-150 [Smothers’90] 500 - 550 2.8 × 10-3 0.038
Lithium niobate [Mok’93] 400 - 600 3 × 10-3 1 - 20
Photorefractive polymers [Meerholz’94, 
Zhang’04] 480 - 830 10
-2 0.01 – 0.05
Polaroid CROP photopolymer
[Curtis’94] 480 - 540 5 × 10
-3 0.2 – 0.5
Photopolymer-#lled nanoporous Vycor 
Glass [Schnoes’99] 480 - 540 10
-5 1.5
Silver halide gelatin [Neipp’99] 580-630 5 × 10-2 2
Silica Gel methyl methacrylate organically 
modi#ed ceramic [Cheben’96] 300-400 1.1 × 10
-4 0.2
Lucent acrylate [Colvin’00] 500 - 532 9 × 10-3 1
TiO2 nanopar t ic le–photop olymer 
composites [Sánchez’05] 300 - 400 1.5 × 10
-2 0.01
Highly transparent ZrO2 nanoparticle-
dispersed acrylate polymers [Suzuki’06] 300-400 5 × 10
-3 0.02-0.05
Table 2.1. Properties of selected holographic materials.
Among many of available holographic photomaterials, photopolymerizable materials 
have shown a excellent performance in terms of refractive index modulation and optical 
quality [Sincerbox’94, Lessard’95, Coufal’00]. These holographic media comprise a 
monomeric species whose polymerization is selectively triggered by a sensitizer or 
photoinitiator after exposure to a light interference pattern of the appropriate 
wavelength. The photon energy  transfer from the actinic light to the sensitizer results in 
the generation of free radicals that inititates a chain process of polymerization 
[Calvo’08]. As a consequence of this process, a single photon may trigger the 
polymerization of thousands of monomer molecules, reducing the optical power 
required to record the diffraction gratings. 
The photopolymerization process results in high sensitivity  and refractive index 
modulation, but also presents a challenge in terms of dimensional stability. Due to the 
conversion of the monomeric species into polymeric chains, the volume of the 
holographic medium is reduced after light exposure. This shrinkage compromises the 
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data storage capability of some photopolymerizable materials, and can distort the 
recorded holograms.
2.2.1 Green holography
One of the current challenges in photomaterial research is the development of 
sustainable fabrication processes in which the use of toxic and hazardous substances is 
avoided or at least limited. Conventional holographic materials typically  comprise 
highly  volatile toxic substances, such as acrylamide (AA) based photopolymerizable 
monomeric species. These substances can be liberated during the photomaterial 
synthesis, generating a health hazard for workers when manufacturing in bulk. 
Furthermore, their toxicity can surpass the life cycle of the implemented holographic 
optical elements, damaging the environment if the residues are not dealt with 
appropriately. 
Recently, some efforts have been made towards developing environmental-friendly 
holographic photopolymers [Ortuño’07, Cody’12], achieving refractive index 
modulations in the order of more toxic photomaterials such as AA-based photopolymers 
(Δn	  ~	  10-3). In particular, a sodium salt (5’-riboflavin monophospate) has been proposed 
as a dye to substitute the photoinitiator, whereas AA monomers are replaced by a less 
toxic monomeric species based on sodium acrylate [Ortuño’07]. 1-mm-thick samples 
were fabricated, with maximum diffraction efficiencies in the range of 75%. 
A low-toxicity diacetone acrylamide-based photopolymer has also been proposed as 
an alternative, further incorporating glycerol to increase the maximum refractive index 
modulation [Cody’12]. Refractive index modulations up to Δn = 2.2 × 10-3 were 
achieved in 100-µm-thick samples. Recorded gratings presented a spatial frequency of 
1000 lines/mm and a maximum diffraction efficiency of 90%.
2.3. Photopolymerizable glasses 
Photopolymerizable glasses are a subgroup of photopolymerizable materials, 
belonging to the class of organic-inorganic nanocomposites. These materials alleviate 
the shrinkage problem by using a rigid porous matrix in which the monomeric species 
and the photoinitiator are dispersed. Larger thicknesses than in photopolymers can also 
typically be achieved. 
Holographic photomaterials can be synthesized with sol-gel techniques, as first 
introduced in 1996 [Cheben’96]. Unlike conventional glass and ceramic fabrication 
techniques, which require processing at elevated temperatures, sol-gel reactions, first 
discovered by Ébelemen [Ébelemen’55], allow to synthesize glasses at low 
temperatures, including room temperature. To this effect, organic components are 
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incorporated in a hybrid organic-inorganic liquid solution which undergoes a gelation 
process to produce the glass matrix. Sol-gel techniques have been applied to diverse 
state-of-the art photomaterials, whose main characteristics are shown in table 2.2. 
Δn
Diffraction 
efficiency 
(%)
Spatial 
resolution 
(lines/mm)
Silica Gel methyl methacrylate organically 
modi#ed ceramic [Cheben’96] 1.1 × 10
-4 93 54
Photopolymerizable glass with inorganic glassy 
host [Cheben’01] 3 × 10
-4 98 100
Acrylamide photopolymerizable sol-gel 
materials [Carretero’04, Murciano’06] 10
-3 83 5400
Photopolymerizable glass with Zr-based HRIS 
[DelMonte’06] 10
-2 99 4000
Table 2.2. Holographic performance for selected photopolymerizable 
glasses. 
In particular, the present work focuses on the organically-modified 
photopolymerizable glasses synthesized using sol-gel technique [Cheben’01]. This 
hybrid organic-inorganic photomaterial is based on a porous silica matrix with dispersed 
monomeric and photoinitiator species. The sol gel starting solution comprises 
glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GMPTS), 2-phenoxyethyl acrylate (POEA) and 
Tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). The reaction is cathalized by hydrochloric acid, and 
takes place in a controlled temperature between 20ºC and 50ºC. A detailed description 
of the synthesis procedure is included in Annex A.1. 
When exposed to an interference pattern of two mutually  coherent light beams with a 
wavelength within the sensitivity range of the photoinitiator species, polymerization of 
the monomer is triggered in the illuminated regions of the medium. The polymerization 
of the monomer results in a reduction of monomer concentration near interference 
maxima. This monomer concentration gradient results in a migration of monomer 
molecules from the unexposed regions of the photomaterial towards the illuminated 
areas. This migration continues even after holographic exposure is finalized, in a 
process known as dark diffusion. The migrated monomer also takes part in the 
polymerization and hence in the recording of the diffraction grating, as shown in figure 
2.5. As the length of the polymeric chain increases, their mobility within the vitreous 
matrix is hindered, resulting in a permanent refractive index distribution that follows the 
interference pattern.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of the holographic grating recording in a 
photopolymerizable glass, following Colburn-Haines model for the 
grating formation [Colburn’71]. a) Photopolymerizable glass before 
exposure. b) Two beam interference pattern. c) Polymerization of the 
illuminated monomer. d) Monomer diffusion. e) Polymerization of the 
diffused monomer molecules.
When exposed to the recording interference pattern, a short delay is observed before 
diffraction efficiency starts increasing. This delay is referred to as an induction period in 
which the thermal inhibitors are destroyed and the dissolved molecular oxygen is 
consumed by  the photogenerated free radicals [Cheben’01]. As soon as the 
polymerization of the monomer starts taking place, an increase in the diffraction 
efficiency and the refractive index modulation is observed. This temporal evolution of 
the refractive index modulation in the absence of of actinic light (dark diffusion) can be 
fitted to a sum of exponential functions, with as many terms as the number of 
components of the composition contributing to the refractive index modulation 
[Martínez’07]:
 Δn(t) = Ci 1− e−t τ i⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∑  (2.21)
where Ci is the weight factor that determines the partial contribution of the component i 
to the refractive index modulation, and τi is its difussion time constant. In a medium 
with a single monomeric species and no additional elements contributing to the 
refractive index modulation, the dark diffusion process can therefore be fitted to a single 
exponential function [Piazzola’00]:
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 Δn(t) = CM 1− e−t τM⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (2.22)
where CM and τM are the weight factor and time constant of the monomer. 
In photopolymerizable glasses with a single monomeric species, refractive index 
modulations up to Δn = 4.5 × 10-3 were achieved [Cheben’01], among the highest 
values reported in a photopolymerizable composition [Calvo’08]. Additionally, 
synthesized samples presented high sensitivity, a very  good optical quality  and low 
scattering. 
2.3.1. Photopolymerizable glasses with high refractive index species
The refractive index modulation limit of sol-gel photopolymerizable glasses was 
further increased in 2006 by the incorporation of a High Refractive Index Species 
(HRIS) at molecular level [DelMonte’06]. In particular, the HRIS used was a 
combination of zirconium isopropoxide Zr(OiPr)4 with metacrylic acid (MA) as a 
chelating agent to prevent the precipitation of the zirconia clusters. The glass matrix is 
synthesized by hydrolisis of zirconium and silica alcoxides {Si, Zr}(OR)n, with R being 
R an alkyl group, followed by a polycondensation reaction:
 Si,Zr{ }(OR)n + nH2O→ Si,Zr{ }(OH )n + nR(OH )  (2.23)
 Si,Zr{ }(OH )n→ MOn/2 +
n
2 H2O  
(2.24)
During light exposure, polymerization and diffusion mechanisms within the glass 
matrix result in a variation of the HRIS concentration following the interference pattern. 
Since the refractive index of the zirconium dioxide (n ∼ 2.2 at 632.8 nm wavelength) is 
greater than the average of the glass matrix (n ∼ 1.45 at the same wavelength), this 
distribution of the HRIS concentration further increases the achievable refractive index 
modulation up  to Δn ∼ 10-2 [DelMonte’06]. Additionally, the incorporation of HRIS to 
polymeric photomaterials has shown to increase the photomaterial sensitivity 
[Omura’10]. When the HRIS is included in the glass matrix and it is free to diffuse, the 
temporal evolution of Δn after a recording pulse can be fitted to the sum of two 
exponentials [Martínez’07]: 
 Δn(t) = CM 1− e−t τM⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +CHRIS 1− e−t τHRIS⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (2.25)
where CHRIS and τHRIS are the weight factor and diffusion time constant of the HRIS, 
respectively. The larger molecular weight of HRIS compared to monomer species 
results in a longer diffusion time for HRIS (τM<τHRIS).
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Figure 2.6. Schematic of the holographic grating recording in a 
photopolymerizable glass incorporating HRIS. a) Photopolymerizable 
glass before holographic exposure. b) Two-beam interference pattern. 
c) Polymerization of the illuminated monomer. d) Diffusion of the 
remaining monomer and HRIS species. e) Polymerization of the 
diffused monomer and metacrylic acid.
Photopolymerizable glasses incorporating HRIS have shown remarkable 
performance for the recording of volume phase holographic gratings (VPHG). High 
refractive index modulation, sensitivity, excellent optical quality  and low scattering for 
a wide range of spatial frequencies and recording and readout conditions [Calvo’06, 
Martínez’09, Martínez’10]. The photopolymerizable glass incorporating HRIS has been 
used to develop devices for polarization control [Martínez‘09a]. This photomaterial has 
also shown remarkable performances for femto-second pulse shaping [Hernández’11], 
with a high Laser Induced Damage Threshold (LIDT). The material was also used to 
observe Pendellösung effect for the first time at optical wavelengths [Calvo’06].
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2.4. Holographic filters
2.4.1. Applications
One of the most important applications of holographic photomaterials is optical 
filtering. Holographic filters have been used in diverse fields, such as microscopy 
[Barbastathis’99], spectral identification of chemical compounds [Cao’09], automatic 
recognition of visual patterns [Fujii’80, Fleisher’90], and transformation of continuous 
and pulsed laser beams [Quintanilla’81, Hernández’11], to name a few. 
In particular, by  recording a Bragg diffraction grating in a holographic photomaterial, 
efficient passband and stopband filters have been implemented [Rakuljic’93]. An 
attractive feature of holographic filters is that spectral bandwidth can be controlled by 
modifying the spatial frequency of the recorded grating and the thickness of the 
holographic medium. This has allowed the development of holographic notch filters 
[Schoen’93] with a high suppression ratio in a narrow wavelength range. 
One of the applications which benefits from holographic notch filters is Raman 
spectroscopy  [Xie’02]. Raman spectroscopy allows the spectral characterization and 
identification of molecules through their unique vibrational and rotational modes 
[Colthup’90]. As shown in figure 2.7, the sample under analysis is illuminated with a 
monochromatic laser source, which interacts with the vibrational and rotational modes 
of the molecules, with frequency shifts resulting from Raman scattering process.
The induced Raman scattering is typically collected in a spectrometer setup. 
However, Raman scattering signal is typically  several order of magnitude weaker than 
elastic Rayleigh scattering, and can hence be masked by  the presence of the latter. For 
this reason, Raman spectroscopy configurations require an efficient notch filter with a 
very narrow bandwidth around the pump wavelength. Due to their high diffraction 
efficiency and narrow passband, holographic notch filters are often used for this purpose 
[Xie’02, Carrabba’90, Pelletier’91]. 
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Figure 2.7. Schematic of a typical Raman spectroscopy setup.
2.4.2. Holographic $lter thickness limitation
In order to develop  high-quality optical filters, a holographic medium with a high 
refractive index modulation, low absorption and low scattering is required [Karsten’07]. 
Photopolymerizable materials have shown excellent performance in terms of dynamic 
range and optical quality [Sincerbox’94, Lessard’95]. In particular, sol-gel 
photopolymerizable glasses with HRIS [DelMonte’06] present an extremely low 
scattering and a high refractive index modulation that allows diffraction efficiencies 
close to 100%, making them promising candidates for applications in spectral filtering.
Nevertheless, when a very narrow notch or passband filter is required, two additional 
requirements need to be meet to reduce the filter bandwidth, namely, large spatial 
resolution and thickness. Regarding the first issue, photopolymerizable glasses have 
proven some of the highest  spatial resolutions among holographic photomaterials, with 
holographic gratings of spatial frequencies of 4000 lines/mm [Martínez‘09b].
However, organic polymeric binders used in holography are typically  limited to 
thicknesses of less than a few hundred micrometers. This is also the case of the 
photopolymerizable glasses with HRIS [DelMonte’06], with a maximum thickness of 
∼200 µm. In order to make narrowband notch filters while benefiting from the optical 
quality, sensibility, resolution and dynamic range of photopolymerizable glasses with 
HRIS, this thickness limitation needed to be overcome. For this purpose, a novel 
formulation and synthesis process was developed as part of the studies presented in this 
thesis, as detailed in section 4.1.  
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2.5. Ionic liquid
 Ionic liquids have focused a great interest in the last years both in fundamental 
chemistry  and in industrial fabrication processes, as a “green” alternative to 
conventional solvents for chemical reactions [Wassercheid'03, Klingshirn’05]. Ionic 
liquids are organic salts with ionic structure that are found in liquid form at room 
temperature. They present an extremely  low volatility, which is desirable in many 
chemical processes as it prevents the evaporation of toxic substances which is typical of 
other solvents. Ionic liquids also present a high viscosity [Sanmamed’07].
Other advantages of ionic liquids are their high thermal stability, high polarity, and 
hydrophilic behavior. Additionally, ionic liquids have been shown to remarkably 
accelerate polymerization reactions [Carmichael’00, Hong’02, Harrisson’02]. In 
particular, this effect has been demonstrated for some holographic media based on 
photopolymers [Lin’08]. Furthermore, the incorporation of ionic liquid resulted in an 
increase of the sensitivity of the photomaterial, as well as its spatial resolution and 
refractive index modulation. Efficiencies up to 34% were reached in a 10-µm-thick 
sample.
The incorporation of ionic liquid to the composition of photopolymerizable glass 
typically results in an increased scattering in the recorded diffraction grating [Lin’09]. 
The amount of induced scattering depends on the concentration of ionic liquid in the 
sample. This is usually an undesirable effect  for data storage and filtering applications, 
but can be advantageously applied to the design of optical diffusers [Lin’09].
In particular, we studied the incorporation of ionic liquid to hybrid organic-inorganic 
photopolymerizable glasses aiming for increased sensitivity  and accelerated polymeric 
reactions, as well as to study the fundamental processes of holographic recordings in 
this photomaterial. 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluorborate [bmin][BF4] was 
chosen as the ionic liquid to be incorporated to the photopolymerizable glasses in the 
present study. Its chemical structure is shown in figure 2.8. 
Figure 2.8. 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluorborate chemical 
structure.
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The effects of incorporating this particular ionic liquid to photopolymerizable 
glasses, both with and without HRIS, were characterized in terms of refractive index 
modulation, diffraction efficiency, dark diffusion, scattering and optical quality, as 
shown in section 4.2. Furthermore, the viscosity of the photomaterial solutions with and 
without ionic liquid was analyzed with single particle micro-rheology  techniques 
[Domínguez’11]. Ionic liquids present a high viscosity [Sanmamed’07], which affects 
the overall viscosity  of the solution and the diffusion dynamics within the vitreous 
matrix. In particular, studies performed at the Chemical Sciences Faculty of UNED 
showed a viscosity  of 20 mPa.s for the photopolymerizable glass solution without ionic 
liquid, and 90 mPa.s for the solution incorporating ionic liquid, which explains the 
slower dark diffusion dynamics of the latter. 
Besides the aforementioned studies, the incorporation of choline chloride to 
photopolymerizable glasses was also tested. Choline chloride is an organic salt that can 
be used to synthesize ionic liquids to act as non-volatile solvents in chemical processes 
[Abbott’04, Sheu’02]. However, preliminary  studies showed a very poor coexistence 
with the Zirconium-based HRIS, resulting in precipitation of the solution before the 
start of the gelation process. 
2.6. Goals of the present work
The main goal of the present research in sol-gel based photopolymerizable glasses is 
to enhance its previous performances in order to implement high quality holographic 
filters. In particular, we focused on the design of highly-selective notch and passband 
holographic filters.
To overcome the thickness limitations of photopolymerizable glasses incorporating 
HRIS, a new formulation and synthesis method were proposed. The effect of sample 
thickness on holographic responsivity, refractive index modulation, scattering and dark 
diffusion of the photomaterial were characterized. Additionally, the incorporation of 
ionic liquid to photopolymerizable glasses was studied. 
The respective results are included in chapter IV of the present thesis. The synthesis 
processes for the conventional formulation, for the photomaterial incorporating ionic 
liquid, as well as the recording and characterization setup used in these studies are 
further detailed in Annex A.
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III
Introduction to photonic devices based on 
planar silicon waveguides
Recent advances in silicon photonics have enabled the development of 
compact optical integrated circuits including modulators, switches, 
photodetectors, wavelength multiplexers, spectrometers and sensors. In this 
chapter, the state of the art of integrated photonic devices based on silicon 
waveguides is revised. In particular, polarization mode converters, 
demultiplexers, filters and spectrometers for this platform are presented, 
providing the theoretical background for the photonic devices designed and 
fabricated as part of the present thesis.
3.1. The silicon-on-insulator platform 
3.2. Spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform spectrometers
3.3. Polarization mode converters 
3.4. Waveguide multiplexers and demultiplexers
3.5. Goals of the present work 
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3.1. The silicon-on-insulator platform
In the last years, there has been a worldwide debate in the photonics community 
regarding which technological platform is best suited for integrated optics, the two main 
contenders being Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) [Reed’08, Lockwood’10] and III-V 
semiconductor platforms such as indium phosphide [Nagarajan’10] and gallium 
arsenide [Vodopyanov’08]. 
One of the main advantages of silicon-based integrated optics is the high refractive 
index contrast (Δn	  ~	  2) between the silicon waveguides and the insulator SiO2 cladding. 
This refractive index contrast  results in highly-confined optical mode with bend radii as 
small as a few micrometers, which enables a dense waveguide integration and a 
substantial reduction of the footprint of the photonic devices [Cheben’03]. 
The main drawback of SOI compared to III-V semiconductors is the lack of active 
elements such as light sources, and specifically lasers [Tanaka’90]. This issue is 
specially  relevant given the fact that one of the main drivers for silicon integrated 
photonic research is potentially overcoming the bandwidth bottleneck of copper 
interconnect communications where active elements are crucial.
In an effort to overcome these limitations, light emitting diodes in silicon integrated 
optics have been demonstrated [Green’01], although the efficiencies still do not match 
those of the III-V sources. In a more viable approach, hybrid alternatives have been 
pursued to integrate active elements such as germanium with silicon [Campenhout’08]. 
With recent advances in SOI and III-V integration technologies [Justice’12], silicon-
based circuits are becoming increasingly competitive in a wide range of photonic 
applications, and not only in passive components. Light sources [Dehlinger’04], 
modulators [Roth’07], and photodetectors [Chen’09] have been developed, resulting in 
integrated transceivers modulation speeds exceeding 40 Gbps [Zheng’12].
Furthermore, SOI offers distinct mass-scale manufacturing and commercialization 
benefits. SOI photonic circuits are CMOS compatible, and their fabrication techniques 
take advantage of an enormous existing infrastructure developed for silicon micro-
electronics. Additionally, the cost of silicon wafers is significantly lower than those of 
III-V materials, facilitating the production of low cost photonic chips. Presently, SOI is 
a remarkably versatile platform that can be applied to a wide range of applications, 
extending beyond optical communications and interconnects (which remain its main 
drivers), and into handheld spectrometers, disposable sensors for environmental and 
biological analysis, and space-born devices, to name a few. 
In particular, in the works of the present thesis, we focus our research on exploiting 
the benefits of the high refractive index contrast of the SOI platform in order to develop 
very compact high-performance passive photonic devices for spectral and polarization 
handling. These photonic devices can be used as generic building blocks for various 
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applications including optical communications and interconnects, biological and 
environmental sensing, and spectroscopy. 
Details about the fabrication techniques of integrated optical silicon chips are 
included in Annex A.4. 
3.2. Spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform 
spectrometers
3.2.1. Introduction to Fourier-transform spectroscopy
Fourier-transform spectrometry  [Becker’72, Griffiths’07] is a powerful spectral 
analysis technique, essentially based on the classical Michelson interferometer set-up 
[Michelson’87]. The output intensity  of the interferometer is measured for a varying 
optical path difference (Δxi) between the interferometer two arms, typically 
implemented with a moving mirror as it is schematically shown in figure 3.1. By 
scanning the interferometer optical delay, a wavelength-dependent pattern is obtained, 
from which the input spectrum is calculated by Fourier transformation (FT). 
Figure 3.1. A typical Fourier-transform spectroscopy setup based on 
a Michelson interferometer. A moving mirror is used to sample a 
plurality of optical path differences between the two arms of the 
interferometer. The input spectrum is calculated from the measured 
intensity variations by Fourier transformation.
This spectroscopic configuration presents two main advantages. First, it  benefits 
from the intrinsically  large étendue (optical throughput) of the Michelson interferometer 
[Jacquinot’54], making it particularly suitable for the analysis of spatially extended and 
incoherent light sources. Secondly, the spectral resolution of the device is determined by 
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the longest optical path difference between the arms of the interferometer, allowing to 
achieve high resolutions by using a longer optical path delay. In particular, latest 
developments have incorporated optical delays as long as 11.7 meters, reaching a 
resolution of 0.0005 cm-1 [Albert‘11a]. Due to the versatility  and high resolution of 
Fourier-transform spectroscopy, this kind of spectrometers have extensively been used 
in a wide range of applications in industry  and academia. Emerging advanced 
applications include the highly-resolved analysis of electronic structures in the UV 
range [DeOliveira’11] or the spectral analysis of extrasolar planets in order to search for 
spectral lines associated with the presence of biological molecules [Schwartz’12]. 
Furthermore, Fourier-transform spectrometers can be used in combination with extreme 
laser sources, such as the Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS) [Jungwirth’05] or the 
Extreme Light  Infrastructure (ELI) project [Mourou’11], which provide ultra short 
pulses (10-15 fs) with a power up to 10 Petawatts. This operation range enables the 
study of light-matter interactions at an intensity 10 times higher than the previously 
achievable levels, enabling the highly-resolved analysis of chemical and physical 
processes occurring in high-energy laser sparks. The high spectral resolution and 
étendue advantage of Fourier-transform spectroscopy  makes this technique particularly 
well suited for applications in astrophysics, such as the analysis of the Unidentified 
Infrared Band (UIB) found in interstellar spectra [Albert‘11b], or the location of 
exoplanets with Earth-like mass and orbit [Wilken’12].
However, in order to perform accurate spectroscopic measurements with high-
resolution Fourier-transform spectrometers, a high degree of stability  of the setup must 
me maintained. This is particularly challenging as large-scale bulk optical instruments 
are required to implement the long optical path delays. Also, the need of a moving 
element (mirror) to sample the optical delay line impose strict requirements on precision 
of mechanical components, and implies a prolonged acquisition time for each spectral 
measurement, further complicating the stabilization of the device. 
3.2.2. Spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform spectroscopy
Spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform (SHFT) spectroscopy [Harlander’04] 
circumvents the need for a moving mirror by performing all the interferometric 
measurements in parallel and instantaneously, resulting in an output stationary spatial 
pattern which contains the information equivalent to the original optical delay line 
sweep. That is, instead of having a single output which varies temporally as different 
optical path differences are sampled, SHFT provides a plurality of stationary outputs, 
each of them corresponding to a different optical path difference. As a consequence, the 
full set of interferometric measurements can be performed in a single shot, greatly 
reducing the temporal stability requirements, while additionally  allowing time-resolved 
spectral measurements. This is particularly advantageous when dynamic chemical 
reactions are analyzed, and it can be applied to both continuous and pulsed light 
sources. 
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SHFT spectroscopy concept was originally implemented in a bulk optic 
configuration in the ultraviolet range [Harlander’92, Harlander’02] by  replacing the 
moving mirrors by  diffraction gratings, as shown in figure 3.2. In this implementation, 
the input light beam is collimated and split  into two arms, each arm comprising a 
diffraction grating rotated at an angle θ from the direction of light propagation. The 
optical beams are diffracted by the two gratings with wavelength-dependent angles of 
opposite signs, so when the two wavefronts are combined at the beamsplitter, a 
stationary two-beam interferometric pattern is produced. For a monochromatic input, 
this process results in a periodic stationary pattern, with a period determined by the 
input wavelength. For an arbitrary  spectral signal, Fourier decomposition yields a 
plurality  of spectral components, each of these components producing its own stationary 
interference pattern with a specific period. The total output interferogram is formed as 
the sum of all the contributing Fourier components. As a result, an imaging plane 
perpendicular to the propagation direction of the output light beam comprises spatially 
distributed interferometric information of the spectral density of the input signal. 
Figure 3.2. Spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform spectrometer 
implemented using bulk optics. Mirrors in the Michelson 
interferometer are replaced with diffraction gratings. The angular tilts 
(θ) of the gratings results in an stationary interference pattern at the 
photodetector, where each point corresponds to a sampled optical 
path difference of an equivalent Michelson interferometer.
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In other words, the time-variant signal of a conventional Fourier-transform 
interferometer, which comprises the information of sweeping a range of optical path 
differences, is effectively converted into a spatially-variant signal comprising the same 
substantial information. The intensity at each position of the imaging plane hence 
corresponds to a sampled optical path difference of a Michelson interferometer. The 
output intensity spatial distribution is measured with a photodetector array, for example 
a CCD camera or focal plane array. As each position of the photodetector array is 
mapped to an optical path difference, the input spectral density distribution can be 
retrieved with conventional Fourier-transform methods. This can also be regarded as an 
application of the Wiener-Khinchinn theorem relating the autocorrelation function and 
the signal spectrum through the Fourier transformation [Cohen’95]. A more detailed 
discussion on the spectral retrieval process is included in section 3.2.3.
 Since the SHFT configuration only  requires stationary and passive components, the 
concept can be readily implemented in SOI integrated optics by  using waveguide 
interferometers. In particular, the stationary diffraction gratings can be implemented in 
planar waveguides with arrayed waveguide gratings [Cheben’05]. Similarly to bulk 
optics FT spectrometers, integrated SHFT spectrometers have an increased étendue and 
can be implemented with a large input aperture. For example, a planar input waveguide 
with a width up  to 40 µm was demonstrated without deterioration of the device 
performance. This is a significant advantage compared to other integrated spectrometers 
such as AWGs [Cheben‘07b] or waveguide echelle gratings [Janz’04], whose optical 
throughputs are limited by the requirement of a single monomode wire waveguide.
A specific consequence of the integration of SHFT devices is the discretization of the 
output  interferogram. Whereas in bulk optics SHFT spectrometers the output 
interferogram is continuous, and is only discretized by sampling with the pixels of the 
photodetector array [Harlander’02], in an integrated SHFT spectrometer there is a finite 
number of receiver waveguides, each of them sampling the optical power corresponding 
to a specific optical path difference of an interferometer. Since each output waveguide 
implements an interferometric measurement of linearly increasing optical path 
difference, an array of Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZI) with linearly  increasing 
length differences between their arms can be used [Florjańczyk’07], as shown in figure 
3.3. In particular, the use of an interferometer array  enables a multiple aperture input, 
with the subsequent increase in étendue compared to conventional planar waveguide 
spectrometers. Furthermore, by  providing independent access to each interferometer 
output, fabrication deviations from the ideal behavior, as well as environmental 
fluctuations, can be calibrated and compensated. A detailed analysis of a SHFT 
inteferometer array is presented in section 3.2.3
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Figure 3.3. Schematic of a spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform 
spectrometer based on an array of Si-wire waveguide Mach-Zehnder 
interferometers with linearly increasing optical path differences. Input 
light is coupled to the interferometer array, resulting in an output 
stationary wavelength-dependent interferogram ϒ(xi). The 
interferogram is measured in a single shot with a photodetector array. 
A Fourier-transform spectral retrieval algorithm is applied to 
compute the spectrum of the input signal. 
In particular, in the works presented in this thesis we build upon the MZI array 
configuration [Florjańczyk’07], and benefit from the high refractive index and optical 
mode confinement in Si-wire waveguides in order to implement very long optical 
delays in a reduced footprint. In particular, tightly  coiled microphotonic spiral 
waveguide with linearly  increasing length were used to increase the resolution and to 
substantially  reduce the footprint of the device. The design, fabrication and 
experimental demonstration of SHFT spectrometer with microphotonic spirals is 
presented in section 5.1.
3.2.3. eoretical framework of an SHFT interferometer array
We shall consider a light source illuminating an array of N Mach-Zehnder waveguide 
interferometers with linearly  increasing length differences (ΔLi = iΔL) between the two 
arms of each interferometer, up to a maximum value ΔLmax. These physical length 
differences result in optical path differences: 
 Δxi = iΔx = ngΔLi = ingΔL  (3.1)
where Δx is the optical path difference increment between consecutive intereferometers 
and ng is the group index of the fundamental mode of the interferometer arm 
waveguide:
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 ng =
c
vg
=
n
1+ λn
dn
dλ
 (3.2)
where c is the speed of light in the vacuum, vg is the group  velocity, n is the refractive 
index of the medium, and λ is the wavelength. Therefore, the output of the MZI array  is 
a discretization of the response of a single MZI with a continuous optical path 
difference sweep, with a sampling function defined by  a Dirac comb D(x) with a period 
equal to the the optical path difference increment Δx:
 D(x) = δ (xi )∑ = δ (iΔx)
i=1
N
∑  (3.3)
The transmittance of each MZI is therefore a periodic (sinusoidal) function with 
maxima at:
 σ max (i) = kΔxi = ikΔx = kngΔLi  (3.4)
where σmax(i) are the wavenumbers (inverse of the wavelength) corresponding to the 
maxima of the i-th MZI transfer function and k is an integer number. In an ideal case 
with linear optical path difference increments, and in absence of phase errors in the MZI 
array, there is a plurality  of periodically  spaced wavenumbers, also referred as Littrow 
wavenumbers (σL), for which all the MZI of the array have maximal transmittance (Fig. 
3.4.a), that is:
 σ L = kΔxmax = kNΔx  (3.5)
For a narrowband light source at an arbitrary  wavenumber between two consecutive 
Littrow wavenumbers, the output of the MZI array is a stationary  periodic pattern (Fig. 
3.4.b), with a wavelength-dependent period. The periodicity property  of the 
transmittance functions of the interferometers also implies that  for two arbitrary input 
narrowband sources with central wavenumbers separated by the distance equal to the 
separation of two Littrow wavenumbers, the output interferogram ϒ(xi) is invariant:
 ϒ(σ , xi ) = ϒ(σ ± nΔσ L , xi )  (3.6)
where n is an integer number and ΔσL is the difference between two consecutive Littrow 
wavenumbers. Furthermore, the interferogram is also symmetrical respective to the 
center wavenumber between two Littrow wavenumbers: 
 ϒ(σ L +
Δσ L
2 − Δσ , xi ) = ϒ(σ L +
Δσ L
2 + Δσ , xi )  
(3.7)
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where Δσ is an arbitrary  wavenumber separation. As a consequence, the Free Spectral 
Range (FSR) of the device is half the separation between two Littrow wavenumbers. In 
particular, we shall consider a FSR starting at a Littrow wavenumber:
 FSR ∈(σ L ,σ L +
Δσ L
2 )  
(3.8)
Within said FSR, the transformation between the reciprocal spaces defined by the 
input spectrum and the output pattern is linear and univocal. Since any input spectrum 
can be expressed as the linear combination of multiple narrowband sources, the 
corresponding output pattern is a linear combination of the outputs associated to said 
plurality of narrowband sources (Fig. 3.4.c).
Figure 3.4. Continuos interferometric response of a Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometer (orange) and discretized stationary interferometric 
output patterns ϒ of a spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform 
spectrometer (black), as a function of the optical path difference xi, for 
the following input spectral distributions: a) An ideal monochromatic 
light source at a Littrow wavenumber. b) An ideal monochromatic 
light source at a wavenumber different from the Littrow wavenumber. 
c) An arbitrary spectral distribution within the free spectral range of 
the device.
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By generalizing this fundamental concept, we can express the output interferogram ϒ
(xi) generated by any arbitrary spectral density  B(σ) within an aliasing-free FSR as a 
cosine Fourier transformation:
 ϒ(xi ) = B(σ )cos2πσ xid0
FSR
∫ σ  (3.9)
where σ is the wavenumber relative to the Littrow wavenumber (σ =σ −σ L ). Given 
the univocality of the transformation within the FSR, for an output interferogram 
generated by an arbitrary input signal under analysis, the corresponding input spectral 
distribution can be computed by a discrete cosine Fourier transform:
 B(σ ) = 2ΔxmaxN ϒ(xi )cos2πσ xii
N
∑  (3.10)
The wavelength resolution δλ of this configuration is determined by  the maximum 
optical path difference of the most unbalanced interferometer (equivalent to the 
maximum length of the optical delay line of a conventional Fourier-transform 
spectrometer):
 δλ = λ0
2
ΔLmaxng
 (3.11)
where λ0 is the central operation wavelength of the device. The analysis range is limited 
by the shortest optical path difference, which given the linear spacing of optical path 
differences between interferometers, is in turn determined by the number N of 
interferometers of the array (equivalent to the number of sampling points in a 
conventional Fourier-transform spectrometer):
 FSR = δλ N2  
(3.12)
It should be noted that integrated SHFT spectrometers provide multiple discretized 
outputs, and therefore Eq. (3.10) is a finite summation of terms corresponding to 
sampled optical path differences. This discretization inherently results in the truncation 
of the spatial interferogram, which in turn generates oscillatory ripple in the retrieved 
spectrum. This effect is well-known in classical Fourier-transform spectroscopy, and 
can be reduced by applying an apodization window W(xi) to the spectral retrieval 
algorithm of Eq. (3.10): 
 B(σ ) = 2ΔxmaxN ϒ(xi )W (xi )cos2πσ xii
N
∑  (3.13)
The apodization window reduces the weight applied to the terms corresponding to 
the longer optical path differences, and smooths the transition between the sampled 
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points and the cut-off region, thereby reducing the ripple resulting from the Fourier 
transform. As shown by  figure 3.5, different apodization windows can be used, each of 
them presenting an inherent spectral broadening and sidelobe level. A trade-off between 
these two factors needs to be considered when selecting the apodization window for a 
particular application, with the optimal function being determined by the resolution 
requirements of the application. 
Figure 3.5. a) Examples of apodization functions W(x) for ripple 
reduction in Fourier-transform spectroscopy, as used in Eq. (3.13). b) 
Fourier transform of the apodization functions. 
Bartlett function (triangle function): W (x) = 1− xa
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The spectral retrieval using Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.13) implies an ideal case in which 
the output transmittance functions match perfectly  the theoretical response of the 
interferometers. Nevertheless, two main deviations from the ideal behaviour need to be 
considered in a practical experiment. First, waveguide propagation losses result in 
amplitude errors and uneven fringe visibility along the interferometer array. The 
visibility  V of a MZI transmittance function, which defines the relation between the 
maximum output intensity Imax and the minimum output intensity  Imin is determined by 
Eq (3.13). The particular case of a fully coherent source ( γ (τ ) =1  ) is considered, with 
γ(τ) being the degree of complex coherence.
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 V = Imax − IminImax + Imin
=
2 I1I2
I1 + I2
 (3.14)
where I1 and I2 are the intensities in each arm of the interferometer before 
recombination. From Eq. (3.14) it is obvious that the visibility is maximal when the two 
arms are balanced (same output intensity), and decreases with the unbalance of output 
intensities. Due to waveguide propagation losses, the output intensity of an MZI arm 
decreases as its length increases, resulting in a reduced visibility for increasing optical 
path difference Δxi. This visibility reduction fundamentally limits the maximum optical 
path difference of the spectrometer, and therefore its resolution. However, even in a 
typical operation regime far from this fundamental limit, the effect  of reduced visibility 
needs to be accounted for to avoid distortions in the retrieved spectrum. 
Advantageously, this effect can be mathematically compensated by  making each term of 
the interferogram relative to the maximum output power range of the interferometer:
 B(σ ) = 2ΔxmaxN
ϒ(xi )− Imin (xi )
Imax (xi )− Imin (xi )
W (xi )cos2πσ xi
i
N
∑  (3.15)
The second deviation from the theoretical model is caused by the phase errors in the 
interferometers transmittance functions, resulting from deviations in the oscillation 
frequency of each interferometer. Fabrication deviations from the designed geometrical 
length difference of the device and changes of mode propagation constants (for example 
caused by changes in waveguide width) result in errors in the optical path lengths across 
the array. This results in a misalignment of the transmittance functions with random 
wavelength shifts between the maxima for different interferometers. With this 
degeneration of the alignment of the interferometers, the condition for the Littrow 
wavenumbers presence is not met by  the array. Spectral retrieval by using Eq. (3.10), in 
which all wavenumbers are relative to the Littrow wavenumber, cannot thereby be 
applied. Environmental variations such as temperature changes can induce additional 
phase shifts in the transmittance functions of the interferometers, distorting the 
interferograms associated with a given input spectrum. 
In order to correct the phase errors and correctly retrieve the input spectrum, two 
different approaches can be followed. First, the phase errors can be actively corrected 
by dedicated phase shifting elements in each interferometer, therefore aligning the 
responses of all the interferometers of the array to Littrow condition. In the case of 
planar waveguide SHFT spectrometers, this can be performed by incorporating 
independent heaters as phase shifters for each interferometer [Takada’11] to tune each 
transmittance function independently. This way, a maximum of each interferometer is 
aligned to the Littrow wavenumber and cosine Fourier-transform spectral retrieval of 
Eq. (3.10) can be used. However, this approach adds to fabrication complexity  since 
independent heaters, control electronics, and an elaborate tuning process before each 
measurement are required. 
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As an alternative approach, we propose to incorporate the phase errors measured in a 
calibration step directly  into the spectral retrieval algorithm, circumventing the need of 
using active phase compensation. In the present thesis, a novel spectral retrieval 
algorithm based on the inversion of a calibration matrix is developed (section 5.1), 
capable of a robust compensation of fabrication errors and environmental changes. This 
phase error compensation technique relies entirely  on computational tools, 
circumventing the need of dedicated hardware elements to actuate on the spectrometer.
Finally, some additional considerations should be made regarding the étendue and 
configuration of the inputs and outputs of SHFT spectrometers implemented with 
photonic waveguides. In a conventional integrated spectrometer (e.g. AWG), the 
étendue is limited by the optical throughput of a single input monomode waveguide. 
Since waveguide SHFT spectrometers can be implemented with an array  of N 
independent interferometers, two different input configurations can be used, namely, a 
single input waveguide and a multiple aperture input. In the first case, the étendue of the 
device is also limited by  the single waveguide, with incoming light being split into the 
interferometer array, for example by cascaded y-splitters. As a result, the same signal is 
sent to all the interferometers of the array, as assumed by the previous theoretical 
model. Some distortions of the MZI transmittance functions can arise from light 
splitting elements and resulting Fabry-Pérot resonances, but this effect is typically 
negligible with state-of-the-art splitters. Furthermore, this effect is spectrally stationary, 
and is therefore corrected by the calibration matrix retrieval algorithm. 
As an alternative to this configuration, the étendue limitation can be overcome by 
using a separate input waveguide for each of the N interferometers. In this case, the total 
étendue of the device is N times larger than the étendue of an input waveguide, this 
configuration being particularly desirable for analyzing spatially  extended light sources. 
When spatially extended light sources are used, the input spectral content of the signal 
is coupled into all the interferometers of the array through the input waveguides, the 
thereby enabling to use the same theoretical model and retrieval algorithm as in the 
single aperture configuration. 
The high mode confinement of silicon wire waveguides enable separations between 
adjacent input waveguides in the order of micrometers without incurring in coupling 
effects. Together with the small bend radii (a few micrometers) of Si-wire waveguides, 
this enables a dense interferometer integration for increased resolution and FSR in a 
small footprint. Greater separations between input waveguides can be implemented for 
spatially  extended sources with a larger beam size, without detriment in the spectral 
retrieval process. On the output plane, each MZI output is measured independently and 
in parallel. The distance between outputs, the pixel size of the photodetector array, and 
the light collecting scheme (if present), are thereby judiciously designed to prevent any 
interference between adjacent MZI outputs. 
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3.3. Polarization mode converters
The high refractive index contrast of the SOI platform can be advantageously used to 
achieve high density  integration. However, this advantage comes at the cost of a large 
polarization dependence of silicon waveguides [Cheben’03, Dai’04]. In SOI 
waveguides, quasi-TE (Transversal Electric) and quasi-TM (Transversal Magnetic) 
modes have significantly different  propagation constants and experiment different 
propagation losses. As a consequence, most photonic devices implemented in silicon 
wire waveguides are nominally  designed to operate for a single polarization (typically 
TE). In applications where input  light polarization is undetermined, the polarization 
diversity technique is typically used [Fukuda’08]. In this technique, a polarization 
splitter [Fukuda’06, Kiyat’05, Liang’05] divides TM- and TE-polarized light into two 
waveguides. Light polarization in one of the waveguides is rotated by  a polarization 
converter, achieving the same polarization state at the outputs of the two waveguides, 
which are coupled into two identical photonic circuits. At the output  of the circuit 
operating with the rotated polarization, an additional polarization mode converter 
returns the signal to its original polarization state, and both outputs are recombined. 
In order to evaluate the performance of a polarization converter several parameters 
need to be considered. The main parameter is polarization conversion efficiency (η), 
defined as the ratio between the power of the converted polarization and the total output 
power. That is, for TE-to-TM conversion:
 ηTE−TM =
PTM
PTE + PTM
×100%  (3.16)
where PTE and PTM are the optical power of the TE- and TM-polarized modes at the 
output of the device. This relation is often expressed in a logarithmic scale through the 
extinction ratio (ER): 
 ERTE−TM (dB) = 10 log10
PTM
PTE
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
 (3.17)
Besides achieving a good mode conversion, the polarization converter should also 
have low insertion losses and a short conversion length (also called half-beat length), 
defined as the length at which a TE-polarized input is converted into a TM-polarized 
output, and vice versa. Finally, the operational bandwidth of a converter should be 
maximized. This parameter is typically defined either as the wavelength range with an 
extinction ratio within a 3 dB difference of the maximum ER, or as the wavelength 
range within which a 90% conversion efficiency is achieved.
There are several physical effects that can be used to implement polarization mode 
converters in integrated optics. Asymmetrical waveguides can be designed to guide two 
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fundamental hybrid modes, that is, optical modes which are 50% TE-polarized and 50% 
TM-polarized, as shown by figure 3.6. When a TM- or TE-polarized input light reaches 
the polarization converter section of the waveguide, both hybrid modes are equally 
excited, and start propagating along the waveguide. Since the hybrid modes have 
different effective indexes and propagation constant, they are phase-shifted along the 
polarization converter. In particular, this phase shift periodically  generates a 90º rotation 
of the polarization angle, effectively converting a TE-polarized input into a TM-
polarized output and vice versa. The half-beat length (L1/2), at which this 90º rotation 
occurs, is defined by: 
 L1/2 =
π
Δβ
=
π
β1 − β2
 (3.18)
where β1 and β2 are the propagation constants of the two hybrid modes and Δβ is the 
difference between said propagation constants. 
Figure 3.6. a) Quasi-TM and quasi-TE modes guided in a silicon wire 
waveguide. Arrows indicate direction of principal electric field (E) 
component. b) Hybrid modes in a polarization rotator section.
As shown in figure 3.7, several waveguide geometries can support rotated hybrid 
modes. First, sloped waveguide walls can efficiently induce the required waveguide 
asymmetry [Yamauchi’08, Brooks’06] (Figs. 3.7.a, 3.7.b). A theoretical conversion 
length of only 2 µm has been reported for a triangular waveguide [Yamauchi’08]. 
Second, multiple etch depths can be used to break waveguide vertical symmetry 
[Vermeulen’10, Zhang’10] (Figs. 3.7.c, 3.7.d). The shortest conversion length 
demonstrated with this configuration is 9 µm, with a conversion efficiency of 89% at a 
central wavelength of 1540 nm [Vermeulen’10].
However, these approaches have a significant drawback as they cannot be 
implemented with conventional lithographic techniques. Sloped waveguides require 
complex fabrication techniques with multiple steps, resulting in a poor control on the 
slope angle and surface quality. Multiple etch depths also imply an increased number of 
patterning and etching steps during the fabrication of the device, which can cause 
significant deviations from the ideal design due to small but unavoidable misalignments 
between etching steps. 
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Figure 3.7. Schematic examples of state-of-the-art polarization 
converters in Silicon-on-Insulator based on hybrid mode propagation. 
a) Triangular waveguide [Yamauchi’08]. b) Waveguide with sloped 
sidewalls and different etch depths [Brooks’06]. c) Asymmetrical 
waveguides with two etch depths [Vermeulen’10]. d) Combination of 
vertical and horizontal waveguides [Zhang’10].
 As an alternative to hybrid mode propagation, polarization rotators based on light 
coupling between multiple waveguides were proposed [Yue’09], as shown in figure 3.8. 
With judicious design, polarization mode conversion can be achieved with waveguides 
of constant height and different widths [Liu’11, Dai’11], requiring only a single etch 
step. Polarization converters based on cross-polarization coupling effects have yielded 
theoretical conversion efficiency of 87% for a 44-µm-long waveguide [Liu’11], with 
conversion efficiency increasing to values close to 100% in a configuration with a 
conversion length of 100 µm [Dai’11].
Figure 3.8. Schematic examples of state of the art polarization 
converters in silicon-on-insulator based on mode coupling effect. a) 
Intermediate coupling to a multimode waveguide [Yue’09]. b) Cross-
polarization coupling [Liu’11, Dai’11].
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Finally, polarization converters based on hybrid mode guiding can also be 
implemented by inducing the asymmetry  through etching one or more longitudinal 
trenches, as shown in figure 3.9. For trenches with dimensions smaller than the 
wavelength of the guided signal, an asymmetrical effective refractive index profile is 
achieved, mimicking the effect of a slanted sidewall. This concept has been 
implemented in III-V semiconductor integrated optics, obtaining a conversion length of 
210 µm with a single trench [Kim’09], and 150 µm with multiple trenches [Holmes’06]. 
In both cases, conversion efficiency surpassed 95%.
Figure 3.9. Schematic structures of polarization converters in III-V 
semiconductor waveguides with a) single trench [Kim’09] and b) 
multiple trenches [Holmes’06]. 
Although etching trenches with different dimensions typically  require complex 
fabrication processes with multiple steps, certain combinations of trench depths and 
widths can be achieved in a single etching step  by advantageously using the effect 
known as Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) lag [Holmes’06]. The RIE lag is observed as a partial 
etching of features with reduced dimensions, caused by the restrictions in the incident 
angles of the etching ions. As the feature width decreases, the number of ions incident 
upon the feature area is also reduced, hence decreasing the etch rate. For small features 
in which the RIE lag is apparent, the relation between etch width and depth can be 
calibrated, defining a plurality of trench dimensions that can be implemented with a 
single etch step. 
In the light of the described state of the art, one of our goals was to implement an 
ultracompact and efficient polarization converter for the SOI platform, which could be 
readily fabricated and integrated in a wire waveguide. For this purpose, we explored an 
asymmetrical dual trench configuration, with trench widths and depths designed to be 
fabricated in a single etching step with the RIE lag effect (Fig 3.10). The design, 
fabrication and characterization of the polarization converter device is described in 
section 5.2. 
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Figure 3.10. Schematic structure of the fabricated polarization 
converter, implemented in a silicon wire waveguide with two 
asymmetrical longitudinal trenches [Section 5.2, Velasco’12].
3.4. Waveguide multiplexers and demultiplexers
Compact and efficient multiplexers and demultiplexers are required for the 
development of commercially viable silicon photonics transceivers for wavelength 
division multiplexed (WDM) communications and interconnects [Doerr’06, 
Cheben‘07b]. The established technology to perform this task in integrated optics are 
Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG) [Pearson’00, Ohno’06, Dumon,’06, Liu‘08b, 
Pathak’11] and waveguide echelle gratings [Bidnyk’06, Brouckaert’07, Feng’06]. When 
operating as a demultiplexer, both devices employ a passive wavelength dispersive 
element to spatially  separate different wavelength channels, each into different  output 
waveguides. When operating as a multiplexer, the wavelength dispersive element 
combines different wavelength channels, each coupled from a separate waveguide, into 
a single output waveguide with the multiplexed (multi-wavelength) signal. 
In AWGs, the wavelength dispersive element is an array of waveguides, typically 
with linearly increasing lengths across the array, as shown in figure 3.11. This 
configuration results in a wavelength-dependent relative phase difference between 
adjacent waveguides at the array output aperture. Consequently, each channel is focused 
at a different position of the focal curve. Receiver waveguides are typically located at 
the Rowland circle [Rowland’82] to minimize wavefront aberrations. Light is coupled 
in and out of the waveguide array  through input and output slab waveguide combiners 
respectively.
AWG implemented in SOI benefit from a small waveguide bend radius and a high 
mode confinement due to the high refractive index contrast  between the silicon 
waveguide core and SiO2 cladding, resulting in substantially more compact devices 
compared to AWGs in glass. However, the high refractive index contrast implies a 
larger optical intensity  at the waveguide boundaries, rendering the guided modes more 
susceptible to fabrication imperfections, and particularly, to the roughness of the 
waveguide sidewalls. This results in deviations from the theoretically  constant optical 
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path increment between adjacent waveguides, i.e. phase errors and output wavefront 
distortions, and ultimately deteriorating the crosstalk of the device. 
Figure 3.11. Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) demultiplexer. Input 
light is coupled from input waveguide through input combiner into an 
array of waveguides with linearly increasing optical paths. As a result 
of the phase difference between the outputs of adjacent waveguides, 
the focusing points of the central wavelengths of the channels are 
spatially separated along the Rowland circle.
Waveguide echelle grating demultiplexers, schematically presented in figure 3.12, 
are a more compact alternative to AWGs. They are implemented with diffraction 
gratings as the wavelength dispersive element, focusing each channel in a different 
position along the Rowland circle, where different wavelength channels are intercepted 
by an array of output waveguides. Other alternative multiplexing devices include 
cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers and ring resonators filters [Xia’07], both their 
transfer functions are highly sensitive to fabrication deviations. This limitation can be 
overcome by  using active (tunable) ring resonators [Han-Yong’08, Sherwood’08, 
Zheng’10, Wen’11], but the inclusion of active elements implies a greater fabrication 
complexity and cost, as well as the incorporation of control electronics which increase 
operation and fabrication complexity.
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Figure 3.12. Waveguide echelle grating demultiplexer. Input light is 
diffracted by the etched waveguide grating in a reflecting geometry. 
After propagation through the slab waveguide, different wavelength 
channels are coupled into the output waveguide array. Concave 
diffraction gratings acts as the wavelength dispersion and focusing 
element. 
In the works presented in this thesis, we propose an alternative multiplexer/
demultiplexer configuration for the SOI platform which benefits from the reduced 
footprint of echelle gratings while at the same time providing a higher efficiency and 
wavefront apodization. In particular, the device is based on a blazed and apodized 
diffraction grating etched in the sidewall of a curved input waveguide, as schematically 
shown in figure 3.13. The wavelength dispersion properties are similar as in an echelle 
grating device, and waveguide channels are spatially separated along the Rowland 
circle. However, and in contrast to echelle gratings, sidewall grating can be apodized 
without incurring additional losses, since the optical power that is not diffracted at  a 
specific section of the grating and remains in the waveguide and is diffracted by further 
sections of the diffraction grating. 
An important advantage of the proposed device compared to AWGs is an increased 
tolerance to fabrication variations and errors. In AWGs, the accumulated phase error of 
each waveguide of the array is different for different waveguides, increasing the relative 
error between adjacent waveguides. On the contrary, in a sidewall grating 
demultiplexer, the light (waveguide mode) follows a common path along the input 
waveguide as it  is progressively diffracted, therefore the phase error between two 
adjacent facets of the grating does not accumulate. 
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The experimental demonstration of this device, as well as a detailed explanation of 
the operation principles is discussed in section 5.3. The device is 100 µm × 160 µm, the 
smallest size yet reported for a demultiplexer of comparable performance. 
Figure 3.13. Sidewall grating demultiplexer. Input light is guided 
along a curved waveguide and progressively diffracted by a 
diffraction grating etched on its sidewall. The diffraction process is 
wavelength-dependent, resulting in the focusing of each wavelength in 
a different position along the Rowland circle [Rowland’82].
Furthermore, the proposed demultiplexer configuration based on a curved sidewall 
grating was also implemented as a passband filter by using a single output waveguide. 
The central operational wavelength of the device is selected by judiciously  designing 
the grating period and the position of the output waveguide along the Rowland circle. 
Furthermore, the reduced footprint and comparatively low intrinsic loss of the device 
enables cascading several filtering stages for reduced crosstalk and enhanced spectral 
selectivity. The design, fabrication and characterization of this sidewall grating photonic 
filter is discused in section 5.4.
3.5. Goals of the present work 
The main goals of this thesis regarding silicon-based photonic devices is to design, 
fabricate and characterize four distinct devices for wavelength and polarization 
management, all of them presenting highly  competitive performances in remarkably 
compact footprints:
• A SHFT spectrometer, with an array of Mach-Zehnder interferometers comprising 
silicon wire waveguides with microphotonic spirals for increased spectral 
resolution in a compact footprint.
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• An ultra-compact polarization converter, implemented by etching two 
subwavelength asymmetrical trenches in a silicon wire waveguide. 
• A sidewall grating demultiplexer, with apodized and chirped diffraction grating 
for improved coupling to the output waveguides, reduced crosstalk and 
apodization advantage
• A sidewall grating bandpass filter, with cascaded filtering stages for enhanced 
suppression of the rejection bands. 
The design, fabrication and characterization of these devices is shown in chapter V, 
with further details on the experimental methods in Annex A.
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IV
Published results on sol-gel glass based 
photonic devices
This chapter presents the results of this thesis on the development of 
holographic filters in photopolymerizable glasses, as published in the 
following peer reviewed journal papers:
4.1. Photopolymerizable organically modified holographic glass with 
enhanced thickness for spectral filters (Journal of Applied Physics).
4.2. Photopolymerizable glasses incorporating high refractive index species 
and ionic liquid: A comparative study (Journal of Applied Physics).
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Photopolymerizable organically modified holographic glass with enhanced
thickness for spectral filters
A. V. Velasco,1 M. L. Calvo,1 and P. Cheben2
1Department of Optics, Faculty of Physics, Complutense University of Madrid, 28040 Madrid, Spain
2National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0R6, Canada
(Received 7 November 2012; accepted 21 December 2012; published online 15 January 2013)
A novel formulation and synthesis method to overcome the thickness limitations in samples of
photopolymerizable glasses with high refractive index species is presented. The reported method
allows the recording of volume holographic diffraction gratings in samples of !500 lm thickness
with a high optical quality and low scattering. Holographic grating recording is performed in a
single coherent light exposure step, resulting in volume gratings of high optical quality. A
holographic notch filter implemented in a 500 lm thick photopolymerizable glass with a spectral
bandwidth below 0.3 nm and an excellent filter extinction ratio of <"27 dB is also demonstrated.
VC 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4775787]
I. INTRODUCTION
Holographic filters are fundamental components used in
a variety of applications, such as microscopy,1 pattern recog-
nition,2,3 beam transformation,4 chemical spectrum identifi-
cation,5 and general narrowband filtering,6 to name a few. In
particular, holographic recording materials are ideal candi-
dates for implementing narrow-band notch filters based on
Bragg diffraction gratings,7,8 often used for Rayleigh line
suppression in Raman spectroscopy.9–11 For the development
of high-performance filters with a narrow stop-band and a
high extinction (central wavelength rejection) ratio, a holo-
graphic medium with a high dynamic range, superior optical
quality, and large thickness is required.12
Photopolymerizable materials have shown excellent per-
formance in terms of dynamic range and optical quality.13,14
However, organic polymeric binders used in holographic
polymers are typically limited in thickness to less than a few
hundred micrometers. Also, dimensional changes induced by
light exposure (material shrinkage) or temperature variations
can distort the hologram and alter the designed spectral
response of the filter.
A new class of holographic material based on organi-
cally modified sol-gel glass was developed by Cheben
et al.15,16 The material is an organic-inorganic photosensitive
glass comprising a silicate sol-gel matrix which incorporates
monomeric and photoinitiator species. When exposed to an
interference pattern at an actinic wavelength, the photoinitia-
tor is activated and the polymerization of the free monomers
takes place. Additionally, a diffusion of monomer takes
place from the dark towards the illuminated regions where
the monomer concentration is depleted.15 The refractive
index modulation Dn of up to 5.6# 10"3 and diffraction effi-
ciencies close to 100% were reported for this type of mate-
rial.16 The refractive index modulation was subsequently
enhanced to !0.01 by incorporating a zirconium-based high
refractive index species (HRIS) to the photopolymerizable
glass.17 Zirconium isopropoxide Zr(OiPr)4 high index spe-
cies was introduced at a molecular level to minimize scatter-
ing loss. The incorporation of ZrO2 nanoparticles to
polymeric films has also been demonstrated to increase ma-
terial dynamic rage.18 Photopolymerizable glasses have also
proven to withstand a high pulsed laser energy without deg-
radation of the recorded diffraction gratings.19 The high
dynamic range and optical quality of photopolymerizable
glasses make them candidates for volume holographic recod-
ing.20–22 However, in order to implement holographic filters
with high spectral selectivity, a photopolymerizable holo-
graphic recording material with thickness of the order of
500 lm or more is required.
In this paper, we present a new formulation and synthe-
sis method for a photopolymerizable glass incorporating
HRIS that allows the fabrication of samples with typical
thickness of about 500 lm, as required for applications in
holographic filters with high spectral selectivity. The de-
pendence of the photomaterial performance on sample thick-
ness is analyzed, including the angular selectivity, dark
diffusion, scattering, and optical quality. A narrowband
notch filter implemented in a 500-lm-thick photopolymeriz-
able glass is presented.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II presents the
novel formulation and synthesis procedure for preparation of
samples with increased thickness. Section III is dedicated to
the experimental characterization of the fabricated samples.
In particular, characteristics of samples with thickness rang-
ing from 50 to 500 lm are compared and the relation
between sample thickness and holographic performance is
analyzed. In Sec. IV, we present a notch filter implemented
in a 500-lm-thick photopolymerizable glass. Discussions
and conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. SAMPLES PREPARATION
In order to overcome the thickness limitation of the pho-
topolymerizable glass samples with HRIS, some modifica-
tions were introduced to the synthesis method previously
disclosed.17 Here, we summarize the modified method, with
more details described in the Appendix. First, the concentra-
tion of HRIS in the samples was reduced compared to
Ref. 17 to minimize tendency of cracking in thick samples.
0021-8979/2013/113(3)/033101/5/$30.00 VC 2013 American Institute of Physics113, 033101-1
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4.1. Photopolymerizable organically modified holographic glass with enhanced thickness for spectral filters (Journal of Applied Physics).  
In order to minimize the consequential decrease in dynamic
range (Dn) and prolonged gelation times, we chose the fol-
lowing molarity of Zr(OiPr)4!iPrOH: 0.75mmol and MA:
3.5mmol, while maintaining the other component concentra-
tions as disclosed in Ref. 17.
Second, instead of the microscope slides, we used Petri
dishes to contain an increased amount of the sol-gel solution.
Once the solution was cast on the dish, each sample was
individually sealed using wax paper and stored in an oven
with a controlled temperature of 40 "C and a relative humid-
ity of 25%. Samples with thicknesses ranging from 50 to
500 lm were prepared. The process lasted up to 14 days for
the thickest samples. As the gelation evolved, oxygen flow
was progressive allowed to the sample by making additional
small holes in the wax paper sealing, in order to avoid abrupt
changes in the environmental conditions which could result
in cracking and surface deterioration.
III. SAMPLES HOLOGRAPHIC CHARACTERIZATION
A. Holographic recording and characterization setup
Transmission volume phase holographic gratings
(VPHG) were recorded in the photopolymerizable glass sam-
ples by interference of two coherent s-polarized beams using
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a single-frequency solid
state laser at a wavelength of 532 nm (Oxxius 532 S). Beams
with equal intensities of 7.5mW/cm2 were used for maximal
visibility of the interference fringes. A spatial frequency of
500 lines/mm was obtained using incidence angles of 67.9"
from the sample normal. Samples were stabilized by expo-
sure to incoherent light after the holographic gratings
recording.
A non-actinic probe beam from a He-Ne laser at
632.8 nm wavelength with an output power of 0.5mW (New-
port ULMTILT) was used for real-time monitoring of the
evolution of the grating formation. Angular selectivity of the
recorded gratings was characterized by placing the sample
on a high-precision rotation platform and measuring the 1st
Bragg diffraction order using the He-Ne laser. Refractive
index modulation values were obtained by fitting the meas-
ured angular selectivity curve to the theoretical expression
from Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory for light diffraction by
dielectric transmission volume gratings23
Dn ¼ 2 n0 Cos ð#0Þ Sinð#0ÞT ArcSinð
ffiffiffiffi
g
p Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 &
"
ArcSinð ffiffiffiffigp Þ#2r ; (1)
where no is the refractive index of the photomaterial prior to
holographic exposure, h0 is the Bragg angle, T is the sample
thickness, and g is the diffraction efficiency. The latter was
calculated as g¼P&1/P0, where P&1 is the power in the &1st
diffraction order and P0 is the power in the probe beam inci-
dent on the sample.
B. Diffraction efficiency and angular selectivity
Figure 1 shows the angular selectivity curves of three
diffraction gratings with thicknesses 150 lm, 260 lm, and
500 lm. It can be observed that the angular selectivity curves
fit well to the theoretical response near Bragg’s angle, con-
firming that the gratings were efficiently recorded in the
entire volume of the sample. The increase of angular selec-
tivity with sample thickness is observed, as expected. For the
500 lm thick grating, a 50% (3 dB) roll-off is achieved for a
0.15" detuning from the Bragg angle (9.4" for the read-out
laser at 632 nm). The ratio between the maximum diffraction
efficiency and the intensity of secondary lobes is only 0.04
(&14 dB).
In Fig. 1, the angular selectivity curve for the 500 lm
diffraction grating corresponds to a diffraction efficiency of
80% at Bragg’s angle. This specific value is limited by the
overexposure, and higher diffraction efficiency values close
to 100% theoretical limit can be achieved. This is shown in
Figure 2, where the evolution of the diffraction efficiency is
plotted after the recording pulse with a maximum diffraction
efficiency of 99% approximately 7 s following the recording
pulse. As a result of the high dynamic range of the sample,
FIG. 1. Measured angular selectivity (solid) and theoretical fitting (dashed)
of volume holographic gratings in a photopolymerizable glass of thickness:
(a) 150lm, (b) 260lm, and (c) 500lm. Grating of spatial frequency 500
lines/mm were recorded with a solid-state laser at 532 nm and monitored
with a non-actinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm. Incidence angles are measured
from the Bragg angle.
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the refractive index modulation keeps increasing after this
point, resulting in the overmodulation and a corresponding
decrease in diffraction efficiency. The evolution of the gra-
ting formation is further discussed in Sec. III C.
Since diffraction efficiencies close to 100% can be read-
ily obtained, and given the high thickness and dynamic range
of the synthesized samples, highly selective holographic fil-
ters, both angularly and spectrally, can be implemented in
our photopolymerizable glass. Additionally, the recording of
gratings with spatial frequencies exceeding 4000 lines/mm
was demonstrated in our material.24 This provides an addi-
tional degree of freedom to further increase the spectral and
angular selectivity of our grating filters, if demanded by spe-
cific applications.
C. Dark diffusion and sensitivity
As a result of the polymerization of the monomer spe-
cies in the illuminated regions, spatial nonuniformities in the
distribution of the monomer and HRIS are induced during
the exposure in our material. These concentration gradients
trigger a migration of the monomer and HRIS from mono-
mer/HRIS rich (dark fringes) regions to monomer/HRIS
depleted regions (bright fringes) of the interference pattern.
As the diffused species are polymerized, the refractive index
modulation of the grating is further increased. The diffusion,
which occurs in the absence of light, and the subsequent Dn
evolution, is referred to as “dark diffusion,” and stops when
the composition reaches its chemical equilibrium. In the case
of the photopolymerizable glass with HRIS, dark diffusion
mechanism can be modeled using the weighted sum of two
exponential functions25,26
DnðtÞ ¼ CM½1% expð%t=sMÞ& þ CZr½1% expð%t=sZrÞ&; (2)
where exponential weight factors, CM and CZr, account for
the partial contributions of monomer and Zr-based HRIS
components, respectively, to the overall Dn value. The diffu-
sion time constants sM and sZr, account for the different dif-
fusion speeds of the two respective species, namely sM< sZ.
This double-exponential behaviour is observed in Fig.
3(a), which shows the temporal evolution of Dn after a re-
cording pulse for several gratings with thicknesses ranging
from 50 to 500 lm. The samples show a high sensitivity,
which allows diffraction gratings to be recorded with a single
pulse of 1 s and 15mW/cm2. An induction period of 2 to 3 s
with a comparatively slow response is followed by a fast
evolution with Dn increasing as in Eq. (2). The curves slopes
are proportional to the Dn resulting from a single exposure at
a given energy. This parameter increases progressively with
the thickness of the sample, allowing to reach high refractive
index modulations with low exposure light powers, as it is
shown in Fig. 3(b).
Time constants sM and sZr are found to be similar for the
analyzed samples, as the speed of the diffusion is determined
by the composition of the glass matrix with little influence
of the sample thickness. By fitting the experimental curves
to Eq. (2), average values of sM¼ 5.16 0.8 s and
sZr¼ 25.76 1.2 s were obtained, showing a stable dark diffu-
sion behavior in the analyzed thickness range (50 to
500 lm). The measured diffusion time values are also in
good agreement with previously published results for photo-
polymerizable glasses incorporating HRIS.25,26
FIG. 2. Evolution of the diffraction efficiency at Bragg’s angle of a 500lm
thick holographic grating after a single recording pulse of 15 mJ/cm2 at
532 nm wavelength. Grating evolution is monitored with a non-actinic beam
from a He-Ne laser of 632 nm wavelength.
FIG. 3. (a) Measurement of dark diffusion of monomer and HRIS species
for sample of different thicknesses. 1 s pulse at 532 nm and 15mW/cm2 flux
was used for the recording of gratings with spatial frequency of 500 lines/
mm. Dn was measured with a He-Ne laser at 632 nm. (b) Measured refrac-
tive index modulation corresponding to a 1 s recording pulse of 15mW/cm2.
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D. Scattering and optical quality
The samples under investigation presented a high optical
quality with low scattering. Residual noise grating formation
angular selectivity measurements are presented in Fig. 4,
with a negligible scattering penalty as the sample thickness
increases. In these measurements, the build-up of a noise
grating would be shown as a dip in diffraction efficiency
near Bragg resonance, but no such dip is observed for our
samples, indicating high optical quality and low scattering.
Furthermore, diffraction efficiency variations in the analysed
angular range are within a 1% range, even for the thickest
samples, demonstrating the low scattering of the samples.
Figure 5 shows the He-Ne readout beam intensity distri-
bution in (a) free space, (b) transmitted through a 500 lm
thick unexposed photopolymerizable glass; (c) transmitted
through the same 500 lm thick photopolymerizable glass af-
ter exposure to 15mW/cm2 1-s pulse. Strong speckle is ini-
tially observed (Fig. 5(c)), caused by light scattering at
sample surface irregularities. We mitigated the surface scat-
tering by using a refractive index matching liquid (Norland
Index Matching Liquid 150, n¼ 1.52), as it is shown in Fig.
5(d), achieving a good beam quality.
IV. HOLOGRAPHIC NOTCH FILTER
The available thickness range of our photopolymeriz-
able glasses allows the implementation of high-quality filters
for various applications. As an example, a holographic notch
filter was implemented in a 510-lm-thick sample, which is
the upper thickness limit that was achieved with the
described synthesis method without resulting in fractures or
uneven gelation. Samples with thickness in the 0.5–1 cm
range could likely be achieved by judiciously tailoring the
preparation process and by reducing their HRIS concentra-
tion. The filter was recorded by interference of two coherent
s-polarized beams from a solid-state laser at 532 nm with an
incidence angle of 48.1", yielding a grating spatial frequency
of 2800 lines/mm. A single pulse exposure (3 mJ/cm2
flux, 1 s duration) was used to achieve maximal diffraction
efficiency and a high quality grating. Figure 6 shows the ex-
perimental measurement of the spectral response of the filter,
characterized using a He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm with incidence
angles centred at the Bragg angle of 62.3". A #3 dB band-
width of 0.3 nm is achieved, with a maximum suppression of
#27.5 dB and a flat response for off-Bragg wavelengths with
minimal ripple (<#0.1 dB). The central wavelength of the
device can be readily tuned either by modifying the opera-
tional angle of incidence or by adjusting the inter-beam dur-
ing the recording of the filter.
It is obvious that the same device can also be used as a
passband filter for the diffracted beam, with the same band-
width as the notch filter for the transmitted beam. An
FIG. 4. Noise grating angular selectivity measurements for samples of dif-
ferent thicknesses. The samples were exposed to a coherent s-polarized sin-
gle beam of 532 nm wavelength and 15mW/cm2 flux for 1 s and read-out by
a non-actinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
FIG. 5. Beam profiles of a He-Ne laser at 632 nm (a) in free space; (b) trans-
mitted through a 500lm thick unexposed photopolymerizable glass;
(c) transmitted through the same 500lm thick photopolymerizable glass after
exposure to 15mW/cm2 1-s pulse; (d) as in (c) but after applying a refractive
index matching liquid to mitigate surface scattering. All images were taken
with a Spiricon digital camera (Ophir) with a pixel size of 4.4lm$ 4.4lm.
FIG. 6. Holographic filter spectral response for the transmitted beam (black,
notch filter) and the diffracted beam (dashed grey, bandpass filter).
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extinction ratio exceeding !20 dB is achieved, with side-
lobes level of !15 dB (Fig. 6, grey dashed curve). The limit-
ing factor which determines this sidelobe level is the
theoretical angular selectivity curve of a diffraction grating
recorded by interference of two plane wavefronts, as defined
by Kogelnik’s expression.23 Sidelobe level could be poten-
tially optimized by judiciously tailoring the shape of the re-
cording beams with a spatial modulator. Absorption losses
are negligible, with the main loss factor being reflections at
the facets of the device ("4% per facet for normal inci-
dence), which if required can be compensated using an anti-
reflective coating. Overall, the filter presents a very good
optical quality and low scattering for both transmitted and
diffracted beams, similar to those shown in Sec. III.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We reported a modified composition and method for
developing photopolymerizable glasses incorporating HRIS
with large thickness ("500 lm). Fabricated samples have
shown low scattering, and high diffraction efficiency and
dynamic range, allowing to tailor holographic filters with
high optical quality and selectivity, both angularly and spec-
trally. The high sensitivity of the photomaterial with HRIS
and enhanced thickness allows to record the filter with a sin-
gle short light pulse. The grating is formed after exposure by
internal diffusion of the monomeric species and HRIS inside
the glass matrix, thus preventing surface roughness to be
transmitted to the grating by subsequent light pulses and
reducing the resulting scattering. A high-quality narrowband
notch filter has been fabricated with the disclosed method,
demonstrating the potential applications of these photopoly-
merizable glasses for various purposes such as as spectrome-
try, microscopy, and optical instrumentation, including high
power instrumentation due to their high laser damage
threshold.
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE PREPARATION
The chemical procedure for the synthesis of the photo-
polymerizable glass incorporating HRIS was reported in
detail in Ref. 17; here we summarize the basic steps.
The silica sol is prepared by acid hydrolysis of glycidox-
ypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) and tetraethylorthosili-
cate (TEOS). The molar ratio between GPTMS and TEOS is
selected to minimize the shrinkage of the photopolymeriz-
able glasses after light exposure.27 Molarities of the hydro-
chloric acid solution are also selected to ensure all water is
consumed during the hydrolysis. After 10min of vigorous
stirring, a solution of IRGAGURE-784 photosensitizer in
Phenoxyethyl acrylate (POEA) is added. A solution of zirco-
nium isopropoxide isopropanol complex in methacrylic acid
is added to the mixture after an additional 10min. The result-
ing solution is filtered with a 0.2 lm millipore filter.
Films of thickness up to 500 lm were obtained by cast-
ing the filtered solution on glass Petri dishes. Samples were
sealed with wax paper and left to dry in the dark at a con-
trolled temperature of 40 #C for 14 days prior to hologram
recording. Oxygen flow to the sample was progressively
increased by performing small holes in the wax paper seal-
ing. A stable relative humidity of 25% was maintained dur-
ing the gelation process.
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Three different holographic photomaterials belonging to the class of photopolymerizable glasses have
been synthesized using sol-gel techniques, and characterized with the purpose of a comparative study.
Their behavior is analyzed in terms of achieved refractive index modulation, dark diffusion
mechanism, diffraction efficiency and optical quality; in order to determine their suitability for
different holographic applications.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3553840]
I. INTRODUCTION
The requirements of synthesis, characterization and de-
velopment of recording materials exhibiting high dynamic
range, high photosensitivity, and excellent optical quality, is
still a challenging achievement in the field of photomateri-
als1,2 and within the holographic data storage techniques.3–7
The fulfillment of these requirements shown by photopoly-
merizable materials has generated an important focus of
attention on this family of holographic composites.8–10 As a
result of the investigation in these materials, the so named
photopolymerizable glasses developed with sol-gel techni-
ques were first introduced in 1996.11
These hybrid organic-inorganic photosensitive glasses
incorporate monomeric and photoinitiator species in a sili-
cate matrix. When exposed to an interference pattern at an
appropriate wavelength, the photoinitiator is activated and
the polymerization of the free monomers takes place. The
size increase of the resulting polymeric chains eventually
hinders their diffusion within the glass matrix, thus making
this distribution permanent after the recording. Additionally,
after the polymerization, in regions of the interference pat-
tern exposed to a higher light intensity distribution, the
monomer concentration is depleted, resulting in a diffusion
of the remaining monomer from the darker fringes to the
illuminated ones.
As a result of this combined process of polymerization
and diffusion, refractive index differences Dn up to
5.6! 10"3 between dark and illuminated regions of the inter-
ference pattern have been achieved.12
These results have been further improved by incorporat-
ing in the photopolymerizable glass High Refractive Index
Species (HRIS).12,13 In order to minimize scattering, zirco-
nium isopropoxide Zr(OiPr)4 was introduced at a molecular
level to act as the HRIS, using methacrylic acid as a chelat-
ing agent to slow its hydrolysis. With the addition of the
HRIS, refractive index modulations (Dn) up to 10"2 are
achieved. The relation between the incorporation of ZrO2
nanoparticles to polymeric films and the resulting recording
sensitivity and gelation point have also been demonstrated14
as well as the aforementioned Dn increase.
In another aspect of the investigation in photomaterials,
and given the hazardous nature of some of the involved com-
ponents, such as the monomer and sol-gel precursors, the
introduction of nonvolatile substances in the design, synthe-
sis and applications, is having a primary interest for intro-
ducing sustainable chemical processes. In particular, Ionic
liquids (ILs) have recently focused great attention, also as an
alternative to solvents in chemical reactions.15,16 ILs are or-
ganic salts having an ionic structure (hence the name) and
which are liquid at ambient temperature and exhibit hydro-
philic behavior. Moreover, although ILs may be hazardous
for the environment in some cases (in particular in aquatic
environments), their extreme low nonvolatility prevents the
evaporation of toxic substances which is typical of other sol-
vents. Additionally, ionic liquids have shown to improve po-
lymerization rates,17–19 an advantage which has already been
exploited in holographic materials based on photopoly-
mers.20 In the preliminary studies done by Lin et al., the
incorporation of IL to a photosensitive polymerizable mate-
rial resulted in an increase of the sensitivity, spatial resolu-
tion and refractive index modulation. The strong diffusion
mechanism which follows the light exposure, enhanced by
the presence of IL, allowed to reach diffraction efficiencies
up to 34% for a thin hologram (Raman-Nath regime,21 10
lm grating thickness). Holographic materials incorporating
IL have also been used in the development of optical diffus-
ers22 as the concentration of IL can be varied to regulate
their light diffusion property.
In this paper, and encouraged by the previous mentioned
results, we present a comparative study among three alterna-
tive formula for the composition of a photopolymerizable
glass: (1) the formula that contains HRIS, already studied by
us,23–26 (2) incorporation of IL to the previous formula, and
(3) exclusion of the HRIS in the composition while maintain-
ing the IL as a component. A comparative study of the vari-
ous physical performances obtained is presented.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the results obtained with the photopolymerizable glass con-
taining the HRIS. In particular, the angular selectivity anda)Electronic mail: avillafr@pdi.ucm.es
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refractive index modulation are studied along with an analy-
sis of the structure of the holographic gratings with Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM). The dark diffusion mechanism
is also discussed. Section III is dedicated to the results
obtained for the new formula of the photopolymerizable
glass incorporating IL. In Sec. IV we present the results for
the new formula incorporating both the HRIS and the IL and
with studies that provides comparative analysis with the
results presented in previous sections. Discussions and con-
clusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. PHOTOPOLYMERIZABLE GLASS INCORPORATING
HIGH REFRACTIVE INDEX SPECIES
A. Synthesis
In previous publications,13 we have disclosed both the
synthesis and the characterization analysis of the photopoly-
merizable glass incorporating HRIS. As an antecedent, this
material has already shown strong performances, reaching Dn
of up to 10!2 and diffraction efficiencies close to 100% with a
good optical quality. In particular, the applications for the
implementation of transmission volume phase holographic
gratings (VPHG) with the aim to operate as holographic opti-
cal elements (HOE) for various purposes and experiments,
have demonstrated their flexibility for maintaining the high
performance under a wide range of spatial frequencies and
laser sources conditions for the recording and readout.23–26
However, in order to perform the comparative study
with the photopolymerizable glasses incorporating IL, these
analyses were revisited by using in the subsequent character-
ization samples synthesized at the same time than those with
IL, and thus ensuring the same synthesis conditions for all
the photopolymerizable glasses of the present study.
Photopolymerizable glass samples incorporating HRIS
were synthesized according to the previously disclosed pro-
cess13 (also described in the Appendix), with thicknesses
ranging from 18 to 84 lm. Gelation was performed with a
thermal treatment at a controlled temperature of 40 "C during
a period of 14 hs. As expected, and following the already
well established characteristics, photopolymerizable glass
samples incorporating HRIS showed an excellent surface
quality and homogeneity, with very low scattering.
B. Grating recording and characterization
Volume phase holographic gratings (VPHG) were
recorded in the photopolymerizable glass samples by inter-
ference of two mutually coherent s-polarized beams of equal
intensities using a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer illumi-
nated with a solid state laser beam centered at a wavelength
of 532 nm (Oxxius 532S). An output power of 50mW was
equally divided between the two beams, which were incident
on the sample at an angle of 7.9" from the sample normal.
The resulting interference fringes had a spatial frequency of
500 lines/mm. These conditions correspond to the Bragg dif-
fraction regime.
The gratings were recorded shortly after the synthesis of
the photopolymerizable glasses, with storage times prior to
the recordings of up to 8 hs.
The evolution of the grating formation was monitored
during the recording by a nonactinic probe beam from a
He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm with an output power of 0.5mW
(Newport ULM-TILT). Angular selectivity of the recorded
gratings was monitored by measuring the first Bragg dif-
fracted order with the same He-Ne laser and the sample
placed on a high-precision rotation platform. Dn values were
obtained by fitting the resulting angular selectivity curve to
the theoretical expression derived from Kogelnik’s scalar
first-order approximation for light diffraction by dielectric
volume holographic gratings10:
Dn ¼ 2 n0 Cos ð#0Þ Sin #0ð ÞT ArcSinð
ffiffiffiffi
g
p Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 ! ArcSinð ffiffiffiffigp Þ" #2q ; (1)
where no is the refractive index of the photomaterial prior to
modulation; h0 is the Bragg angle; T is the sample thickness;
and g is the diffraction efficiency. The latter was calculated
as g¼P!1/P0, where P!1 is the power in the –1st diffraction
order and P0 is the power in the probe beam incident on the
sample.
C. Grating refractive index modulation and diffraction
efficiency
Figure 1 shows the obtained Dn values for six different
volume holographic gratings implemented in photopolymer-
izable glass samples containing HRIS, with a spatial fre-
quency of 500 lines/mm. As mentioned before, note that
refractive index modulations up to 1.0& 10!2 were achieved
in earlier experiments with the same formula.13
Photopolymerizable glasses incorporating HRIS show a
very good repeatability for refractive index modulation val-
ues among gratings implemented within the same synthesis
procedure, and reaching, in this case, Dn¼ 8.7& 10!3.
Dn is observed to remain constant in average versus the
sample thickness. The high achieved values are a conse-
quence of the efficient diffusion mechanism of the HRIS, as
in the recording process the HRIS migrates from the dark
fringes of the recording interference pattern to the
FIG. 1. Refractive index modulation vs holographic grating thickness in a
photopolymerizable glass with HRIS. Spatial frequency 500 lines/mm. Vol-
ume gratings recorded with a solid-state laser at 532 nm and read with a
He-Ne laser at 632 nm in photopolymerizable glasses incorporating HRIS.
Straight line: Dn average value.
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illuminated regions, thereby increasing the refractive index
in the latter.13
Within the mentioned Dn limits, diffraction efficiencies
close to 100% can readily be achieved, as well as overmodu-
lation regimes, as shown in Fig. 2.
D. Dark diffusion mechanism
After completion of the holographic exposure at the
time of recording a diffraction grating, Dn evolves under
dark conditions. As a result of the polymerization of the
monomeric species in the illuminated regions, the distribu-
tion of the monomer inside the glass matrix is not uniform,
thus generating migrations of the monomer from the low re-
fractive index regions to the high refractive index ones. The
migrated monomer species may also become part of the
polymer chains. This monomer diffusion process, which
takes place in the absence of additional photon flux, is
known as “dark diffusion”, and stops when the composition
reaches its chemical equilibrium.
In the case of the photopolymerizable glass with HRIS,
the temporal evolution of Dn after the holographic recording
can be modeled using the weighted sum of two exponential
functions20:
DnðtÞ ¼ CM½1% expð%t=sMÞ& þ CZr½1% expð%t=sZrÞ& (2)
The two exponentials account for the contribution to Dn tem-
poral evolution of the monomer and the Zr-based HRIS,
respectively, with diffusion time constants sM< sZr. The ex-
ponential weight factors, CM and CZr, account for the contri-
bution of monomer and HRIS components, respectively, to
the overall refractive index modulation. Figure 3 shows an
example of the fitting of an experimental recording of Dn
temporal evolution to Eq. (2). It is appreciated the excellent
fitting with the experimental results, and the low noise of the
curve.
For a particular photopolymerizable glass sample, the
four parameters that describe dark diffusion after a recording
pulse (CM, sM, CZr, sZr) vary depending on the number of re-
cording pulses already applied to the material, as shown in
Fig. 4.
After each pulse, two distinct diffusion processes
appear: a fast diffusion associated to the monomeric species,
with diffusion time constants on the order of 1s; and a slower
diffusion associated with the HRIS, with diffusion time con-
stants ranging from 2 to 6 seconds. The contribution of HRIS
to the refractive index modulation is greater than the one of
the monomeric species, with CZr>CM for all cases. Also, as
the number of pulses increases, the presence of polymeric
chains in the glass matrix makes high-index species diffusion
more difficult, resulting in larger diffusion time constants.
Figure 5 shows the ranges of the diffusion time constant
among recording pulses applied to each particular grating,
for four different samples of photopolymerizable glasses
with HRIS. In all the gratings, the two-exponential behavior
and its associated values are consistent with the described
results.
The light scattering in the grating samples was analyzed
in previous papers13 and in which it was demonstrated the
very low scattering level and the high quality of the dif-
fracted beam profile.
III. PHOTOPOLYMERIZABLE GLASS INCORPORATING
IONIC LIQUID: A COMPOSITION WITHOUT HRIS
A. Synthesis
Photopolymerizable glasses with two different IL con-
centrations (6% and 4% of the total mass, respectively) were
synthesized following a process similar to that of the glasses
with HRIS (see the Appendix). The IL used in our composi-
tion was 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate
([bmim]BF4), from SIGMA-Aldrich. After casting the sol-
gel solution, the samples were heated at 40 (C during sixty
hours up to the complete gelation of the photopolymerizable
FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental results (solid) and theoretical fitting
(dashed) of the angular selectivity of an overmodulated volume grating
recorded in photopolymerizable glass incorporating HRIS. Sample thickness is
80 mm in the measured region. Refractive index modulation Dn¼ 8.6) 10%3
for a 500 lines/mm grating recorded with a solid-state laser at 532 nm and read
with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632nm.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Experimental measurement (solid) and theoretical fit-
ting (dash) of dark diffusion after a 2 s recording pulse at 532 nm. The theoret-
ical fitting corresponds to Eq. (2). Grating spatial frequency 500 lines/mm. Dn
was measured with a He-Ne laser at 632nm. Sample thickness 79lm.
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glass samples. Samples were prepared with thicknesses rang-
ing from 45 to 165 lm. At a first visual inspection, samples
incorporating IL showed a good surface optical quality prior
to the recording of VPHGs.
B. Grating recording and characterization
Following an identical experimental procedure as in
Sec. II B., Bragg gratings of spatial frequency 500 lines/mm
were recorded in the samples.
C. Grating refractive index modulation and diffraction
efficiency
The achieved refractive index modulation for gratings
with 500 lines/mm recorded in photopolymerizable glasses
incorporating IL are shown in Fig. 6. The maximum refrac-
tive index modulation Dn¼ 5" 10#3, is found for a VPHG
implemented in a glass sample synthesized with 6% of IL.
The average value of Dn obtained with this concentration
(3.35" 10#3) is also slightly higher than the one achieved
with the 4% concentration (2.95" 10#3). However, the
VPHGs recorded in the material with the higher concentra-
tion of IL (6%) also show a larger variability, with a higher
range of resulting Dn values (from 2" 10#3 for a 45 lm
thickness sample to 5" 10#3 for a 110 lm thickness sam-
ple). Therefore, for the sake of a comparative study, the 4%
concentration samples exhibit a more stable behavior.
In all studied cases, VPHGs recorded in photopolymer-
izable glasses incorporating IL show lower Dn values than
those disclosed in Sec. II for the photopolymerizable glasses
incorporating HRIS. This is expected since HRIS is known
to contribute significantly to the overall refractive index
modulation. These results are also within the range usually
found for the original formula of photopolymerizable glasses
which do not incorporate neither IL nor HRIS.11 Thus, no
relevant increase in Dn results with the incorporation of IL in
the composition, although other properties of the material
related to dark diffusion mechanism and light scattering are
indeed affected as shown in Secs. III D and III E.
Notwithstanding reduce Dn values compared to those
obtained for VPHGs recorded in photopolymerizable glasses
incorporating only HRIS, overmodulation regimes can also
be reached. An example of overmodulated VPHG is shown
FIG. 5. Diffusion time constants sM (open circle) and sZr (solid circle) for fit-
ting to Eq. (2) of four samples of photopolymerizable glass incorporating
HRIS. Sample 1: thickness 84lm, Dn¼ 8.6" 10#3. Sample 2: thickness
79lm, Dn¼ 8.6" 10#3. Sample 3: thickness 81lm, Dn¼ 8.7" 10#3. Sample
4: thickness 81lm, Dn¼ 8.5" 10#3. 500 lines/mm VPHG were recorded with
a solid state laser at 532nm and measured with a He-Ne laser beam at 632 nm.
FIG. 6. Refractive index modulation vs holographic grating thickness.
Spatial frequency 500 lines/mm. VPHG recorded with a solid-state laser at
532 nm and read with a nonactinic He-Ne laser beam at 632 nm in photopo-
lymerizable glasses incorporating IL. Solid circle: 6% IL (Dn average value:
dashed line). Open square: 4% IL (Dn average value: straight line).
FIG. 4. (a) Diffusion time constants sM (open circles) and sZr (solid circles);
and (b) refractive index modulations CM (open circles), and CZr (solid
circles) for fitting to Eq. (2), as a function of accumulated exposure during
the recording process. An 81lm thick sample incorporating HRIS. The du-
ration of each recording pulse is 2 s. The first pulse is not shown as it did not
yield a measurable refractive index modulation. Maximum value of Dn
achieved is 8.6" 10#2 for a 500 lines/mm grating, recorded with a solid
state laser at 532 nm and measured with a He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
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in Fig. 7 by means of its angular selectivity, which shows
three strong peaks near the Bragg angle.
Diffraction efficiencies close to 100% can also be
reached with an appropriate exposure by preventing the
overmodulation of the VPHGs.
D. Dark diffusion mechanism
Unlike the case of photopolymerizable glass incorporat-
ing HRIS, the dark diffusion mechanism shown by glass
samples incorporating IL can be fitted to a single exponential
function, Eq. (3). In this case, obviously only the contribu-
tion of the monomer diffusion (first term to the rhs of Eq.
(2)) operates. A good precision for this fitting can be
observed in Fig. 8, although, as the Dn obtained is lower
than in Fig. 3, the curve presents a lower signal-to-noise ra-
tio. As a consequence, the ripple in Fig. 8 appears to be
greater than in Fig. 3, as the amplitude of the curve is
smaller, although the absolute amount of noise is similar in
both cases.
FIG. 7. (Color online) Experimental results (solid) and theoretical fitting
(dashed) of the angular selectivity of an overmodulated volume grating
recorded in photopolymerizable glass incorporating 6% IL. Sample thick-
ness is 100 lm in the measured region. Refractive index modulation
Dn¼ 5" 10#3 for a 500 lines/mm grating recorded with a solid-state laser
beam at 532 nm and read with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
FIG. 8. (Color online) Experimental measurement (solid) and theoretical fit-
ting (dashed) of dark diffusion after a 2 second recording pulse at 532 nm
for a photopolymerizable glass incorporating IL. The theoretical fitting cor-
responds to Eq. (2). Grating spatial frequency 500 lines/mm. Dn was meas-
ured with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm. Sample thickness is 110lm.
FIG. 9. (a) Diffusion time constants sM for fitting to Eq. (3) as a function of
accumulated exposure during the recording process. Thickness 110 lm. IL
concentration 6%. (b) Thickness 55 lm. IL concentration 4%. The duration
of each recording pulse is 2 s. Pulses not shown did not yield a significant re-
fractive index modulation. Final Dn achieved are 4.85" 10#3 (a) and
3.5" 10#3 (b) for a 500 lines/mm grating, recorded with a solid state laser at
532 nm and measured with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
FIG. 10. Diffusion time constants sM for fitting to Eq. (3) of three samples
of photopolymerizable glass incorporating 4% IL (open circle) and three
samples incorporating 6% IL (solid square). Sample 1: thickness 55lm,
Dn¼ 3.35" 10#3. Sample 2: thickness 50lm, Dn¼ 2.9" 10#3. Sample 3:
thickness 57 lm, Dn¼ 3.2" 10#3. Sample 4: thickness 110lm,
Dn¼ 4.85" 10#3. Sample 5: thickness 115lm, Dn¼ 4.1" 10#3. Sample 6:
thickness 165lm, Dn¼ 2.9" 10#3. 500 lines/mm VPHG were recorded
with a solid state laser at 532 nm and measured with a nonactinic He-Ne
laser beam at 632 nm.
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DnðtÞ ¼ CM½1% expð%t=sMÞ& (3)
The absence of a second exponential term in the rhs of Eq.
(3) confirms that the IL does not act as a photoactive element
and it does not contribute in an independent manner to the
refractive index modulation. However, as a direct conse-
quence of the presence of the IL in the glass matrix, the dif-
fusion time constants (sM) of the monomer dark diffusion
present higher values, than those shown in Fig. 5. These val-
ues typically range between 1 and 5 seconds.
Figure 9 presents an example of the evolution of the dif-
fusion time constant during a VPHG recording process. As
in the results shown in Sec. II D, the diffusion time constant
tends to increase with the temporal evolution of the record-
ing process, as the presence of polymer chains inside the
glass matrix hinder particle diffusion.
The aforementioned longer diffusion time constants
compared to those obtained for the free monomer in the pres-
ence of HRIS, are common to all analyzed samples, of a total
of six, that incorporate IL, as shown in Fig. 10.
E. Light scattering
The incorporation of IL to the photopolymerizable glass
composition also has a direct impact on the light scattering
and on the optical quality of the sample after the recording
of the VPHG. Spherical cavities with typical diameters of
1–3 lm appear both on the surface and on the bulk of the
glass matrix, increasing the light scattering and thus affect-
ing the light diffracted intensity distribution. Further studies,
performed by comparing the first-order diffracted beam
before and after using a refractive index compensator (Nor-
land Index Matching Liquid 150, n¼ 1.52) to minimize the
effect of surface irregularities, show that most of the light
scattering originates on the surface of the samples, and can
thus be readily compensated for. An example of this compar-
ison study can be found in Fig. 11.
It should be noted that, although the light scattering
increases due to the presence of IL, and it is undesirable for
data storage applications, it can be nevertheless taken
advantage for other applications such as optical diffusers,
specially since the amount of light scattering introduced by
the photopolymerizable glass can be controlled by varying
the amount of IL included in the sample.
F. SEM analysis
Figure 12 presents a SEM image (obtained with Zeiss
DSM-950 instrument{PossibleAd}) of a 30lm thickness pho-
topolymerizable glass sample incorporating, in this case, 7.6%
IL for an enhanced observation of the phenomena associated
FIG. 11. (Color online) Incident beam (a), first-
order diffracted beam without surface scattering
compensation (b), zero-th order diffracted beam
with surface scattering compensation (c) and
first order diffracted beam with surface scatter-
ing compensation (d), for a 500 lines/mm
grating implemented in a photopolymerizable
glass incorporating a IL concentration of 6%.
Measurements obtained with a nonactinic
He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
FIG. 12. SEM image of a VPHG implemented in a photopolymerizable
glass incorporating IL. IL concentration is 7.6%. Sample thickness is 30 lm
and grating period is 20lm.
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to the incorporation of IL to the sample. The presence of a 50
lines/mm grating is apparent, as well as the generation of the
aforementioned cavities, with diameters of up to!3lm.
Although the period of the VPHG of the image
(K¼ 20 lm) is greater than the size of the cavities, in a
VPHG with a higher spatial frequency (for example, 500
lines/mm and period K¼ 20 lm), the size of the cavities
would be similar to the period of the VPHG, thus interfering
with its refractive index pattern.
IV. PHOTOPOLYMERIZABLE GLASSES
INCORPORATING BOTH HRIS AND IONIC LIQUID
A. Synthesis
Photopolymerizable glasses incorporating both HRIS
and IL were also synthesized following a similar process to
those disclosed in Secs. II and III (see Appendix), obtaining
samples ranging from 25 to 110 lm thickness. Glass samples
exhibited a fast deterioration once gelated, presenting opaque
areas on their surface. This phenomenon indicates instabil-
ities in the coexistence of the IL and the HRIS within the
glass matrix.
FIG. 13. Refractive index modulation vs holographic grating thickness.
Spatial frequency 500 lines/mm. Volume gratings recorded with a solid-state
laser at 532 nm and read with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm in photo-
polymerizable glasses incorporating both HRIS and IL (concentration
3.2%). Straight line: Dn average value.
FIG. 14. (Color online) Experimental results (solid) and theoretical fitting
(dashed) of the angular selectivity of VPHG recorded in a photopolymeriz-
able glass incorporating HRIS and IL (concentration 3.2%). Sample thick-
ness is 93lm in the measured region. Refractive index modulation
Dn¼ 3.5# 10$3 for a 500 lines/mm grating recorded with a solid-state laser
at 532 nm and read with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
FIG. 15. (Color online) Experimental measurement (solid) and theoretical
fitting (dashed) of dark diffusion after a 2 second recording pulse at 532 nm
for a photopolymerizable glass incorporating both HRIS and IL (concentra-
tion 3.2%). The theoretical fitting corresponds to Eq. (2). Grating spatial fre-
quency 500 lines/mm. Dn was measured with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at
632 nm. Sample thickness is 110lm.
FIG. 16. (a) Diffusion time constants sM (open circle) and sZr (solid circle);
and (b) refractive index modulations CM(open circle), and CZr (solid circle)
for fitting to Eq. (2) as a function of accumulated exposure during the re-
cording process, for a 94 lm thick photopolymerizable glass sample incor-
porating both HRIS and IL (IL concentration: 3.2%). The duration of each
recording pulse is 2 s. Final Dn achieved is 2.5# 10$3 for a 500 lines/mm
grating, recorded with a solid state laser beam at 532 nm and measured with
a nonactinic He-Ne laser beam at 632 nm.
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B. Grating recording and characterization
Bragg gratings of spatial frequency 500 lines/mm were
recorded and characterized using the same method as dis-
closed in Sec. II B.
C. Grating refractive index modulation and diffraction
efficiency
Figure 13 presents Dn reached for a set of 500 lines/mm
gratings recorded in a photopolymerizable glass incorporating
both HRIS and IL. Although values up to Dn¼ 7.8" 10#3
were reached, results showed a poor repeatability, with Dn
ranging from 7.8" 10#3 to 2.5" 10#3 under the same synthe-
sis and recording conditions.
As a consequence of these results, although Dn values
close to those obtained with photopolymerizable glasses incor-
porating only HRIS can be obtained, the instability of the mix-
ture of HRIS and IL (possibly due to influence on hydrolysis of
Zr precursor) results in an increased uncertainty in Dn achieved.
An example of an optimized angular selectivity of a
VPHG recorded in a photopolymerizable glass incorporating
both HRIS and IL is shown in Fig. 14, with a diffraction effi-
ciency close to 100%.
D. Dark diffusion mechanism
The measured dark diffusion of photopolymerizable
glasses incorporating both IL and HRIS presents a good fit to
Eq. (2). As in the case of glasses incorporating only HRIS,
two diffusion processes with different kinetics can be distin-
guished. The faster diffusion component corresponds to the
monomeric species, while the slower one accounts for the
migration of the HRIS. Figure 15 shows an excellent fit to
the model.
As we discussed in Sec. III, IL does not directly modify
the Dn value, but it does interact with the monomer and the
HRIS inside the glass matrix, by increasing the diffusion
time constants of the components. This effect can be seen in
Fig. 16. In this case, HRIS shows a greater contribution to
the Dn than the monomer, both decreasing with the number
of recording pulses.
Figure 17 shows the range of diffusion time constants
for a variety of photopolymerizable glass samples incorpo-
rating both HRIS and IL. The diffusion times for the mono-
mer and the HRIS are shown to be maintained for a longer
period of time in the presence of IL, compared to the case of
the material incorporating only HRIS (see Sec. II D).
E. Light scattering
The optical quality and light scattering properties of a
photopolymerizable glass incorporating both HRIS and IL
present a great variability among samples, as a consequence
FIG. 17. Diffusion time constants sM (open circle) and sZr (solid circle) for
fitting to Eq. (2) of four samples of photopolymerizable glass incorporating
HRIS and IL (concentration 3.2%). Sample 1: thickness 28lm,
Dn¼ 7.8" 10#3. Sample 2: thickness 23lm, Dn¼ 2.9" 10#3. Sample 3:
thickness 93 lm, Dn¼ 3.5" 10#3. Sample 4: thickness 56lm,
Dn¼ 5.8" 10#3. 500 lines/mm VPHG were recorded with a solid state laser
at 532 nm and measured with a nonactinic He-Ne laser at 632 nm.
FIG. 18. (Color online) Incident beam (a), first-
order diffracted beam without surface scattering
compensation (b), zero-th order diffracted beam
with surface scattering compensation (c) and
first order diffracted beam with surface scatter-
ing compensation (d) for a 500 lines/mm grating
implemented in a photopolymerizable glass
incorporating HRIS and a IL concentration of
3.2%. Measurements obtained with a He-Ne
laser at 632 nm.
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of an apparently unstable coexistence of HRIS and IL inside
the glass matrix. Samples prepared under similar conditions
range from an acceptable optical quality to poor surfaces pre-
senting certain irregularities and haze. An example is shown
in Fig. 18.
F. SEM analysis
Figure 19 shows SEM images (obtained with a Zeiss
DSM-950 instrument) in which the scattering aggregates are
apparent. The percentage of zirconium concentration in dif-
ferent regions of a sample (see Table I) was determined by
means of spectral analysis. Similar low amounts of zirco-
nium were found in the dark and light fringes of a 50 lines/
mm VPHG implemented in the glass. The surface of the
glass (a) showed a markedly increased zirconium concentra-
tion compared to the grating region (b), especially in areas
where the aggregates were formed. The HRIS appear to have
been expelled from the glass matrix, then reducing or even
annulling its contribution to the Dn of the VPHG. Obviously,
the aggregations of HRIS on the surface of the photopoly-
merizable glass greatly reduces the optical quality of the
affected samples.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Three types of photopolymerizable glasses have been
presented and systematically characterized in terms of re-
fractive index modulation, angular selectivity, dark diffusion
mechanism and light scattering. The photomaterials were
synthesized following similar procedure previously imple-
mented in other studies.
The photopolymerizable glass incorporating HRIS, al-
ready disclosed in previous publications, exhibits very high
diffraction efficiency (near 100%) and refractive index mod-
ulation (up to Dn¼ 1.0" 10#2), as well as a very good opti-
cal quality, the parameters relevant for optical data storage
applications.
The photopolymerizable glass incorporating ionic liq-
uid, disclosed here for the first time, exhibits a lower refrac-
tive index modulation (up to Dn¼ 5" 10#3), but still
presents enough dynamic range to reach diffraction efficien-
cies close to 100% and overmodulation regimes. The pres-
ence of IL enhances the diffusion of the monomeric species.
Finally, the photopolymerizable glass incorporating
both HRIS and IL, also disclosed here for the first time,
show comparatively high refractive index modulations (up to
Dn¼ 7.8" 10#3), although instabilities in the coexistence of
HRIS and IL may result in precipitation of Zr-based compo-
nents. This phenomenon implies a greater variability in
achieved Dn values and optical qualities. Diffusion time con-
stants of both HRIS and monomer are increased by the pres-
ence of IL.
APPENDIX: SAMPLES PREPARATION
The chemical procedure for the synthesis of the photo-
polymerizable glass incorporating HRIS was reported in
detail in Ref. 13 here we summarize the basic steps:
The silica sol is prepared by acid hydrolysis of glycidox-
ypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) and tetraethylorthosili-
cate (TEOS). After 10 mins of stirring, a solution of
IRGAGURE-784 photosensitizer in POEA is added. After
further 10 mins of stirring, a solution of zirconium isoprop-
oxide isopropanol complex in methacrylic acid is added to
the mixture. The resulting sol is filtered with a 0.2 lm Milli-
pore filter.
For the synthesis of the photopolymerizable glass incor-
porating IL we have used the analogous chemical formula
but ZrO2 was not included, being replaced by the IL
(namely, 1-Butyl-3 methylimidazolium tetrafluorborate,
ALDRICH). Two particular weights of IL were applied for
two types of samples: 4% and 6% of the total mass.
For the synthesis of the photopolymerizable glass incor-
porating HRIS and IL a similar procedure as the previous
one was followed but the HRIS was incorporated before add-
ing the IL (weights: 9.5% HRIS and 3.2% IL, respectively,
of the total mass).
TABLE I. Zirconium concentration of a photopolymerizable glass incorpo-
rating HRIS and IL.
Position Zr concentration (%)
Spectrum 1 2.59
Spectrum 2 2.88
Spectrum 3 20.26
Spectrum 4 9.00
FIG. 19. (Color online) SEM images of the surface of a photopolymerizable
glass incorporating both HRIS and IL (a), and of a volume grating formed in
the glass matrix (b). Positions where spectral analysis was performed are
also indicated.
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V
Published results on silicon based photonic 
devices
This chapter presents the results of this thesis on the development of 
photonic devices for the silicon-on-insulator platform, as published in the 
following peer reviewed journal papers: 
5.1. High resolution Fourier-transform spectrometer chip  with 
microphotonic silicon spiral waveguides (Optics Letters).
5.2. Ultracompact polarization converter with a dual subwavelength trench 
built in a silicon-on-insulator waveguide (Optics Letters).
5.3. Demonstration of a curved sidewall grating demultiplexer on silicon 
(Optics Express).
5.4. Bandpass filter implemented with blazed waveguide sidewall gratings 
in silicon-on-insulator (Electronic Letters).
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5.1. High resolution Fourier-transform spectrometer chip with microphotonic silicon spiral waveguides (Optics Letters)
High-resolution Fourier-transform spectrometer chip
with microphotonic silicon spiral waveguides
Aitor V. Velasco,1,3 Pavel Cheben,2,* Przemek J. Bock,2 André Delâge,2 Jens H. Schmid,2 Jean Lapointe,2
Siegfried Janz,2 María L. Calvo,1 Dan-Xia Xu,2 Mirosław Florjańczyk,2 and Martin Vachon2
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We report a stationary Fourier-transform spectrometer chip implemented in siliconmicrophotonic waveguides. The
device comprises an array of 32 Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) with linearly increasing optical path delays
between the MZI arms across the array. The optical delays are achieved by using Si-wire waveguides arranged in
tightly coiled spirals with a compact device footprint of 12 mm2. Spectral retrieval is demonstrated in a single mea-
surement of the stationary spatial interferogram formed at the output waveguides of the array, with a wavelength
resolution of 40 pm within a free spectral range of 0.75 nm. The phase and amplitude errors arising from fabrication
imperfections are compensated using a transformation matrix spectral retrieval algorithm. © 2013 Optical Society
of America
OCIS codes: 130.3120, 300.6300.
Compact spectral filterswith a small footprint are required
for a wide range of applications, including wavelength-
division-multiplexed communications, optical intercon-
nects, biological and environmental sensing, and space
instrumentation [1]. Planar waveguide devices such as
arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) [2], echelle gratings
[3,4], lattice filters [5], ring resonators [6], and sidewall
grating filters [7,8] can achieve a high spectral resolution
for a small device footprint, but their optical throughput
(étendue) is largely limited by the requirement of a single-
mode input waveguide. Étendue is of critical importance
for spectroscopy applications, especially when spatially
extendedand incoherent sources are analyzed.This limita-
tion can be overcome with planar waveguide Fourier-
transform(FT) spectrometers [9,10] basedon theprinciple
of spatial heterodyne spectroscopy (SHS) [11]. SHS bene-
fits from the intrinsically large étendue of the Michelson
interferometer [12] and replaces the moving mirrors by
stationary diffraction gratings [11]. In a planar waveguide
SHS FT spectrometer, all the outputs of the device, corre-
sponding to different optical path lengths of the interfe-
rometer array, are monitored simultaneously in a single
measurement of the output spatial interferogram [9,10].
The source spectrum can be retrieved by mathematical
analysis of the interferogram.
In a typical configuration, a waveguide array of Mach–
Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) with increasing path dif-
ferences are used to implement the SHS concept [9,10].
For such a geometry, the source power spectrum and
the output interferogram are related by the cosine FT.
A similar MZI array geometry, including phase-correction
circuits using independent heaters for each MZI, has
also been demonstrated [13]. However, when long optical
path delays are required for high spectral resolution,
similar configurations yield prohibitively large devices.
In this Letter, we present a compact FT spectrometer
chip, in which a high spectral resolution of 40 pm with
a compact device size is achieved by using tightly coiled
spiral waveguide structures in anMZI array. Furthermore,
a spectral retrieval algorithm with phase and amplitude
error compensations is demonstrated for the first time
to the best of our knowledge, obviating the need for dedi-
cated phase correction circuits. The FT spectrometer is
implemented as an array ofN MZIs in silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) waveguides (Fig. 1). Each MZI comprises a refer-
ence arm of constant length and a delay arm with a spiral
waveguide. The length of the delay arm, i.e., spiral length,
linearly increases by ΔL across the array. The high refrac-
tive index contrast of the SOI platform and the waveguide
bend radius of ∼5 μm readily allows the making of spirals
with geometrical lengths of over a centimeter within an
area only a few hundred micrometers in diameter.
For a given input spectral distribution, the dispersive
property of the MZI array results in a wavelength-
dependent spatial interferogram at the outputs of the
array. The relation between the input spectral distribu-
tion and the interferogram I!xi" is unambiguous within
Fig. 1. (Color online) Optical micrograph of the fabricated
spatial heterodyne FT spectrometer chip with spiral Si-wire
waveguides. Inset: magnified view of the spiral structure.
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the free spectral range (FSR) of an ideal device without
phase errors:
I!xi" #
Z
FSR
0
B!σ¯" cos 2piσ¯xidσ¯; (1)
where B is the incident spectral density, xi is the path
delay of the ith MZI, and σ¯ # σ − σL is the shifted
wavenumber, relative to the Littrow wavenumber σL,
at which a monochromatic input produces a constant
spatial power distribution at the outputs of the MZI array
[10]. The input spectrum can be calculated from the
discretized output interferogram using a discrete cosine
transform.
The wavelength resolution (δλ) and the FSR of the de-
vice are determined by the maximum path difference and
the number of interferometers [10,13], respectively:
δλ # λ
2
0
ΔLmaxng
; (2)
FSR # δλN
2
; (3)
where λ0 is the device operational central wavelength
and ng is the waveguide group index. The FSR of the
device is half the period of the least unbalanced MZI,
due to the symmetry of the interferograms.
The FT spectrometer was designed with 32 MZIs and
with spiral lengths increasing across the array by ΔL #
365 μm up to ΔLmax # 1.13 cm for the most unbalanced
interferometer. The longest spiral occupies an area with
a diameter of 270 μm. 450 nm wide Si-wire waveguides
ensure monomode operation and minimize bend losses,
with a minimum bend radius of 5 μm at the turning point
of the spirals. The waveguides were nominally designed
for TM polarization, with an effective index of 2.12 at the
central wavelength of 1.55 μm. Our device can be imple-
mented in a layout with N independent input waveguides
at a chip facet feeding into the MZI array, for an étendue
N times larger than the throughput of a single input
waveguide [10]. However, to simplify optical measure-
ments and use conventional telecom waveguide charac-
terization equipment, we used a modified layout with a
single input waveguide at the facet followed by cascaded
y-couplers. The operational principles and spectral
retrieval techniques of both layouts are identical.
Devices were fabricated on SOI with 0.26 μm thick
silicon and 2 μm thick buried oxide. Si-wire waveguide
structures were defined in a single patterning step by
electron beam lithography using hydrogen silsesquiox-
ane (HSQ) resist. Inductively coupled plasma reactive
ion etching was used to transfer the resist pattern into
the silicon layer.
The fabricated device was characterized using a high-
resolution tunable semiconductor laser over the spectral
range of 1550–1552 nm, with a wavelength step of 0.1 pm.
Efficient subwavelength grating couplers [14] were
included at the input and output facets of the chip for
optimized fiber coupling, while at the same time reducing
the Fabry–Perot effect due to the reflectivity at the
facets. A Peltier stage was used for thermal stabilization
of the chip, and a polarization controller was used to
select the TM-polarized input field. Output light from
all the MZIs was collected in a single shot with a high-
sensitivity IR CCD camera.
Figure 2 shows the output interferogram of the 32 MZIs
for the measured wavelength range. Detailed inspection
of the interferogram reveals two main effects causing
deviations from the theoretical performance given by
Eq. (1). First, waveguide insertion loss increases with
the path difference of the interferometers, resulting in a
reduction of the visibility of the MZI transmittance
function:
V # Imax − Imin
Imax $ Imin
# 2
!!!!!!!!!
I1I2
p
I1 $ I2
; (4)
where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum
output intensities of the MZI and I1 and I2 are the inten-
sities at the outputs of its two arms. Propagation losses of
−4 dB∕cm were measured, with bending losses of
−1.7 dB∕cm in the spiral sections. This effect can be read-
ily compensated by dividing the output pattern by the
visibility function [Eq. (4)] of each MZI, measured in a ca-
libration wavelength scan. Second, deviations in the
effective index and optical path errors arising from fabri-
cation imperfections result in phase errors that distort the
interferogram. In particular, a mean group index of 4.38
was measured, with variations of <1% in the periodicity
of the MZI transmittance across the array from the theo-
retical (cosine) function. As a consequence of these ran-
dom variations, the outputs of the MZI interferometers in
the array are misaligned in phase and a Littrowwavenum-
ber σL is not found within the analyzed wavelength range.
This is a consequence of nonorthogonality of the base of
the cosine transform in the presence of phase errors. A
solution to incorporate this effect to the model of the dis-
crete Fourier cosine transform was proposed [15]; how-
ever, it required phase correction circuits and multiple
measurements at varying temperatures.
Here we report a spectral retrieval method that does
not require multiple measurements for phase error cor-
rections and also obviates the need for phase tuning. In-
stead of using the cosine transform, our spectral retrieval
algorithm is based on a system of linear equations. The
transmittance function of each MZI was sampled at M
Fig. 2. Experimental measurement of the output power distri-
bution of the 32 MZIs for a 2 nm wavelength scan near 1.55 μm
wavelength.
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equidistant wavelengths within the FSR of the device. An
N ×M transformation matrix T was defined such that
I!xi" # B × T . The source power spectrum B is retrieved
by multiplying the spatial interferogram I!xi" by T$,
which is a pseudoinverse of the transformation matrix
T . The pseudoinverse matrix is computed by single value
decomposition [16]. In this procedure, the influence
of phase and amplitude errors is compensated, since
the actual MZI transmittance functions (as measured
in the calibration step) are used instead of an ideal cosine
function. This yields a robust result compared to the con-
ventional cosine transform technique, which requires an
active compensation of the phase errors [15].
Figure 3 shows signal spectra, experimentally re-
trieved using our device and algorithm, for a single
monochromatic source (solid curve), a doublet of two
monochromatic lines separated by 56 pm (dotted curve),
and a doublet of two monochromatic lines separated by
80 pm (dashed curve). The spectral resolution is 42 pm
(measured at FWHM), and the FSR is 0.75 nm. Trunca-
tion ripple is reduced by applying an apodization window
[17]. Because the matrix T$ is designed to compensate
phase errors of the system, and consequently does not
perform an FT of an ideal apodization function without
said phase errors, the apodization window is applied
directly as a convolution in the spectral domain instead
of a multiplication of the interferogram.
It is an important advantage of our device that devia-
tions from the ideal design appear as systematic measur-
able errors in the interferograms. Once the waveguide
device has been fabricated and characterized, the errors
can simply be corrected using the spectral retrieval algo-
rithm. This cannot be achieved in devices, such as AWGs,
with no direct physical access to the arrayed waveguide
output aperture, which makes measuring and correcting
phase errors of an AWG a formidable task. Unlike in an
AWG, our device provides physical access to each of the
arrayed interferometer outputs, where both phase and
amplitude errors can be readily measured as part of the
spectrometer calibration procedure and compensated in
the spectral retrieval algorithm.
We have demonstrated a compact FT spatial hetero-
dyne spectrometer consisting of an array of MZIs with
linearly increasing optical path delays. The optical delays
are achieved by using Si-wire waveguides arranged in
tightly coiled spirals. Spectral retrieval is demonstrated
with a wavelength resolution of 40 pm and a FSR of
0.75 nm. The phase and amplitude errors are compen-
sated using a transformation matrix spectral retrieval
algorithm. The advantage of software compensation of
fabrication errors, along with the high resolution and
small footprint of the device, are important practical ben-
efits of this FT spectrometer. Its potential applications
include biological and environmental sensing, handheld
spectroscopic instrumentation, wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing optical channel monitoring, and spectroscopic
sensing using space exploration probes or microsatellite
platforms.
Financial support from the Spanish Ministry of Econ-
omy is acknowledged under grants TEC2008-04105 and
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Spectra of a narrowband laser source
(solid curve) and two doublets of two monochromatic lines
separated by 56 pm (dotted curve) and 80 pm (dashed curve),
experimentally retrieved with the spatial heterodyne FT spec-
trometer chip.
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5.2. Ultracompact polarization converter with a dual subwavelength trench built in a silicon-on-insulator waveguide (Optics Letters).
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The design and fabrication of an ultracompact silicon-on-insulator polarization converter is reported. The polar-
ization conversion with an extinction ratio of 16 dB is achieved for a conversion length of only 10 μm. Polarization
rotation is achieved by inducing a vertical asymmetry by forming in the waveguide core two subwavelength
trenches of different depths. By taking advantage of the calibrated reactive ion etch lag, the two depths are imple-
mented using a single mask and etching process. The measured converter loss is −0.7 dB and the 3 dB bandwidth is
26 nm. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 130.3120, 130.5440, 230.7380.
Recent developments in integrated silicon photonic
devices have demonstrated the remarkable capabi-
lities of the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform to imple-
ment a wide range of applications, such as optical
interconnects [1], nonlinear photonics [2], biological sen-
sors [3], and microspectrometers [4]. However, while the
high refractive index contrast of the SOI platform is ad-
vantageous for high-density photonics integration, it
comes with a drawback of largely disparate propagation
characteristics for the TE- and TM-like modes. As a
result, most of the photonic devices in SOI have been
designed for a single mode and a single polarization,
typically TE. To mimic polarization independent opera-
tion, polarization diversity schemes are typically used
with the polarization splitters and rotators as the key
components.
Recently, several SOI polarization rotators (also
known as mode converters) have been proposed, includ-
ing designs based on triangular waveguides [5], asym-
metric waveguides with two etch depths [6], coupling
via an intermediate multimode waveguide [7], wave-
guides with vertical and sloped sidewalls [8], and a com-
bination of horizontal and vertical waveguides [9].
However, fabrication of these devices is often complex,
with multiple patterning and etching steps involved.
Some single-etch devices have also been reported, such
as a polarization rotator based on an adiabatic taper and
an asymmetrical directional coupler [10] (conversion
length 100 μm), and a mode converter based on the
cross-polarization coupling effect [11] (conversion length
44 μm). Additionally, mode converters with single [12] or
multiple [13] trenches etched to create an asymmetric
waveguide have been implemented in gallium arsenide
(GaAs) waveguides, reaching a 96% mode conversion
within a device of 150 μm. Some numerical simulations
have also been performed in an attempt to extend the
single-trench design to silicon waveguides [14].
In this Letter, we report the design and fabrication of
an ultracompact dual-trench polarization rotator in SOI,
with a conversion length as short as 10 μm, for a wave-
length of 1.5 μm. The converter schematic is shown in
Fig. 1. The converter exploits the asymmetry induced
by two adjacent subwavelength trenches, resulting in
two orthogonal hybrid modes (Fig. 1, inset) with optical
axes rotated 45º with respect to the x and y axes, that is,
hybrid modes consisting of 50% TE and 50% TM polariza-
tion. This geometry allows both hybrid modes to be ex-
cited with equal efficiency by a TE (or TM) polarized
input. The two hybrid modes propagate with different
propagation constants along the device, resulting in a
90° polarization rotation at each half-beat length L1∕2:
L1∕2 !
pi
Δβ ; (1)
SiO
Si
Cladding
2
(b)
(a)
Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic structure of the proposed
polarization converter. (Inset, color online) Simulated contour
plot of the (a) X and (b) Y components of the field of the
first hybrid mode for a dual-trench structure with trench
widths 60 nm and 85 nm and trench depths 210 nm and
235 nm, respectively.
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where Δβ ! β1 − β2 is the difference between the propa-
gation constants of the two hybrid modes, β1 and β2, re-
spectively. Additionally, in order to reach conversion
efficiency values close to 100%, the power distributions
of the two hybrid modes should efficiently overlap, and
the higher order mode conversion needs to be minimized.
Indeed, the operation mechanism of the converter en-
sures reciprocity between TE-TM and TM-TE mode con-
version. The dual-trench structure is chosen, as opposed
to a single-trench design, in order to optimize mode con-
version and dramatically reduce device length.
To design the polarization rotator, we define a dual-
trench subwavelength structure in the waveguide
with variable depths and widths, and we perform two-
dimensional (2D) mode computation with a commercial
software (FIMMWAVE, Photon Design, UK). The full
width of the Si-wire waveguide was chosen as 450 nm,
for single mode operation near 1.5 μm wavelength. The
Figure 1 inset shows the calculated hybrid mode profiles
for this geometry. 2 μm-long linear inverse taper mode
adaptation sections were included at both ends of the po-
larization rotator to ensure a smooth transition between
the wire waveguide and the dual-trench waveguide, and
to generate equal excitation of the two hybrid modes.
Insofar as the width and depth of the two trenches are
considered independent design parameters, modes with
a 45° offset can be obtained for many combinations of
these parameters (Fig. 2(a)). For a given wavelength,
greater trench widths require shallower trench depths
and result in shorter conversion lengths (Fig. 2(b)). Also,
a greater disparity in the depths of the two trenches re-
sults in greater conversion lengths (Fig. 2(c)). Simula-
tions predict that if the width and depth of one of the
trenches are increased, the size of the other trench
has to be reduced to achieve maximum conversion effi-
ciency, and conversion length is altered. The problem to
minimize the device size and/or to maximize the conver-
sion efficiency can be solved numerically. However, only
a restricted set of solutions is suitable for device fabrica-
tion. In order to fabricate two narrow trenches of differ-
ent depths using a single-etch step, we take advantage of
the reactive ion etch (RIE) lag effect, i.e., the etch depth
dependence on the trench width for small feature sizes.
For our fabrication process, a reduced etched depth is
observed for a feature size smaller than ∼140 nm. We
calibrated the RIE lag effect using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) measurements on a set of reference
trenches of varying width, obtaining the calibration
curves shown in inset of Fig. 3. By applying the calibra-
tion curve to the set of theoretical solutions for trench
widths and depths yielding hybrid modes with 45° offset,
we found the optimized values for the two trench widths
of 60 nm and 85 nm and trench depths of 210 nm and
230 nm, respectively. This structure yields a final device
length of 10.3 μm. Parameter combinations that result in
shorter conversion lengths cannot be fabricated, as they
do not match the RIE lag calibration curve, and resulting
trench depths would be too shallow.
The operation wavelength can be increased by increas-
ing the trench width and depth and/or the overall device
length. According to our dimension tolerance study, a
13 nm shift of the design central wavelength is predicted
for fabrication errors of 9 nm in the depths of the
trenches or 5 nm in the widths of the trenches. Our
calculations show that the design can be optimized for
1550 nm wavelength by enlarging the outer trench to a
width of 90 nm and a depth of 240 nm. For that wave-
length and topology, conversion length is increased to
12.74 μm.
Samples were fabricated using SOI substrates with a
0.26 μm thick silicon and a 2 μm thick buried oxide layer.
Waveguides with the polarization rotator structure were
defined in a single patterning step by electron beam litho-
graphy with high contrast hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ) resist. Inductively coupled plasma reactive ion
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Fig. 2. (a) Combinations of trench depths (D1, D2) that yield
hybrid modes with 45° offset, for different combinations of
trench widths (W1,W2). (b) L1∕2 versus depth of the first trench
and (c) L1∕2 versus width of the first trench, for parameter com-
binations yielding hybrid modes with 45° offset.
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Fig. 3. SEM of the fabricated dual-trench polarization conver-
ter. (Inset) Etch depth versus gap width due to RIE lag effect.
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etching (ICP-RIE) was used to transfer the resist pattern
into the silicon layer. Figure 3 shows a SEM image of the
fabricated device.
The polarization rotator was characterized using a tun-
able laser over a wavelength range of 1460–1580 nm, with
polarization control optics. The light was coupled both at
the input and the output of the chip using lens fibers fa-
cing the chip facets terminated at both sides with subwa-
velength grating mode converters [15]. The output signal
was separated into the TE and TM components with a
polarizing beam splitter, and both polarization compo-
nents were measured independently.
The measured extinction ratio (Eq. (2)) is shown in
Fig. 4.
ERTE-TM ! 10 · log
PTM
PTE
; (2)
where PTM and PTE are the output powers of the TM and
TE polarized fundamental modes. Measured extinction
ratio was corrected by calibrating polarization dependent
loss in the 60 μm-long strip waveguide between the de-
vice and the chip facet (0.4 dB∕cm excess loss for TE
polarization). Furthermore, the polarization dependence
of the output coupling efficiency between the subwave-
length grating mode converter and the lensed fiber of the
light collecting system was compensated (0.3 dB excess
loss for TM polarization). Polarization conversion effects
in the subwavelength grating mode converter were
calibrated by performing polarization-resolved measure-
ments of a bare waveguide with the mode transformers,
showing that polarization was maintained with an extinc-
tion ratio exceeding 35 dB. Polarization conversion ef-
fects in the adaptation stages were characterized by
measuring the polarization rotation angle for a set of test
devices with different lengths, showing a rotation in the
adaptation stage of 2º, which was corrected by a 0.22 μm
reduction in the length of the rotator. Trench depths mea-
surements of the adaptation section, determined by RIE
lag effect, confirmed shallow trenches during most of the
adaptation stage.
The peak extinction ratio for TE-TM conversion is
16 dB (97.5% conversion efficiency, defined as ηTE-TM !
PTM∕"PTM # PTE$ × 100%) at the nominal wavelength of
1500 nm. A peak extinction ratio of 14 dB is observed
for TM-TE conversion, showing a slight drop due to po-
larization dependent losses in the device and to fabrica-
tion imperfections. The measured extinction ratio 3 dB
bandwidth is 26 nm, while a conversion efficiency over
90% is reached within a bandwidth of 47 nm. Polarization
converter loss was estimated by subtracting the insertion
loss of a reference waveguide without a polarization con-
verter, to compensate for the fiber-chip coupling losses
and the loss of the Si-wire interconnecting waveguide.
The measured polarization converter excess loss is
−0.7 dB, with an adaptation stage excess loss of −0.4 dB.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the design and
fabrication of an ultracompact and efficient polarization
rotator using a dual subwavelength trench in an Si-wire
waveguide. The device is implemented in a single-etch
step standard fabrication process. Extinction ratios up
to 16 dB were reached for an ultrashort conversion
length of 10 μm, opening promising prospects for device
applications for efficient polarization management in
integrated optoelectronic circuits.
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5.3. Demonstration of a curved sidewall grating demultiplexer on silicon (Optics Express).
Demonstration of a curved sidewall grating 
demultiplexer on silicon 
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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate a new type of waveguide 
multiplexer device designed for silicon photonics, with a crosstalk level as 
low as 35 dB and an operational wavelength range of 300 nm. A compact 
device footprint of only 100 × 160 µm2 offers an excellent potential for 
integration with other silicon nanophotonic circuits. 
©2012 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (130.3120) Integrated optics devices; (050.1950) Diffraction gratings; (050.6624) 
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1. Introduction 
Presently, two types of passive waveguide multiplexer and router technologies, namely array 
waveguide gratings and echelle gratings, are used as fundamental building blocks for 
wavelength division multiplexed communications [1,2]. Although remarkable progress has 
been achieved in these complex integrated optical circuits, with applications recently extending 
from telecom to optical interconnects [3–5] and spectroscopy [6], the best performance is still 
achieved using conventional glass waveguide technology. While multiplexer optical quality 
remains unrivalled in silica glass waveguides, such devices are several orders of magnitude 
larger than multiplexers based on silicon nanophotonic waveguides. With advanced silicon 
nanophotonic components rapidly emerging, including optical memories, buffers [7] and light 
sources [8], small footprint multiplexers are a key component in the commercial realization of 
silicon photonic circuit technology. 
Planar waveguide multiplexers use a wavelength dispersive element to spatially separate 
different spectral bands. Such a dispersive element is implemented in a focusing geometry to 
collect the light of different wavelengths by an array of receiver waveguides located along the 
focal curve, constructed according to a geometry which minimizes wavefront aberrations, 
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discovered by Henry Rowland in the late 19th century [9]. The wavelength dispersive element 
used in an array waveguide grating (AWG) is the waveguide phased array, with a linearly 
increasing waveguide length across adjacent arms of the array. The waveguide array is often 
the single largest component of an AWG multiplexer and its phase errors limit the device 
performance in terms of crosstalk between different wavelength channels. A crosstalk level of 
35 dB or less can be achieved in a glass AWG. Nevertheless, the large minimum bend radius 
of glass waveguides inevitably leads to large devices, on the order of several centimetres in 
size, not suitable for integration. Complex photonic integrated circuits with AWGs [10,11] 
were successfully built and commercialized for telecom applications using the InP waveguide 
platform, but no similar integration level has yet been achieved in silicon waveguides. 
Recently, several ultra-compact AWG multiplexers have been reported using the 
silicon-on-insulator high refractive index contrast (n ~2) material platform [12–16]. However, 
in such high-index-contrast waveguides, the light intensity at the core-cladding boundary is 
substantially increased. Normal manufacturing variations will interact with this field, resulting 
in an overall phase error accumulation, ultimately limiting the crosstalk performance. 
Conversely, the dispersive element in an echelle multiplexer is the etched waveguide grating 
[2,17]. Several echelle grating multiplexers have been recently reported using silicon photonic 
waveguides [18–20]. Operating in reflection, the efficiency and bandwidth of these devices are 
restricted by limited reflectivity of the etched grating facets. Furthermore, the facet reflectivity 
cannot be controlled (apodized) along the grating without incurring additional loss, while such 
apodization capability is required for advanced multiplexers with controlled passband and 
chromatic dispersion. 
A great deal of research has been done in developing both passive and reconfigurable 
integrated filters [21,22]. Here we propose a new type of passive wavelength multiplexer for 
silicon. Silicon photonic devices have many advantages including possible low cost fabrication 
due to the potential compatibility with the microelectronics fabrication infrastructure, high 
integration potential and fabrication yield. Besides AWGs and Echelle gratings, cascaded 
Mach-Zehnder interferometers and ring resonator filters have been proposed [23]; however, 
both require exact optical path lengths and are highly sensitive to fabrication tolerance. 
Reconfigurable ring filters do not have this limitation, but do require an active tuning element 
[24–27]. Another alternative is channel waveguide gratings, which were first implemented in 
straight waveguides using UV induced gratings as the dispersive element while either chirping 
the grating [28] or curving the waveguide [29] provides the focusing property. 
2. Demultiplexer operating principle 
In this letter we experimentally demonstrate a new type of passive multiplexer device, which 
has been specifically designed for course wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) on the 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material platform. In our demultiplexer, the dispersive element is the 
waveguide sidewall grating, where the light in the input waveguide is preferentially diffracted 
towards the focal curve by 45° blazed grating teeth. Conceptually, the light is being reflected by 
total internal reflection at the grating facet, where each grating tooth behaves like a small prism, 
thereby increasing grating diffraction efficiency into the 1st order compared to the 1st order. 
As the light propagates along the waveguide, each tooth acts as a Huygens wavelet source, 
partially dispersing the light. 
The device properties can be estimated using the relationship between the grating tooth 
spacing and the incident and diffractive angle - the well-known grating equation. In our case, it 
simplifies to (1 + sind) = m /neff, where  = |mo/neff| is the grating pitch, o is the center 
wavelength, neff is the effective index of the waveguide grating and d is the diffraction angle 
relative to the grating. The angular dispersion is then d/ = -m/(neffdcosd) and at d = 0, 
becomes d/ = 1/ o. Likewise, the free spectral range (FSR) is d/m = /(neffdcosd) and 
at d = 0 becomes d/m = 1/m. Note that unlike an AWG or echelle grating, the dispersion is 
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independent of the order (pitch) of the grating. Therefore, to design a version of this device for 
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM), the Rowland radius would need to be scaled 
accordingly to accommodate more receiver waveguides along the focal curve. 
These properties are confirmed by using a 2D Kirchhoff-Huygens diffraction integral to 
model the device as shown in Eq. (1), where the far-field (x´, y´) at coordinates x´ and y´ along 
the focal curve (the Rowland circle of radius R) is calculated by integrating the near-field along 
the curved grating path C(x,y). 
 
( , ) exp[ ( )]( , ) w s
C
x y i
x y GdC
d
    
  

 (1) 
The near-field profile is defined as (x, y) at coordinates x and y along the grating, The phase 
accumulated in the grating waveguide and in the slab region by the Huygens wavelet is w, s. 
In Eq. (1),  is the wavelength, d = [(x´- x)2 + (y´- y)2]½ is the distance between a grating facet 
(at x,y) and a given position along the focal curve (at x´, y´), and the geometry factor is G = 
(cos + cos)/2, where  and  are the angles between the normal of the grating facet and the 
incoming and outgoing light wavevector respectively. In Eq. (1) each grating facet is 
represented as a wavelet source, and the relative phase between sources is fixed. The facets 
shape the profile of the electromagnetic field near the grating, while the curvature of the 
waveguide focuses the wavefront onto the focal curve, where the light is intercepted by the 
receiver waveguides. For our device, the discretized Kirchhoff-Huygens diffraction integral, 
i.e. sum of light contribution from all facets j = 1,2, …, N was used in our preview study to 
model the device [30]. This model is summarized in Fig. 1, where the near-field along the N 
facets of the grating is integrated at each point along the focal curve. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the discretized Kirchhoff-Huygens model of the sidewall grating 
spectrometer with N facets having a Roland radius of R. Coordinates x, y are relative to the focal 
curve. 
Conventional passive multiplexers including AWGs (and echelle gratings) use a split-path 
approach, dividing the light between the array waveguides (gratings). For a given split-path, a 
particular array waveguide in an AWG for example, the light accumulates phase errors 
independent of other array waveguides. This leads to a large phase error accumulation relative 
to an adjacent array waveguide, even though the length different between adjacent array 
waveguides is only the order spacing. A key element of our design is the light propagates along 
the common-path of the curved sidewall grating. Therefore, unlike the split-path approach, the 
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common-path approach results in a dependent phase error accumulation between adjacent 
grating facets. For example, the phase error accumulation between facet j and facet j + 1 only 
includes the order spacing between adjacent facets as the phase error accumulated up to facet j 
is common to both facet j and facet j + 1. The schematic in Fig. 2(a) shows the conventional 
split-path multiplexing approach used in an AWG where 1, j, j+1 and N are the phase errors 
accumulated along the first, jth, jth + 1 and Nth array waveguide (N is the total number of array 
waveguides). The relative phase error between the jth and the jth + 1 array waveguide is  = j 
+ 1 – j, since phase error is accumulated independently between the different array waveguides. 
Figure 2(b) shows a schematic of the common-path multiplexing approach used in the sidewall 
grating. Since the light propagates along a common path, the relative phase error between 
adjacent facets is  = j + 1 - j = (j,j + 1 + j) - j = j,j + 1, where j,j + 1 is the phase error 
accumulation between facet j and facet j + 1. This is theoretically a significant advantage 
because the phase error accumulation between adjacent facets is limited to only a single order 
spacing. 
 
Fig. 2. a) Schematic of the conventional split-path multiplexing approach used in an AWG 
where 1, j, j+1 and N are the phase errors accumulated along the first, jth, jth + 1 and Nth array 
waveguide (N is the total number of array waveguides). The relative phase error between the jth 
and the jth + 1 array waveguide is  = j+1 – j, since phase error is accumulated independently 
between the different array waveguides. b) Schematic of the common-path multiplexing 
approach used in the sidewall grating. Since the light propagates along a common path, the 
relative phase error between adjacent facets will be  = j + 1 - j = (j,j + 1 + j) - j = j,,j + 
1, where j,,j + 1 is the phase error accumulation between facet j and facet j + 1. 
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3. Design and fabrication 
The geometry of the Rowland configuration was determined as follows. At the Rowland circle, 
the receiver waveguide width and pitch of 1.4 m and 2.4 m respectively, were chosen to 
ensure compact size yet avoid mode delocalization and minimize receiver-limited crosstalk. 
For such a receiver waveguide, the numerical aperture angular full width is 40.1° from 3D 
FDTD simulations, measured at 1/e2 irradiance asymptotes. For a L = 100 m long curved 
sidewall grating, 40.1° angular width corresponds to a focal length of f = 140 m, thus a 
Rowland circle radius of R = 70 m. This geometry ensures that the numerical aperture of the 
receiver waveguides is matched to the numerical aperture of the curved waveguide grating 
equivalent lens. 
For the 21-channel device, the sidewall grating pitch is  = |mo/neff| = 0.512 µm, where m 
= 1 is the grating order, 0 = 1.44 µm is the center wavelength and neff = 2.81 is the effective 
index of the curved waveguide for TE polarization. For the two-pass filter created by cascading 
two 11-channel devices, the sidewall grating pitch is  = |mo/neff| = 0.561 µm, where m = 1, 
0 = 1.55 µm and neff = 2.76. Effective index was determined by using a FDTD mode solver for 
a 0.6 µm × 0.26 µm silicon waveguide (nSi = 3.476) on a silica substrate (nSiO2 = 1.444) with an 
SU-8 cladding (nSU-8 = 1.58). The apodized grating has an initial modulation depth of 0.03 m, 
which increases to the maximum depth of 0.3 m over the first 70 m of the grating. The 
apodization function is d = d0exp(-x2/22), where d0 is twice the maximum modulation depth, x 
is the position along the grating and  = 60 m is the variance of the Gaussian function. 
Maximum grating depth (0.3 m) is used for the remaining 30 m of grating length. The 
grating pitch varies according to the modulation depth by  = d2(nSi – nSU8)/2wnSi, where  is 
the required change in pitch, d is the modulation depth, w = 0.6 µm is the waveguide width and 
nSi, nSU8 are the refractive indices of silicon and SU-8 polymer. These parameters result in a 
curved waveguide with 183 blazed grating teeth. Triangular subwavelength grating 
nanostructure with a 1 m width and a 0.25 m pitch was used as a transition between the 
waveguide grating and the slab waveguide, resulting in a total of 400 subwavelength grating 
periods. 
We used commercially available SOI substrates with 0.26-µm-thick silicon and 2-µm-thick 
buried oxide (BOX) layers. Electron beam lithography was used to define the waveguide layout 
in high contrast hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist, which formed SiO2 upon electron beam 
exposure. We used inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) to transfer the 
waveguide layout onto the silicon layer. Samples were coated with a 2 µm thick polymer 
(SU-8, nSU-8 ~1.58 at  = 1.55 µm), then cleaved into separate chips and facets polished. Chips 
were approximately 6.1 mm long. Figure 3(a) shows an optical microscope image of the 
fabricated 21-channel spectrometer, while Fig. 3(b) shows a scanning electron microscope 
close-up of the grating detail. Scanning electron microscope images showed a 50 nm offset 
from the desired dimensions, which we attribute to insufficient correction of the proximity 
effect. 
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 Fig. 3. a) Optical image of the sidewall grating spectrometer showing the input waveguide and 
the 21-channel output receiver waveguide array. b) Scanning electron microscope image 
close-up of the blazed waveguide grating and subwavelength grating (SWG) nanostructure 
detail. 
4. Experimental results 
A polarization controller with a broadband tunable external cavity semiconductor laser 
(Santec) was used to measure transmission spectra ( = 1.23 – 1.63 µm). To couple the light 
into the chip, we used a lensed fiber resulting in a Gaussian beam waist of ~2 µm and an 
on-chip subwavelength grating fiber-chip coupler. Light is coupled out of the chip using an 
identical subwavelength grating coupler and subsequently focused by a microscope objective 
lens onto an InGaAs photodetector. The intrinsic loss of the device was measured with test 
multiplexers designed to calibrate out waveguide propagation loss and input/output coupling 
loss in the intrinsic loss measurement. 
For efficient coupling to the receiver waveguides, the field distribution at the focal curve 
must match the modal field of the output receiver waveguide. Since the mode profile of a 
waveguide is nearly Gaussian, a Gaussian distribution in the grating near-field is required to 
ensure the far-field matching condition at the focal curve. This is achieved by apodizing the 
depth of the sidewall grating teeth to reshape an exponential diffracted near-field into a 
Gaussian diffraction profile, while simultaneously minimizing back-reflections by creating a 
smooth transition from the waveguide to the waveguide grating. The apodization function used 
is d = d0exp(-x2/22), where d0 is the maximum grating modulation depth, x is the position 
along the grating and  is the variance of the Gaussian function. Once the maximum grating 
modulation depth is reached, a constant grating modulation depth interacts with the diminished 
waveguide mode intensity to create the tail of the field profile diffracted near the end of the 
grating. Figure 4(a) shows a comparison of the spectra between the nominal apodized 
spectrometer (grey curves), and a test spectrometer (coloured curves) without the apodization 
for a constant grating modulation depth of 300 nm, indicating significantly reduced loss and 
crosstalk for the nominal design. 
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 Fig. 4. Comparison of the transmission spectra for TE polarization between a nominal (apodized 
and chirped) spectrometer (grey) and a test spectrometer (colored) a) without apodization for a 
constant modulation depth of 300 nm, indicating poor crosstalk performance and b) without the 
subwavelength anti-reflective nanostructure, indicating a 4 dB loss penalty. 
However, varying the modulation depth of the grating produces a corresponding change in 
the effective index of each grating segment, resulting in a phase-front distortion and a 
broadening of the far-field [30]. We eliminated the phase-front errors by chirping the grating to 
ensure a constant effective index for the entire length of the apodized grating. A simple 
geometric relation was used to calculate the required compensatory chirp for a given 
modulation depth, namely  = d2(nSi – nSU8)/2wnSi from the previous section. The validity of 
this relation was confirmed by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations [30]. The 
ability to use apodization and chirping to control both the amplitude and the phase of the 
near-field profile facilitates freedom in tailoring the device pass-band and chromatic dispersion 
[2]. In existing technologies like echelle gratings, no efficient method to control the field 
amplitude distribution is known (it would require varying the reflectivity of the echelle facets, 
leading to loss), while in an AWG this would demand either gain or attenuation in the 
waveguide phased array. 
Fundamental to the operation of our sidewall grating multiplexer is a subwavelength 
nanostructure between the sidewall grating waveguide and the slab waveguide. Such a 
nanostructure provides confinement to ensure the channel waveguide with the sidewall grating 
supports a fundamental transverse mode, while simultaneously acting as a transparent 
waveguide boundary in the direction normal to the channel waveguide, which results in 
efficient coupling to the slab waveguide. Subwavelength high-index contrast gratings were first 
proposed as high-reflectivity mirrors [31] fiber-chip couplers [32–34] and lenses [35]. While 
subwavelength gratings have been used as a cladding in silicon waveguides, anti-reflective 
structures [36,37] and planar waveguides, this is the first demonstration of their threefold use: 
acting simultaneously as a waveguide cladding, an anti-reflective boundary and a slab 
waveguide. Our device uses 400 periods of the subwavelength nanostructure between the 
grating waveguide and the combiner slab waveguide. The effect of the subwavelength 
nanostructure is shown in Fig. 4(b) by comparing the spectral response of the nominal 
spectrometer (with the nanostructure) to a test spectrometer with a 1-m-wide trench between 
the waveguide grating and the slab waveguide. By using the subwavelength grating, there is a 
remarkable 4 dB loss reduction indicating that this nanostructure facilitates efficient transitions 
between very different waveguide geometries, even in a high refractive index contrast material 
platform such as SOI. Our subwavelength nanostructures were apodized on both ends of the 
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blazed sidewall grating to prevent Fresnel reflections as the mode couples from the input 
waveguide to the waveguide grating section, as shown in Fig. 3(b). 
The spectral response of the multiplexer is shown in Fig. 5 indicating a crosstalk of 20-25 
dB with a channel spacing of  = 15 nm over a wavelength range of  = 1330 – 1630 nm. 
Using specifically designed test multiplexers, an intrinsic device loss (including diffraction 
loss, coupling loss from the waveguide grating to the slab waveguide and excess loss due to 
field mismatch at receiver waveguides) is measured to be 3-4 dB. Reduction in performance at 
short wavelengths is a result of approaching the band gap of our subwavelength grating 
fiber-chip coupler [33]. Compared to other microphotonic multiplexers [13–16], our device has 
better crosstalk performance (compared with 13 dB [13], 12 dB [14], 5-10 dB [15], and 17 dB 
crosstalk [16]) and a far broader operational bandwidth of 300 nm (compared with 140 nm [13], 
30 nm [14], 1.5 nm [15], and 40 nm bandwidth [16]). The device footprint is only 100 × 160 
m2 making it one of the smallest wavelength multiplexers. Since the device is so small, it can 
easily be cascaded to form a two-pass wavelength filter as shown in the optical image in Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 5. Transmission spectrum of the nominal spectrometer for TE polarization for a wavelength 
range of  = 1340 – 1620 nm. 
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 Fig. 6. Optical image of the two-pass spectral filter formed by cascading two 11 channel sidewall 
grating spectrometers. 
 
Fig. 7. Transmission spectrum of the two-pass spectrometer for a wavelength range of  = 1400 
– 1600 nm (TE polarization). 
The input light is first spectrally filtered by an 11 channel multiplexer and subsequently 
passes through another identical device with a single receiver waveguide for the specific 
wavelength channel. To minimize connectivity complexity, we terminated the multiplexer 
blazed grating waveguides with a taper (width 0.6 m to 5 m) to expand the waveguide mode 
into a SWG anti-reflection structure, to divert any residual light away from the output facet of 
the chip. Figure 7 shows the spectral response of the two-pass multiplexer indicating an 
excellent crosstalk performance reaching 35 dB at longer wavelengths (1560 – 1600 nm). 
Some increase in the noise floor at short wavelengths appears to be caused by approaching the 
fiber-to-chip SWG coupler band gap [19]. This can be avoided by selecting a shorter 
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periodicity for SWG coupler to move its band gap outside the short wavelength range of the 
sidewall grating spectrometer. 
Our multiplexer channel spacing is targeting course wavelength division for interconnect 
applications. To accommodate the dense wavelength division of telecommunication 
applications, our device would need to be upscaled by a factor of /DWDM ~19 for a spacing 
of 100 GHz. 
5. Conclusion 
These results suggest that the sidewall grating multiplexer can achieve comparable 
performance to established technologies such as AWGs and echelle gratings. In particular the 
very small size, the low crosstalk, the broadband operation and the freedom in pass-band 
tailoring lend themselves well to promising applications in optical interconnects. Specifically, 
the small footprint combined with the large operation bandwidth is a possible solution for 
coarse wavelength division multiplexing. Theoretically, our device minimizes phase error 
accumulation by implementing a common-path approach. 
These results also suggest that subwavelength nanostructures can be advantageously used 
in demultiplexing planar waveguide circuits to simultaneously provide multiple functions 
including anti-reflection, coupling from grating waveguide to slab waveguide and confinement 
of the waveguide grating mode. The subwavelength nanostructures provide an excellent means 
to engineer materials with different effective refractive indexes not limited to those typically 
used in silicon-based microfabrication process, simply by changing the nanostructure 
geometry. 
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Bandpass filter implemented with blazed
waveguide sidewall gratings in
silicon-on-insulator
A.V. Velasco, P.J. Bock, P. Cheben, M.L. Calvo,
J.H. Schmid, J. Lapointe, D.-X. Xu, S. Janz and A. Delaˆge
The fabrication and experimental characterisation of a two-stage band-
pass filter based on curved waveguide sidewall gratings is reported for
the silicon-on-insulator platform. At each cascaded filtering stage, the
spectral components of the input signal are dispersed by the diffraction
grating formed in the sidewall of a silicon strip waveguide. Different
wavelengths are focused onto different positions along the Rowland
circle and the filter central wavelength is selected by a specific receiver
waveguide. By using two consecutive filtering stages, both the filter
passband profile and the stopband rejection ratio are substantially
increased. The grating is apodised and chirped to ensure a constant
effective index along the grating length to minimise phase distortions.
Blazed geometry is used to maximise the diffraction efficiency to the
21st order. The device was fabricated with electron beam lithography
and reactive ion etching using a single etch step. A bandwidth of
6.2 nm was measured near 1590 nm for the fabricated filter, with a
roll-off of 4 dB/nm at the passband edge, and a stopband rejection
of 40 dB.
Introduction: Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) high-index contrast waveguide
technology enables the development of compact photonic devices with
large integration densities, for applications including optical intercon-
nects, telecommunications, biological sensing, nonlinear photonics
and spectroscopy. These applications often require highly selective
wavelength filtering with a small device footprint. Filters implemented
with Bragg gratings [1] have been proposed, although multimode inter-
ference (MMI) couplers are required to extract the reflected signal. Ring
resonators [2] exhibit a great wavelength selectivity, but their resonance
conditions are highly dependent of fabrication errors and temperature
variations. Other devices with larger footprints have also been
implemented, such as arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) and echelle
gratings [3], or Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) lattice filters [4].
However, it remains a challenge to develop compact bandpass filters
which operate in a transmission configuration and present a high
stopband rejection.
The use of curved waveguides with UV induced gratings to achieve
wavelength dispersion was theoretically proposed [5] to develop wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) systems more compact than AWGs
and echelle gratings [3]. A new type of planar waveguide multiplexer
has been proposed, based on a curved SOI sidewall waveguide grating
with a blazed grating profile [6], having a simulated crosstalk of
230 dB, an operational range exceeding 370 nm and a layout size of
only 90 × 140 mm. In this Letter, we adapt this sidewall waveguide
grating wavelength multiplexer design [6] to achieve a highly selective
bandpass filter with two cascaded stages.
Principle of operation and device design: At each stage of the band-
pass filter, light is coupled into a curved silicon strip waveguide and
diffracted by a sidewall grating. The diffracted light is coupled into a
slab waveguide where different wavelengths are focused on different
positions along the focal curve defined by the Rowland circle geometry.
Light at the central wavelength l0 ¼ L/neff is collected by the receiver
waveguide, where L is the grating pitch and neff is the effective index of
the fundamental mode of the input waveguide. By judiciously designing
the grating pitch and the position of the receiver waveguide, only a
narrow wavelength band is transmitted. By cascading two filtering
stages of the same characteristics, the resulting passband is narrowed
and the stopband suppression is increased. The receiver waveguide of
the first stage is coupled directly to the second stage waveguide sidewall
grating, preserving a small footprint. The waveguide grating teeth are
blazed in order to maximise the optical power diffracted towards the
receiver waveguides of the 21st diffracted order.
At both filtering stages the blazed sidewall grating has a length of
100 mm and a width of 0.6 mm. The blazed diffraction grating is
etched in the outer sidewall of the curved input waveguide, with a
maximum modulation depth of 0.3 mm. Previous finite difference time
domain (FDTD) simulations determined that over 99% of the optical
power is diffracted from the input waveguide along the sidewall
grating length of 100 mm. The diffracted light is coupled into the slab
waveguide through a 1 mm-wide subwavelength antireflective (AR)
grating boundary [7], which comprises a triangular-shaped impedance
matching structure with a pitch of 0.3 mm. The receiver waveguide is
1.4 mm wide and is placed at a distance of 70 mm from the diffraction
grating at the centre of the arc formed by the curved waveguide.
These parameters ensure the matching of the numerical apertures
of the receiver waveguide and the diffraction grating, as previously
computed with FDTD simulations.
To suppress secondary diffraction peaks, and to obtain a near-field
Gaussian profile, apodisation was applied over the first 70 mm of the
diffraction grating following a Gaussian apodisation function y ¼
y0exp(2x
2/2s 2), where y0 is the maximum modulation depth of
0.3 mm. A value of s ¼ 60 mm was determined from simulations.
Phase errors were corrected by chirping the grating pitch along the wave-
guide, thus ensuring a constant effective index and phasefront tilt along
the grating length. FDTD simulations were performed to determine the
grating pitch required to obtain a far-field peak angle of 08 for each
modulation depth. This dependency was fitted to a polynomial function,
which was applied to the final grating design, resulting in a grating pitch
ranging from 560 to 590 nm. Both the intensity and the phase distri-
butions of the near-field profile can be controlled by using apodisation
and chirping of the waveguide sidewall grating, thus allowing tailoring
the shape of the filter passband. This is an important design advantage
compared to AWGs and echelle gratings where altering the near-field
intensity profile implies incurring a loss penalty [3].
Fabrication and characterisation: Samples were fabricated on SOI sub-
strates with a 0.26 mm-thick silicon and 2 mm-thick buried oxide layer.
A single patterning step by electron beam lithography with high contrast
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist was used to define the structure of
the device. The resist pattern was transferred into the silicon layer by
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE). An optical
micrograph image of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 1.
blazed sidewall
diffraction grating
160µm
100 µm
input waveguide
receiver waveguide
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Fig. 1 Optical micrograph image of fabricated two-stage filter
Central wavelength lc focused in position F of Rowland circle and guided to the
input of the second filtering stage
The spectral response of bandpass filters with designed central wave-
lengths ranging from 1520 to 1590 nm were characterised using a
tunable laser with a wavelength range of 1500–1620 nm. Polarisation
control optics were used to ensure transverse electric (TE) input polaris-
ation. The device temperature was thermoelectrically stabilised using a
Peltier module. A subwavelength grating mode transformer was
included at the chip input and output facets for efficient light coupling
with a lensed optical fibre.
Results: The normalised transmission spectrum of the fabricated device
is shown in Fig. 2, for a device temperature of 23.5 8C. A near-Gaussian
profile with no sidelobes is observed. A central wavelength of
1589.6 nm and 23 dB bandwidth of 6.2 nm are obtained. Both sides
of the passband are followed by a steep slope with a 4 dB/nm roll-off
that reaches a white background noise region with a stopband
rejection ranging from 235 to 245 dB for wavelengths separated
≥12.5 nm from the central wavelength. The shape factor, defined as
the ratio of the 240 dB bandwidth to the 23 dB bandwidth is 4.03,
showing a high skirt selectivity. A 12 dB improvement in the stopband
rejection is achieved compared with a single-stage filter of similar
design, as well as a 30% reduction in the 23 dB bandwidth. Intrinsic
losses of 3.5 dB were measured for each filtering stage at the central
wavelength. The temperature dependence of the central wavelength
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was also characterised, showing a small positive shift of 65 pm/8C in the
temperature range of 15–50 8C, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
Moreover, the filter 23 dB bandwidth was constant within ,100 pm
for the measured temperatures, which corresponds to a variation of
less than 1.6%. The robustness, small size, and excellent stopband
rejection of the device are remarkable advantages compared to other
state-of-the-art filters [1–4].
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Fig. 2 Optical micrograph image of fabricated two-stage filter
Central wavelength lc focused in position F of Rowland circle and guided to the
input of the second filtering stage
Additional filter designs with central wavelengths shifted down to
1520 nm were measured. A slight deterioration in the performance of
the device was observed for shorter central wavelengths, owing to an
increase in the losses of the coupling system and the device itself, as
well as to limits in the operational range of the subwavelength AR struc-
ture. Nonetheless, for each 10 nm shift in central wavelength in the
1520–1590 nm range, the measured intrinsic loss and extinction ratio
penalties were below 0.1 dB and 0.55 dB, respectively.
Conclusion: A two-stage bandpass filter with blazed waveguide
sidewall gratings has been designed and fabricated, showing a 23 dB
bandwidth of 6.2 nm at a central wavelength of 1590 nm and a
stopband rejection of 40 dB, as well as a good temperature stability.
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5.4.  Bandpass filter implemented with blazed waveguide sidewall gratings in silicon-on-insulator (Electronic Letters).
VI
Conclusions
In this thesis, several original photonic devices have been presented, advantageously 
benefiting from specific strengths of two photonic platforms: holographic 
photopolymerizable glasses and silicon-on-insulator planar waveguides. 
The following advances have been made in the field of holographic photonic 
devices, and in particular, in sol-gel photopolymerizable glasses:
• The application range of photopolymerizable glasses incorporating High 
Refractive Index Species (HRIS) was extended to holographic filtering. This was 
made possible by developing a novel chemical formulation and a synthesis 
procedure that increases the maximum thickness limit of this photomaterial while 
maintaining an excellent optical quality. In particular, samples with thicknesses up 
to 500 µm were prepared for the first time. Additionally, we investigated the 
dependence on the sample thickness of the fundamental holographic parameters: 
refractive index modulation, diffraction efficiency, angular selectivity, 
responsivity, dark diffusion and scattering. The analysis of these parameters 
confirmed a remarkable holographic performance of the samples with enhanced 
thickness, including a high optical quality and diffraction efficiencies near 100%.
• A holographic notch filter was implemented in a photopolymerizable glass with 
enhanced thickness (~500-µm). The increase in the thickness of the holographic 
medium, in combination with the high spatial resolution of the material, enabled 
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the recording of a diffraction grating with a spatial frequency of a 2800 lines/mm 
and a spectral bandwidth of only 0.3 nm. A maximum suppression of -27.5 dB 
was measured at the operational wavelength, showing a flat  response in the 
passbands with residual ripple under 0.1 dB. Excellent optical quality, low 
scattering, and negligible absorption losses were also confirmed, opening 
promising prospects for the use of our photopolymerizable glasses for holographic 
filtering applications.
• The incorporation of ionic liquid to photopolymerizable glasses was studied for 
the first time, both in samples with and without HRIS. Although high refractive 
index modulations were achieved, occasional zirconium precipitation and cluster 
formation was observed. Ionic liquid was also shown to affect both HRIS and 
monomer diffusion inside the porous matrix. Additionally, the correlation between 
the concentration of ionic liquid and the scattering level was demonstrated, a 
phenomenon which could be used to develop efficient holographic diffusers.
Significant advances have also been made in the development of compact silicon 
photonic devices. Specifically, the following original silicon planar waveguide devices 
have been designed, fabricated and characterized:
• An ultra-compact polarization converter implemented for the first time with two 
asymmetrical subwavelength trenches in a silicon wire waveguide. A polarization 
mode conversion of 97.5% was measuerd for a converter length of only 10 µm, 
with insertion loss as low as -0.7 dB. The device was implemented in a single etch 
step by advantageously using the Reactive Ion Etch lag effect calibration data in 
the design of the trenches dimensions. This remarkable optical performance opens 
promising prospects for polarization handling in densely integrated optoelectronic 
devices. The corresponding scientific paper was recently published (February 
2012) but has already received 20 citations in peer literature. 
• A wide band integrated demultiplexer based on sidewall blazed gratings. A 
crosstalk level of 20 - 25 dB was measured in a 300 nm range spanning 21 output 
channels. The device footprint  is only  100 µm × 160 µm, the smallest  size yet 
reported for a device with a similar performance. The diffraction grating was 
chirped and apodized to optimize coupling to the receiver waveguides and 
minimize loss, phase errors and crosstalk. A second demultiplexer stage was 
included at the output of each channel, further reducing the crosstalk levels down 
to -35 dB, which is the lowest crosstalk yet reported for a microphotonic 
demultiplexer device. 
• A microphotonic bandpass filter based on blazed sidewall gratings. By the curved 
waveguide sidewall grating configuration and restricting the output  to a single 
silicon wire waveguide, a compact bandpass filters was implemented. In 
particular, two filtering stages were cascaded for enhanced suppression of the 
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rejection bands. A rejection ratio up to -40 dB was achieved within a footprint  of 
only 300 µm × 500 µm. A FWHM bandwidth of 6.2 nm was measured at a central 
wavelength of 1590 nm, with a 4 dB/m roll-off at the passband edges. Finally, the 
dependence of the device performance with temperature was characterized, 
showing a shift of 65 pm/ºC in the central wavelength of the filter.
• A spatial-heterodyne Fourier-transform spectrometer, comprising an array of 
Mach-Zehnder interferometers and optical delays implemented with 
microphotonic waveguide spirals. 32 archimidean spirals with lengths over 1 cm 
were implemented in a chip  with a footprint of 12 mm2, resulting in a wavelength 
resolution of 40 pm and a free spectral range of 0.75 nm. The spatial heterodyne 
configuration allows the simultaneous readout of the spatial interferogram from 
which the input spectrum is retrieved. This configuration also benefits from an 
increased étendue by allowing a multi-aperture input. Furthermore, an original 
spectral retrieval algorithm based on the inversion of the calibration matrix was 
demonstrated.  Phase and amplitude errors were corrected for the first time in a 
waveguide spatial heterodyne spectrometer without active phase-shifting 
components. 
The modifications in the composition and synthesis methods of sol-gel 
photopolymerizable glasses, and the resulting thickness enhancement, enable the 
synthesis of holographic notch filters high-performance for the first  time in this 
photomaterial. The developed synthesis procedures and chemical compositions have 
already resulted in one spanish patent application (P201201084), and could lead to the 
development of commercially competitive filters. These advances also open the way to 
additional modification in the synthesis methods of photopolymerizable glasses, in 
order to potentially achieve even larger material thicknesses.  
On the other hand, silicon-on-insulator has the advantage of nano fabrication 
methods available at commercial PIC foundries, facilitating the implementation of the 
demonstrated photonic devices to applications such as optical interconnects, biological 
and environmental analysis, airborne sensing, and spectroscopy. Albeit the performance 
of demonstrated devices is remarkable, further improvements can be envisioned. 
Advanced fabrication techniques, such as proximity error correction can be used to 
increase the extinction ratio of the polarization mode converter, by accurately 
controlling the trench dimensions. The short length of this polarization mode converter 
also lends to its integration in more complex polarization handling devices with active 
tuning, with extinction ratios exceeding 40 dB [Alonso-Ramos’12].  
The performance of the curved sidewall grating filters and demultiplexers could also 
be further improved. New loss-reduction techniques for these devices are currently 
being explored at the NRC Canada. A low-loss demultiplexer device would enable the 
development of filters with several cascaded stages for crosstalks below -30 dB, which 
remains a significant challenge in silicon photonics planar waveguide devices. 
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Finally, spectral resolution of the Spatial Heterodyne Fourier-Transform (SHFT) 
spectrometer configuration could be further increased by incorporating ultra low-loss 
waveguides, which would enable to implement longer optical delays while still 
maintaining high interferometric fringe contrast. To this regard, integrated monolithic 
spiral waveguides with losses as low as 0.08 dB/m and an optical length of up  to 39 
meters have already been demonstrated [Lee’12], which for the proposed SHFT 
spectrometer concept corresponds to an unprecedented resolution of 5×10-5 cm-1 for a 
spectrometer chip.
In a broader perspective, regarding the future of the two photonic platforms used in 
the works of the present thesis, it is apparent that they are following diverging paths in 
terms of potential industrialisation and applications. Silicon photonics, due to the 
maturity  and low cost of CMOS fabrication process and excellent integration potential, 
is becoming established as a leading integrated optics for mass-scale. Holographic 
photomaterials fabrication processes, and in particular those of photopolymerizable 
glasses, are less likely to be exploited in mass-scale microfabrication technologies and 
therefore widespread application. Nevertheless, their unmatched holographic 
performance and freedom of design make them ideal candidates for highly specialised 
niche applications, such as narrowband and beam-shaping elements. 
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Annex A
Methods
In this annex, the experimental methods used in the present work for the 
design, fabrication and characterization of the developed photonic devices 
are detailed. 
A.1. Synthesis of photopolymerizable glasses
A.2. Photopolymerizable glass recording and characterization setup
A.3. Computational methods and design of integrated SOI devices 
A.4. Fabrication of SOI devices
A.5. Characterization of SOI devices
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A.1. Synthesis of photopolymerizable glasses
A.1.1. Samples of thickness under 200 μm
Photopolymerizable glasses were synthesized by gelation of a silica sol prepared by 
acid hydrolysis of glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS, IUPAC name 
trimethoxy-[3-(oxiran-2-ylmethoxy)propyl]silane; 11.8 mmol, from Aldrich) and 
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS; 1.8 mmol, from Aldrich). The hydrolysis was triggered 
by a solution of hydrochloric acid in water (21.3 mmol H2O/HCl) at pH 2. This specific 
molar ratio between GPTMS and TEOS ensures minimal shrinkage of the glass matrix 
under actinic light  exposure [Ramos’04] and complete water consumption before the 
addition of zirconium isopropoxide. 
The photoinitiator, IRGACURE-784 (bis(.eta.5-2,4-cyclopentadien-1-yl)bis[2, 6-
difluoro-3-(1H-pyrrol-1-yl)phenyl]titanium, 0.1 mmol, from Ciba-Geigy), was 
incorporated in a solution of phenoxyethyl acrylate (POEA, 3.1 mmol, from Aldrich). 
The high refractive index species (HRIS) was added to the mixture as a solution of 
zirconium isopropoxide isopropanol complex (Zr(OiPr)4·iPrOH; 1.5 mmol, from 
Aldrich) chelated with methacrylic acid (MA; 7 mmol, from Aldrich).
The solution was vigorously  and continuously stirred, and then filtered with a 0.2 µm 
Millipore filter and pipete casted on cleaned glass microscope slides. Samples with 
thicknesses from 20 µm up to 200 µm were prepared by callibrating the amount of sol 
casted on the slides. Gelation and curing was performed in a temperature-controlled 
environment at 40 ºC, with glass gelation times ranging from 12 hours to several days 
depending on the sample thickness. 
For the synthesis of the photopolymerizable glass incorporating ionic liquid (IL) 
presented in section 4.2, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluorborate (from Aldrich) 
was added to the sol prior to gelation, with other steps kept identical. In 
photopolymerizable glass samples without HRIS, two particular concentrations of IL 
were selected, namely, 4% and 6% of the total mass. In photopolymerizable glass 
samples incorporating both HRIS and IL weights, the concentrations were 9.5% (HRIS) 
and 3.2% (IL) of the total mass.
A.1.2. Samples of thickness above 200 μm
In order to overcome the maximum thickness limitations of the nominal sample 
preparation procedure (A.1.1), several modifications were made. First, the amount of 
zirconium isopropoxide and methacrylic acid in the samples was reduced to one half 
compared to the nominal formulation. Second, the silica sol was casted on glass Petri 
dishes instead of microscope slides, allowing the deposition of a greater amount of 
material. The flatness of the glass surface in the area of holographic exposure was 
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ensured by microscopy measurements, to minimize distortion of optical beams. Samples 
were sealed with wax paper to prevent air flow in early gelation stages. After 24 hours, 
small holes were progressively  made in the wax paper seal to progressively increase air 
circulation. A controlled environment with a temperature of 40ºC and a relative 
humidity of 25% was maintained, with a total gelation time of 14 days for the thickest 
samples (500 µm).
The holographic recording was performed with two collimated actinic beams, after 
which samples were exposed to natural light to consume the remaining photosensitizer 
species. A refractive index compensator liquid (Norland Index Matching Liquid 150, n 
= 1.52) was casted on the surface of the photopolymerizable glasses to minimize 
scattering effects of surface corrugations generated during the matrix formation. Finally, 
samples were sealed for protections with a thin glass cover. 
A.2. Photopolymerizable glass recording and 
characterization setup
Holographic photonic devices were recorded by interference of two mutually 
coherent s-polarized actinic light beams using a setup shown in figure A.1. The beams 
were generated by a single diode-pumped solid-state laser, specifically  a doubled 
neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser with a central wavelength 
of 532 nm and a nominal power of 50 mW (Oxxius 532 S). The laser output beam was 
spatially  filtered and collimated by using a microscope objective, a pinhole and a 
collimating achromatic lens. Polarization optics was included to ensure s-polarization 
for maximal interference fringe visibility. The resulting beam was equally  divided by a 
beamsplitter, and each beam was redirected with a mirror towards the photomaterial 
sample.
The grating period of the recorded volume phase diffraction holographic gratings 
(VPHG) is determined by the angle of incidence of the recording beams θ:
 Λ = λ2sin(θ )  
(A.1)
where Λ is the grating period and λ is the wavelength of the incident recording 
beams. Diffraction gratings with spatial frequencies ranging from 500 lines/mm up to 
2600 lines/mm were recorded using this setup.
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Figure A.1. Schematic of the experimental setup for grating recording 
and real-time monitoring of holographic diffraction gratings. 
Gratings are recorded by two mutually coherent s-polarized light 
beams with equal power generated by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG 
laser at the same solid-state laser source in a Mach-Zehnder 
configuration. The grating formation is monitored in real-time by 
measuring the diffracted and transmitted beams from a He-Ne laser.
The grating formation was monitored in real time by a non-actinic probe beam 
generated by a He-Ne laser of wavelength λHe-Ne = 632.8 nm and a power of 0.5 mW 
(Newport ULM-TILT). The incidence angle of the laser probe θHe-Ne was chosen as the 
Bragg’s angle θB:
 sin(θB ) =
λHe−Ne
2Λ  
(A.2)
The optical powers of the diffracted and transmitted beams were measured by two 
photodetectors. Photopolymerizable glass samples were mounted on a high-precision 
rotation platform for angularly-resolved measurements of the diffraction efficiency of 
the recorded gratings (angular selectivity curve). The optical quality  of the samples was 
characterized by measuring the beam profiles of the transmitted and diffracted beams 
with a Spiricon digital camera (Ophir), with a pixel size of 4.4 µm × 4.4 µm.
A.3. Computational methods and design of integrated 
SOI devices
Silicon photonic devices were designed using various numerical simulation software 
tools. Both modal analysis and waveguide propagation simulations were used to 
optimize the design parameters of the devices. Convergence studies to determine the 
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appropriate simulation time, layout area and meshing were performed prior to the modal 
and propagation analysis. 
The software and computational methods used in the present thesis are briefly 
discussed in this section. An example of photonic design based on modal and 
propagation simulations is shown in figure A.2. In particular, some illustrating 
simulation results from the design of the polarization converter (section 5.2) are 
presented. 
A.3.1. Waveguide propagation
A.3.1.1. Fimmprop (Photon Design, Ltd.)
Fimmprop implements an eigenmode expansion method (EME) [Gallagher’03] to 
numerically solve Maxwell’s equations by defining the electromagnetic fields in terms 
of a basic set of local modes. In theory, when the number of local modes tends to 
infinity, the exact solution is obtained. In a practical implementation, the maximum 
number of modes is indeed limited, and determine a trade-off between numerical 
accuracy  and computational load. The scattering matrix (S-matrix) technique is used for 
concatenation of waveguides sections and modeling of structures that vary along light 
propagation direction. The scattering matrix relates optical fields entering and leaving 
the waveguide sections at both ends, including reflections. 
A.3.1.2. FDTD Solutions (Lumerical solutions, Inc.)
This software implements a Finite Difference Time Domain technique [Yee’66, 
Taflove’05], based on the discretization of time-dependent Maxwell’s equations over a 
simulation grid which samples the dielectric permitivity and magnetic permeability  of 
an arbitrary photonic structure. The precision of the method can be increased by 
reducing the grid size, at  the expense of an increased computational load. By computing 
the temporal evolution of the propagating waves, the response of the system over a wide 
range of frequencies is obtained in a single simulation. Modal properties can be deduced 
by Fourier-transformation of the time-varying response of the system, with peaks in the 
transformed spectrum corresponding to eigenfrequencies. FDTD systems are typically 
limited by a heavy computational load, specially in three-dimensional simulations. Over 
10 cells are typically required to accurately represent the field within the length of the 
minimum wavelength under analysis. A finer grid may  be required for increased 
accuracy and to avoid the accumulation of numerical errors which increase 
proportionally to the propagation length. 
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A.3.2. Mode solvers
A.3.2.1. Fimmwave (Photon Design, Ltd)
Fimmwave is a fully vectorial photonic mode solver based on a mode matching 
method [Nguyen’01]. The optimization problem is defined by  modeling an arbitrary 
waveguide as a set of vertical slices (figure A.2.b). Each vertical slice is uniform in the 
lateral direction, but is composed of a plurality of layers with different refractive 
indexes, including structures with complex refractive indexes such as metallic 
components or waveguides with gain. Once the waveguide has been defined in the 
described manner, the underlying algorithms compute the optical modes of each slice 
and search for the solution that optimizes the boundary  matching conditions between 
adjacent slides. As a result of this approach, Fimmwave is particularly  optimized for 
waveguide structures with rectangular boundaries.
A.3.2.2. MODE Solutions (Lumerical Solutions, Inc.)
MODE solutions provides fully vectorial finite-difference analysis [Xu’94], based on 
the discretization of any arbitrary waveguide geometry into a grid of refractive index 
values (figure A.2.c). As in the case of the FDTD waveguide propagation algorithms, 
precision is increased with the grid resolution, at the cost of a greater computational 
complexity. The software implements an efficient eigenvalue search algorithm, and 
supports any  refractive index definition, such as dielectric, lossy, conductive Lorentz, 
Drude, Debye, Sellmeier, and anisotropic materials; as well as spatially-varying 
refractive index distributions. Modal analysis in frequency domain for both guided and 
leaky modes is included.
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Figure A.2. Example of polarization rotator photonic design based on 
numerical simulations. a) Structure of a polarization rotator 
waveguide with two asymmetrical subwavelength trenches with widths 
W1 and W2, and depths D1 and D2. The goal of the simulation is to 
determine the optimal trench dimensions to achieve hybrid modes with 
a minimal conversion length and maximum polarization conversion 
efficiency. b) Modeling of the polarization converter with the 
Fimmwave mode solver. c) Meshing of the Finite Difference Time 
Domain mode solver. d) Electric field components Ex and Ey of one of 
the hybrid modes of the polarization rotator structure. e) 
Combinations of design parameters yielding hybrid modes. f) 
Theoretical conversion lengths for the sets of parameters defined in 
(e). g) Schematic of the three-dimensional layout of the complete 
polarization rotator structure. The design is refined considering losses 
and polarization rotation effects in the coupling sections.
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A.4. Fabrication of SOI devices
The silicon photonic devices presented in this thesis were fabricated in SOI 
substrates with a 260-nm-thick silicon on a 2-µm-thick buried oxide layer. The 
waveguide structures were defined in high contrast hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) 
resist by electron beam lithography. Inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching 
(ICP-RIE) was used to transfer the resist pattern into the silicon layer. A 2 µm thick 
SU-8 polymer (nSU-8 ~ 1.52 at λ = 1.5 nm) layer was used as upper cladding. Samples 
were cleaved into separate chips and their facets were polished. 
All the devices were designed for a single patterning and etching step, thereby 
obviating the need of complex alignment fabrication steps. As discussed in section 5.2, 
the fabrication of the polarization rotator requires etching trenches with different depths. 
This is achieved by using the RIE-lag effect, which manifests itself as a partial etch of 
the silicon layer for features sizes below a given threshold, while structures above the 
threshold are fully etched. Although this effect is usually considered as detrimental 
when fabricating microphotonic devices, here we advantageously use it to implement 
different etch depths a single etching step. This effect depends on the particular foundry 
in which the photonic circuits are fabricated, and it  needs to be calibrated (fig A.3) 
before it can be used in the design flow. 
Figure A.3. Calibration measurement of etch depth as a function of 
gap width of the lag effect in a reactive ion etch process. The 
experimental depth-width relation (grey curve) is subsequently used in 
the design of a photonic structure with varying etch depths in a single 
etch step process. 
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A.5. Characterization of SOI devices
The fabricated devices were characterized with high-resolution tunable 
semiconductor lasers. Polarization control optics was used to select either TE or TM 
input polarization and a lensed polarization maintaining fiber was used to couple light in 
the input waveguide. A Peltier stage was used for thermal stabilization. Output light was 
collected by  a microscope objective and focused onto an InGaAs photodetector. For the 
characterization of the spatial heterodyne Fourier-transform Spectrometer, the 
photodetector was replaced by a a high-sensitivity infrared photodetector array camera 
in order to capture all the outputs of the device in a single measurement. Various test 
structures were included on the chip to accurately characterize the coupling and 
propagation losses and separate them from other effects in the photonic device response. 
Fiber coupling at the input facet of the chips was optimized with efficient 
subwavelength grating (SWG) edge couplers [Cheben’10]. The couplers were 
integrated on the chip to minimize Fabry-Perot at  the facets. The SWG coupler is 
designed to adiabatically transform the waveguide mode to match the optical fiber at 
one end of the coupler and the Si-wire waveguide on the other end. Coupling losses of 
-0.9 dB for TE polarization and -1.2 dB for TM  polarization have been demonstrated. A 
detailed description of the specific coupler structure used in the presented photonic 
devices can be found in [Cheben’10].
Figure A.4. Schematic of a subwavelength grating fiber-to-chip 
coupler. The fill ratio of silicon is progressively increased towards Si-
wire waveguide to gradually increase the mode confinement. 
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